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Povzetek
Tekoči kristali so nepogrešljivi materiali na mnogih področjih znanosti in
aplikacij, od prikazovalnikov do nastavljivih fotonskih kristalov in topološke
mikrofluidike. Nedavni napredek v eksperimentalnih tehnikah in računalniških simulacijah omogoča natančne raziskave tridimenzionalnih struktur
in preizkus topoloških lastnosti. V doktorskem delu z uporabo numeričnega
modeliranja obravnavamo kiralne in nekiralne nematske kapljice in lupine
ter tok v tankih nematskih plasteh. Posebej se posvetimo stabilnosti različnih struktur ter kompleksnim defektnim vzorcem. Modeliranje temelji na
tenzorskem Landau-de Gennesovem modelu proste energije ter mrežni Boltzmannovi metodi za nematodinamiko, ki je zgrajena na Beris-Edwardsovem
modelu. V doktorski disertaciji najprej predstavimo kiralne nematske kapljice
s planarnim degeneriranim in homeotropnim sidranjem. Strukture v planarnih
kiralnih kapljicah se razlikujejo glede na tip defektov in stabilnost. Raziščemo
vpliv elipsoidne oblike kapljic in primerjamo strukture z eksperimenti, kjer so
kapljice prebodli s celuloznimi vlakni. Vlakna namreč spremenijo topologijo
ter obliko kapljic in tako vplivajo na stabilnost struktur. Homeotropni robni
pogoj pa je precej omejujoč in zato lahko stabilizira tudi disklinacijske linije
v obliki zank, spletov in vozlov. V tekočekristalnih lupinah dodatna geometrijska frustracija – notranja sferična površina s planarnim degeneriranim
sidranjem – porodi disklinacijske linije tudi v nekiralnih nematikih. Prikažemo
različne stabilne in metastabilne strukture, kjer sta položaj in tip defektov
odvisna od razmerja upogibne in pahljačaste elastične konstante, krajevno
odvisne debeline lupine ter dodatnih koloidnih vključkov. Medsebojni vpliv
anizotropne elastičnosti in spremenljive debeline lupin lahko povzroči različne transformacijske trajektorije defektov in direktorskega polja, ki bi lahko
služili kot osnova za nastavljiva vezavna mesta. V tankih nematskih celicah
pokažemo poganjanje materialnega toka preko mehanizma povratnega toka,
kar vzbujamo s pomočjo časovno odvisnega električnega polja. Raziščemo
vpliv različnih struktur ter jakosti in frekvence električnega polja na masni
tok. Za materialni tok se kot ključni parameter izkaže zlomljena simetrija
direktorskega polja. Predstavljeni rezultati so uporabni v programabilni in
mikro-nadzorovani mehki snovi, pri samourejanju delcev ter v optofluidiki.
Predmetne oznake: vozli v poljih, nematske lupine, tekočekristalne kapljice,
nematodinamika, mikrofluidika, nematski tekoči kristal, topološki defekti.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Pq, 47.50.Lj, 83.50.-v, 82.70.Dd, 02.10.Kn
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Abstract
Liquid crystals are fascinating materials with applications ranging from display
technology to tunable photonic crystals and topological microfluidics. Recent
advances in experimental techniques combined with computer simulations
revealed novel three-dimensional structures with fundamental topological
characteristics. Here, we explore chiral and achiral nematic liquid crystals in
confined geometries of droplets and shells, and fluid flows in thin nematic cells
using numerical modelling and topological theory. The numerical modelling is
performed using the tensorial Landau-de Gennes free energy approach and the
lattice Boltzmann method for nematodynamics based on the Beris-Edwards
model. The main focus of the thesis lies in the stability analysis of structures
and complex defect organisations. Chiral nematic droplets with both planar
degenerate and homeotropic surface anchoring are investigated. Planar chiral
droplets are characterised by stability and defect types. The deformation of
the spherical shape to ellipsoidal is studied numerically and compared to the
experimental study of droplets pierced by cellulose fibres, which change the
topology and stability of the structures. Homeotropic boundary conditions
prove to be more restrictive and are found to stabilise free standing knots
and links of disclination lines. The additional geometric frustration in liquid
crystal shells – the inner spherical boundary with planar degenerate surface
anchoring – inherently induces disclination lines also in achiral nematics.
Various stable and metastable states are demonstrated where defect types
and positions change by altering the bend-to-splay elastic constant ratio, local
thickness or by adding colloidal inclusions. The interplay of elastic constant
anisotropy and local thickness inhomogeneity can induce various director and
defect transformation trajectories, which could be a route towards the tunable
binding directionality. In thin nematic cells, a way of inducing the material
flow which employs the backflow effect is studied by using time-dependent
electric fields. Different types of cell configurations, electric field intensity
and oscillation frequencies are discussed. The demonstrated results could
prove useful in the emerging fields of programmable and micro-controllable
soft matter, particle self-assembly and optofluidics.
Keywords: knotted fields, nematic shells, liquid crystal droplets, nematodynamics, microfluidics, nematic liquid crystal, topological defects.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Pq, 47.50.Lj, 83.50.-v, 82.70.Dd, 02.10.Kn
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Introduction
Liquid crystals are indispensable materials for display applications, however, current
research is going far-beyond the displays by using wide-scale time and spatial tunability
of the liquid crystalline order. Some of the recent hot topics are topological properties
of liquid crystals [1–5], microfluidics and active liquid crystals [6–19], optics and
photonics [20–27], use of liquid crystals as chemical or biological sensors [28–30], and
liquid crystal shells [31–34]. For example, liquid crystals can stabilise defect lines that
are linked or knotted [1, 3, 35], micro-droplets of liquid crystals exhibit tunable lasing
properties [22, 25–27] and act as sensors for extremely low concentrations of toxins [28],
biological systems can produce liquid crystal mesophases [13, 36–38] and generate
flow [14, 39]. Other exciting examples are structures in liquid crystal shells, which could
mimic almost arbitrary chemical bond geometry and could provide key mechanisms
for self-assembled colloidal crystals [31]. The field of liquid crystal colloids [40–42]
– dispersions of small gaseous, liquid or solid inclusions in a liquid crystal medium –
is also attracting attention [43–45]. The advances in experimental and theoretical
methods allow for the study of increasingly complex systems and almost arbitrary
shapes of inclusions can be studied, such as handle-bodies [46], knotted particles [35] or
quasicrystalline platelet tilings [47]. Multiple phenomena, governed by the interplay of
geometry, chirality and anisotropic elasticity, are intriguing topics with many questions
still unanswered.
Liquid crystals are anisotropic fluids consisting of anisometric molecules which spontaneously organise [48–51]. In nematic and chiral nematic (cholesteric) liquid crystals, the
molecules are orientationally organised along a preferred direction with no positional
order. Local orientational order is reduced due to thermal fluctuations and regions
where fluctuations are especially large and the orientational order is lost are called
defects [48, 52–54]. In nematics, these singular regions are points or lines and are usually
caused by frustration due to different external fields such as confining surfaces, electric
and magnetic fields, or fluid flows. Our interest lies in a mesoscopic regime, where
liquid crystals are described by a phenomenological continuum theory. Deviations from
the ordered nematic or cholesteric ground states, uniform or helical, are penalised by a
construction of the total free energy functional, which accounts for elastic distortions
and changes in the local order. The approach is known as the Landau-de Gennes free
energy model [48].
The hydrodynamics of liquid crystals is much more complex compared to isotropic
fluids due to their inherent molecular anisotropy [48, 49]. Within the mesoscopic
approach with order parameter tensor there are two central formulations of describing
nematodynamics: the Beris-Edwards [55] and Qian-Sheng [56] formalisms. Both account
for the variations of the preferential molecular orientation and local fluctuations. In
regimes of constant order, they reduce to the Ericksen-Leslie-Parodi equations for
13
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nematodynamics [57]. In both formulations the evolution of the ordering is governed
by an interplay of velocity gradients and torques due to elastic forces. Namely, both
the average molecular orientation and fluctuations can change because of the flow, and
vice versa. The Navier-Stokes equation [58] is generalised with the stress accounting
also for the anisotropic viscosities and the backflow coupling [59].
Liquid crystals offer large tunability in various optical applications. The frustration
by chirality in liquid crystals is emerging as a route towards novel soft matter optical
structures for use in advanced optics and photonics [26, 27]. Complex three-dimensional
metastable structures, called torons, were stabilised in cholesteric liquid crystals by using
modulated Laguerre-Gaussian laser beams [60]. Chiral liquid crystals were also employed
as Bragg resonators for micro-lasers [22, 25–27]. The intrinsic chirality in cholesteric
liquid crystals causes periodic helical twisting of the cholesteric molecular orientational
order – effectively, the optical axis – which in turn acts as an optical resonator. The
periodic modulation of the refractive index is closely related to the cholesteric pitch,
which can be manipulated in different ways [48, 61–64]. Cholesteric liquid crystals
with controllable pitch appear also in biological systems like short fragment DNA [65].
Indeed, advanced light characteristics can be achieved in cholesteric-based lasers, like
“white lasers” in cholesteric cells [27] and “three-dimensional omnidirectional microlasers”
in cholesteric droplets [26]. Furthermore, dispersing cholesteric droplets into a polymer
matrix changes the droplet structure in a way that also exhibits random or band-edge
lasing [27, 66]. We should comment that only certain properties of lasers, such as very
narrow spectra of emitted light, are typically utilised. Additionally, the rheological
properties of a host medium can be probed by dispersed cholesteric droplets, since the
linearly polarised laser beams can cause continuous rotations of the droplets [67, 68].
The studies are mostly experimental [69–74], lacking detailed description. The effects
of various external fields on their structure are not yet fully understood.
Another exciting topic, on which we focus in this thesis, are shells which are prime
examples of liquid crystals in highly confined geometries. In liquid crystal shells the
liquid crystal is confined between two spherical boundaries to a thin layer with respect
to the radii of the spheres [31–34, 75, 76]. The topology of the system, compared to
droplets, does not change; but the additional confinement affects the resulting structures
and possible applications. The interplay between topological constraints of spherical
geometry and liquid crystal ordering results in the formation of defects. Therefore,
defects are inherently present, even in the most stable structures, while their types
and positions can be very different. By functionalising the defects, one could impose
tunable valence and directional binding capabilities of the shells [31]. Since shells are
essentially colloidal particles, and colloids behave as “big atoms” [77], they could mimic
molecular chemistry [33] and act as building blocks for various self-assembled colloidal
structures. Producing colloids with tunable inter-particle potentials could result in
self-assembled photonic crystals [78, 79] or metamaterials [80–82].
Dynamic phenomena, like liquid crystal microfluidics and the interplay between colloidal
ordering and flows, are novel and emerging research directions. The material flow
proves essential in reconfiguring of nematic profiles [83, 84], their optical response [59],
or particle repositioning [9, 85]. Active biological systems exhibit fascinating properties
where autonomous motility results in flow generation and topological properties far
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from equilibrium [14], characterised by peculiar active flow profiles [15, 16, 19] and
spatial velocity correlations [18].
In my doctoral thesis, selected open questions of ordering and local fluidics in confined
chiral and achiral nematics are addressed. Stable and metastable structures are approached in confined geometries with complex boundary conditions of droplets [86–88]
and shells [89, 90]. Stimulated flows and their effect on the structures in confined geometries are explored [91]. Some of the work is inspired by recent experiments in the field,
like the restructuring phenomena in nematic shells [89, 90] and cholesteric droplets [87].
The results are to a large extent already presented in different publications [86–90] and
are expected to initiate further research.
The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical background of
liquid crystals with particular focus on the tensorial Landau-de Gennes free energy
model and the full description of nematodynamics. Chapter 3 briefly describes used
and co-developed numerical algorithms and approaches. The key original results of the
thesis are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 is devoted to cholesteric droplets.
Structures differing in types and positions of defects, depending on the geometry
and material parameters, are studied with particular emphasise on the stability of
structures. In Chapter 5 the study of nematic shells is presented. Recent experiments
are examined to unveil the roles of material parameters and various external fields
– like colloidal inclusions – on their structures. As a perspective of the future work,
Chapter 6 introduces a possibility of generating flows by external electric fields, which
could act as pumping devices in the bulk media. The final Chapter summarises the
main results and findings of the thesis, and gives a future outlook on the extensions
and applications.

Theoretical background
Nematic order parameters

2
2.1

Thermotropic nematic liquid crystals are typically made of rodlike molecules, which
in a certain temperature range on average orient parallel to each other due to their
anisotropic inter-molecular potentials and exhibit no long-range positional order. For
large enough volumes, a continuum approach can be used to describe the ordering. The
average orientational ordering at the point r can be described by a vector field nprq
called director, with the orientations n and ´n being equivalent [48–51]. In the nematic
mesophase, the equilibrium distribution of the director field would be uniform, while in
the cholesteric mesophase the director makes a helix in one direction, characterised by
a pitch p0 , and remains uniform in the perpendicular planes.
The orientational fluctuations of the molecules around the preferred direction n are
quantified by the nematic degree of order S, which is a quadrupolar moment of the
molecular orientational distribution function (i.e. the first non-zero multipole). By
denoting θ the angle between the preferred direction and the molecular long axis, S
can be written as an average of the distribution,
S “ hP2 (cos θ)i ,

(2.1)
 1 
where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial. The values of S lie in the interval ´ 2 , 1 .
When all the molecules are perfectly aligned along the director the nematic degree of
order is S “ 1 and for random orientations of the molecules, like in an isotropic phase,
S “ 0. The case when S “ ´ 21 represents a state where all the molecules are aligned
perpendicularly to the n.
Alternatively, the order in liquid crystals can be described by an order parameter tensor
Qij that inherently contains both the scalar and vectorial order parameters S and n,
respectively, and also possible biaxiality P . Qij reads

S
P  p1q p1q
p2q p2q
Qij “ (3ni nj ´ δij ) `
ei ej ´ ei ej ,
(2.2)
2
2
where ep2q “ n ˆ ep1q and ep1q is the secondary director. Qij is chosen to be real,
symmetric and traceless tensor with its three eigenvalues equal to S and ´ 12 pS ˘ P q and
eigenvectors n, ep1q and ep2q , respectively. It has five degrees of freedom: nematic degree
of order S, biaxiality P , orientation of the director n (two parameters) and relative
orientation of the secondary director ep1q . The biaxiality P describes orientational
fluctuations
for the lost rotational symmetry around the director and lies in the interval
 3 3
´ 2 , 2 , with P “ 0 characterising uniaxial ordering and |P | “ 23 perfect ordering
along ep1q .
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Landau-de Gennes free energy model
We are interested in micrometre-sized samples and thus the LCs are described with a
mesoscopic phenomenological continuum theory that obeys microscopic symmetry and
thermodynamic rules and these give their main features. The free energy functional is
constructed as an expansion in the order parameter tensor and its spatial derivatives.
The description consists of two main parts: first – the Landau part – accounts for the
phase transition from nematic to isotropic mesophase and the second part quantifies
the spatial changes of the Qij .
Our interest mainly lies in thermotropic liquid crystals, where temperature governs
the mesophase and the Landau expansion of the free energy is used. To describe
the discontinuous change in S at the first order transition from isotropic to nematic
mesophase, where Qij abruptly becomes zero, free energy volume density is expanded
up to the fourth order in Qij [48]
1
1
1
fNI “ AQij Qji ` BQij Qjk Qki ` C (Qij Qji )2 ,
2
3
4

(2.3)

where A, B and C are material parameters and summation over the repeated indices is
implied. Parameter A is temperature dependent and governs the nematic to isotropic
transition. In a nematic phase both A and B are negative and C has to be positive
to bound the free energy from below. Typical values for a nematic liquid crystal
are A « ´105 J{m3 , B « ´106 J{m3 and C « 106 J{m3 . Assuming the uniaxial
configuration, Qij “ S2 (3ni nj ´ δij ), the minimisation of the free energy gives the
equilibrium nematic degree of order Seq ,


s

1 B
B 2 8A 
Seq “
´
`
´
.
(2.4)
2
3C
3C
3C
The second part in the free energy expansion involves derivatives of the Q-tensor to
account for the spatial variations of the orientational ordering. Namely, the nematic
acts as an effective elastic medium in which the elastic deformations can be decomposed
into three basic deformation modes, splay, twist and bend, presented in Fig. 2.1. The
commonly used elastic free energy density with a minimal number of invariants that
can penalise all three deformation modes individually reads [92–95]
BQlj
1 BQij BQij 1 BQij BQik 1
BQkl BQkl
fE “ L1
` L2
` L3 Qij
` 2q0 L1 εikl Qij
. (2.5)
2
Bxk Bxk
2
Bxj Bxk
2
Bxi Bxj
Bxk
L1 , L2 and L3 are the tensorial elastic constants, q0 “ 2π{p0 is the inverse cholesteric
pitch and xi are Cartesian coordinates. The first three terms penalise the elastic
distortions from the uniform nematic state. The last term, which is present only in
chiral nematics, penalises the distortions away from the twisted nematic state with
a single uniform helical axis, characterised by pitch p0 . Sometimes, it is convenient
to express these gradient terms as squared terms [as is customary in the director
representation, see Eq. (2.6)], where the chiral twisting caused by q0 becomes more
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evident [96]. It is possible to add higher invariants to the free energy expansion, but
the values of material constants are rather unfamiliar and we confine our attention to
the description with a minimal number of material parameters.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1: Basic deformation modes: (a) splay, (b) twist and (c) bend.

The tensorial elastic free energy [Eq. (2.5)] can be in the uniaxial approximation
rewritten to the director representation. One gets the standard Frank-Oseen elastic
free energy density
1
1
1
fFrank “ K11 (∇ ¨ n)2 ` K22 (n ¨ ∇ ˆ n ´ q0 )2 ` K33 (n ˆ ∇ ˆ n)2 ,
2
2
2

(2.6)

where the first term accounts for splay, second for twist and third for bend distortions,
q0 is again the inverse cholesteric pitch, and S is here assumed constant. By comparing
the terms in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), one gets a mapping from tensorial constants Li to the
usually measured Frank elastic constants Ki for splay, twist and bend, respectively [89,
97]
K1 “
K2 “
K3 “

9S 2
(2L1 ` L2 ´ L3 S) ,
4
9S 2
(2L1 ´ L3 S) ,
4
9S 2
(2L1 ` L2 ` 2L3 S) .
4

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

Commonly, a single elastic constant approximation is used by setting K1 “ K2 “ K3
or in tensorial representation L2 “ L3 “ 0. The suitability of the one-constant
approximation strongly depends on the choice of the material. For a typical liquid
crystal 5CB the values of the elastic constants Ki are in the range 10´12 ´ 10´11 N
and differ by around 40% [98]. The elastic constants can also strongly depend on
the temperature. When approaching the nematic-smectic transition the bend elastic
constant compared to splay and twist constants increases much steeply thus changing
the K3 {K1 and K3 {K2 ratios [99]. Splay-twist and splay-bend degeneracy is then
removed by setting L2 ‰ 0 and L3 ‰ 0, respectively. Note that the tensorial elastic
constants do not need to be positive to obtain positive Frank elastic constants.
The Frank-Oseen free energy can be extended by additional invariants in the form of
divergence terms f13 [100] and f24 [101],
f13 “ K13 ∇ ¨ [n (∇ ¨ n)] ,

(2.10)

f24 “ ´K24 ∇ ¨ [n (∇ ¨ n) ` n ˆ (∇ ˆ n)] .

(2.11)
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Here, K13 and K24 are mixed splay-bend and saddle-splay elastic constants, respectively.
The term with K13 penalises deformations of the director within the surface plane
and along the plane normal, while K24 term penalises the distortions of the director
only tangentially along the surface [48, 49]. Since the terms can be integrated out as
surface contributions, they primarily affect the bulk behaviour of the liquid crystals by
renormalising the surface anchoring strength. The K24 term is particularly important
in the case of weak molecular anchoring and high degrees of curvature. The mixed
splay-bend term term is second order in derivatives, so one would need to account
also for other second order terms in the Frank-Oseen free energy. This term can lead
to divergence of the free energy and infinitely strong deformations, and needs higher
order invariants to be stable [102]. K13 is estimated to be even less important than
K24 term [101].
By comparing the ordering fNI and elastic fE contributions to the free energy a length
scale ξn , called nematic correlation length, is obtained. ξn determines the spatial
scale for the variation of the nematic degree of order and in single elastic constant
approximation equals
s
L1
ξn “
.
(2.12)
2
A ` BSeq ` 92 CSeq
This length scale roughly defines the length scales at which the nematic degree of order
changes and also approximately determines the thickness of the defects. In standard
liquid crystals ξn is of the order of few nm.
In experiments, the liquid crystal is confined by limiting interfaces (glass plates, isotropic
liquid around droplets, etc.) or even manipulated by external fields, such as electric
and magnetic field, or fluid flows. This yields changes in the liquid crystal ordering
which can be theoretically considered by additional terms in the free energy density.
Surface anchoring
The surfaces impose a certain boundary condition to the nematic, either by preferring
the orientation of the neighbouring molecules or the degree of ordering. In principle,
the imposed orientation can be any direction, but we will be mainly interested only
in the two extreme cases: planar (tangential) anchoring and homeotropic (normal)
anchoring [103].
This preferred boundary condition can be well described by an additional term in the
free energy. For a uniform surface anchoring (homeotropic or other fixed angle), a
Rapini-Papoular like surface free energy functional is used [104]
2
1
fH “ WH Qij ´ Q0ij ,
2

(2.13)

which quadratically penalises any deviations from the preferred order parameter Q0ij
with anchoring strength WH . For homeotropic anchoring, the preferred order parameter
S
is constructed with the surface normal ν, Q0ij “ 2eq (3νi νj ´ δij ). Typical values for
the anchoring strength WH range from 10´3 J/m2 (strong anchoring) to 10´7 J/m2
(weak anchoring regime) [105].
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Some surfactants impose degenerate planar anchoring, which means that the preferred
direction of the molecules at the surface is tangential and all polar angles are equally posS
sible. Mathematically such anchoring can be described by defining Q̃ij “ Qij ` 2eq δij
and penalising any deviations of Q̃ij from its projection to the surface Q̃K
ij . The
projection to the surface with a normal νi is
Q̃K
ij “ Pik Q̃kl Plj ;

Pij “ δij ´ νi νj .

(2.14)

Since Q̃ij “ Seq ni nj , the equality Q̃ij “ Q̃K
ij means that the director field is parallel
to the surface. Numerically, this can be enforced with the following free energy
functional [106]

2

2
2
fPD “ WPD Q̃ij ´ Q̃K
`
W
Q̃
Q̃
´
9S
,
2
ij
ji
ij
s

(2.15)

which quadratically penalises the deviations from the projected order parameter tensor
Q̃K
ij with anchoring strength WPD . The second term with W2 enforces a certain value
of the nematic order parameter Ss at the surface. This value is experimentally not
known and we thus set W2 “ 0.
Electric field effect
The non-polar nematic liquid crystal is highly responsive to the electric fields on
the molecular scale via the dielectric interaction with the induced molecular dipoles.
Depending on the polarisability of the molecules, the material has either a positive or
a negative dielectric anisotropy, and thus the electric field can induce either parallel or
perpendicular orientation of the average molecular direction with respect to the electric
field. This can be modelled as an additional dielectric free energy term fD [107, 108],


1
2 mol
fD “ ´ ε0 ε̄δij ` εa Qij Ei Ej ,
(2.16)
2
3
where Ei is theexternal electric field, ε0 is the dielectric vacuum permittivity constant,
ε̄ “ 2εK ` εk {3 is average liquid crystal permittivity, and εmol
“ εmol
´ εmol
is
a
K
k
the molecular dielectric anisotropy connected to macroscopic dielectric anisotropy
mol
εa “ Sεmol
a . εk,K is dielectric permittivity parallel and perpendicular to the director,
respectively, in the case when all molecules are perfectly aligned. Typical values for
5CB at room temperature are εa “ 11 and S “ 0.525 giving εmol
“ 21 [109].
a
The non-uniform structure of the director field can cause spontaneous polarisation
of the material. This coupling of the permanent molecular dipoles is known as the
flexoelectricity effect [48]. It is usually present in liquid crystals where molecules are
pear- or banana-shaped. Similarly, gradients in the nematic degree of order can cause
material polarisation, which is known as the order electricity. The effects of flexoand order- electricity are commonly small in the absence of external fields, but can
stabilise certain defect structures and blue phases [110]. Additionally, the liquid crystal
can interact with the applied electric field also through surface polarisation and free
ions [49]. In the thesis we are only interested in the dielectric interaction with the
external electric field.
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The presence of electric field can be characterised by another length scale – the electric
coherence length ξE . By comparing the elastic free energy [Eq. (2.5)] and the free
energy due to electric field [Eq. (2.16)] one obtains
r
1
L1
,
(2.17)
ξE “
E εa ε0
where E is a typical electric field in the system and L1 is the elastic constant. The
effects of the electric field are prominent when ξE is small compared to a container
size, i.e. size of the droplet or cell thickness. Electric coherence length for electric field
E “ 1 V/µm in a typical nematic (L1 « 10´11 N, εa « 10) is ξE « 0.3 µm.
Equilibrium configuration
The equilibrium configuration of the nematic liquid crystal can be obtained
by using
R
the Euler-Lagrange formalism to minimise the total free energy F “ f dV . The
global minimum of F gives the ground state and the possible local minima yield the
metastable states. The variation of the free energy with respect to Qij gives the
following Euler-Lagrange equations [111]
Hijbulk ”

Bf
B Bf
“ 0,
´
BQij
Bxk BQij

(2.18)

Bxk

Hijsurf ”

Bf
BQij
Bxk

νk “ 0.

(2.19)

The first equation is for the bulk LC and the second is used on the surfaces with
normals ν. Here, we defined the molecular fields Hij for the bulk and surfaces that
can be understood as generalised elastic forces, which drive the system towards the
equilibrium [48].

2.3

Defects
The lowest free energy state of a nematic is a homogeneous director field with a
constant nematic degree of order. However, in most experiments, such configuration is
not compatible with the boundary conditions imposed by confining surfaces or other
external fields. The molecular orientation is thus frustrated which leads to the formation
of discontinuities in the director field – defects. In nematics, the defects can be either
points or lines and are characterised by their topological charges q and winding numbers
m, respectively [48, 49, 53].
For point defects, the topological charge q can be calculated as an integral of director
n over a defect-free surface Σ surrounding the defect [49]


I
1
Bn
Bn
q“
εijk n
ˆ
dSi ,
(2.20)
8π
Bxj
Bxk
Σ
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where εijk is the Levi-Civitá totally antisymmetric tensor and xi are Cartesian coordinates.
Disclination lines with director field lying in the plane perpendicular to the disclination
tangent are quantified by the winding number m. In such a 2D case the director field
can be parametrised by a polar angle ϕ and winding number m can be calculated as
an integral over the closed loop Ω that winds around the line [49, 50],
I
1
m“
dϕ.
(2.21)
π Ω
The winding number characterises the local symmetry of the neighbouring director
field. The surrounding 2D director profile can be written as [49]
n “ {cos (mϕ ` c) , sin (mϕ ` c) , 0} ,

(2.22)

with c being a regular harmonic function. Such expression gives the free energy per
unit length of the disclination in the one elastic constant approximation


R
` Wcore ,
(2.23)
F pmq “ πKm2 ln rcore
where rcore is the disclination core radius with energy per unit length Wcore „ πm2 K
and R is the size of the system. The core is introduced to avoid the discontinuity of the
director field. Note that there are no discontinuities in the Q-tensor description. The
free energy of the disclinations is proportional to m2 , which indicates that the m “ ˘1{2
disclination lines are energetically favourable and integer number disclinations are in
this model expected to split into pairs of m “ ˘1{2 lines.
Escaped disclinations
The free energy of disclinations with integer winding numbers can be lowered if the
director “escapes” in the third dimension [49, 112]. At the centre of the disclination the
director becomes parallel to the line and remains perpendicular to it at the periphery.
This changes the prevailing type of deformation and such disclinations are non-singular
in the nematic director, since the escape smooths out the discontinuities. Escaped
disclinations can be energetically more favourable compared to singular ones depending
on the elastic constants and geometry of the problem.
Escaped disclinations are typically obtained in cylindrical capillaries with large enough
diameters. The escape can occur also in opposite directions which causes the disclination
to transform into point defects [48, 49]. The escape is frequent in chiral liquid crystals,
where disclinations with integer winding numbers are also stable [86].
Cholesteric disclinations
Cholesteric liquid crystals favour twisting of the director in planes and can be described
by a set of three mutually perpendicular vectors: λ which points along along the
director, χ along the helix axis and τ “ χ ˆ λ [49]. The twisting changes the profile
of the director cross-sections and consequently disclinations in cholesterics can be
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of cholesteric disclination lines λm , τ m and χm with
various winding numbers m. Director is shown with blue cylinders while red spheres characterise
regions with lower nematic degree of order. The core of the χ disclination is drawn as a black
line. Note that the λ`1 , τ `1 , and χ`1 disclinations may be energetically unstable and undergo
transformations [86].

distinguished into three classes as presented in Fig. 2.2: λ˘m , τ ˘m , and χ˘m [48].
The classification corresponds to rotations of two out of three vectors around the
disclination core. In λ disclinations the vectors χ and τ rotate while λ stays oriented
along the defect line. This means that λ disclinations are non-singular in the nematic
director, while τ and χ are singular. χ disclinations can also be treated as dislocations
of cholesteric layers and can split into combinations of λ and τ disclinations. Note that,
except for the χ˘m disclinations, there is no twist of the nematic director along the
disclination.

Linking of disclinations
Topologically, and also energetically, stable singular nematic disclinations are characterised by the director field that rotates by π on a path that encircles the disclination,
giving the winding number m “ ˘1{2. However, there is no topological restriction on
the cross section profile, so the free energy cost and geometric constraints imposed by
the confinement determine the profile. For example, in entangled nematic colloids [42]
the spherical inclusions with homeotropic anchoring force the director field near the
disclination to lie approximately in the plane perpendicular to the disclination tangent.
More precisely, the cross section looks like a 2D nematic defect with a ´1{2 winding
number with a characteristic three-fold symmetry [113].
The nematic elasticity can cause the director field of a disclination line to fluctuate
around an ideal 2D profile along the disclination. The deviations from the perpendicular
alignment are topologically irrelevant, since the director field can be continuously
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“combed” back to the ideal 2D profile. However, the director field can also rotate along
the disclination line tangent. If such disclination is closed to a loop, the disclination
possesses an additional topological invariant Sl, called self-linking number [113]. It
describes the total amount of rotation of the profile around the disclination tangent and
is, for m “ ´1{2 lines, quantised in the form Sl “ p{3 (p is an integer). Additionally,
loops with an odd p are linked by another disclination, while loops with an even p are
not linked or linked even times.
The rotation of the director profile around the disclination tangent can be geometrically
presented with two curves A and B, the first representing the disclination and the
second following the director rotations. These two lines can be mathematically described
by ribbons [113]. The self-linking number of the disclination is actually the linking
number of the two curves rA and rB with parametrisations s and s1 and tangents tA
and tB , which can be calculated by a Gauss integral
ZZ
1
rA psq ´ rB ps1 q
Sl “
tA psq ˆ tB ps1 q ¨
ds ds1 .
(2.24)
4π
|rA psq ´ rB ps1 q|3
Since the ´1{2 disclination has a three-fold symmetry, the secondary line can be
discontinuous after going along the primary line only once. To avoid the discontinuity,
the integral is evaluated three circuits along the parametrised lines and then divided
by three to obtain the self-linking number.
The total topological charge q in a system with closed loops can be now written in the
form [114]:


n
n
X
X
3
Sli ` 2
Lkij  ` n “ q mod 2.
(2.25)
2
i

iąj

Here, n is the number of loops, Sli are the self-linking numbers of individual loops
and Lkij are the linking numbers between pairs of loops. Because line defects are
considered, only the even/odd parity of q is conserved, hence modulo 2 [2, 114].

Equations of nematodynamics
The dynamics of liquid crystals in their ordered phases is essentially different from
the dynamics of an isotropic liquid since liquid crystals exhibit both viscous and
elastic behaviour [48, 49, 55]. Additionally, the viscous response to external stresses is
complicated due to the orientational ordering, which results in anisotropic viscosity.
The velocity field is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation [58], which is generalised to
account for the viscosity anisotropy and elastic stresses. Combining the Navier-Stokes
equation with the equations for the nematic elasticity results in the Ericksen-Leslie
equations [48, 49]. This theory is based on the classic mechanics and macroscopic
properties. One can derive the nematodynamic equations also from the microscopic
picture – this approach is known as the Harvard model [49].
However, the Ericksen-Leslie equations assume that the nematic degree of order S is
constant, which is usually not the case. To account also for the spatial changes in
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S, two main approaches exist that use the evolution of the tensorial order parameter:
(i) the Beris-Edwards [55] and (ii) the Qian-Sheng [56] formalisms. Here, we will
follow the Beris-Edwards model as described in Refs. [16, 57, 59, 84]. The QianSheng formalism accounts for all five independent viscosity parameters and allows
for two independent elastic constants, while Beris-Edwards model includes a reduced
set of material parameters – only one rotational and translational viscosity and one
elastic constant. We should comment that both tensorial formalisms reduce to the
Ericksen-Leslie equations in the limit of constant nematic degree of order [55, 57].
We will first start with the simple description of the Navier-Stokes equation and
comment on the additional terms due to the anisotropic fluid like nematic liquid
crystals, which lead to the Ericksen-Leslie equations. The chapter ends with the outline
of the Beris-Edwards model.

2.4.1

Navier-Stokes equation

The Navier-Stokes equation is basically the second Newton’s law applied to a small
volume element of fluid [115]
ρa “ f ,
(2.26)
where ρ denotes fluid density, a “ dvpr,tq
acceleration of the fluid element, v velocity,
dt
t time and f volume density of forces. Assuming no external forces, only forces from
pressure p and viscous forces (with shear viscosity η) are acting on the fluid element
f “ ´∇p ` η∇2 v.

(2.27)

Incompressibility (∇ ¨ v “ 0) is also assumed and thus the additional term in viscous
forces that is proportional to ∇ (∇ ¨ v) vanishes. The second term in Eq. (2.27) can be
formally written as a divergence of a stress tensor σ
η∇2 v “ ∇ ¨ σ,

(2.28)

where σij is proportional to symmetric velocity gradient tensor Dij [11]
σij “ 2ηDij “ η (Bi vj ` Bj vi ) .

(2.29)

Formally, the stress tensor is obtained via the dissipative function D that determines
the rate of dissipation, i.e. the rate of decrease of energy E [51, 116]
dE
“ ´2D.
dt

(2.30)

It is assumed that friction forces depend linearly on velocity gradients Bi vj . The
dissipative function is a scalar invariant (i.e. D is invariant to rotations and coordinate
inversion) composed of velocity gradient terms Bj vi that are allowed by symmetry. It
also has to be invariant to time inversion, as it has to be positive disregarding direction
of fluid flow. Furthermore, D and the stress tensor have to be zero for a velocity field
corresponding to a rigid rotation (v “ ω ˆ r). The stress tensor is then obtained by
the differentiation
BD
σij “
.
(2.31)
B (Bi vj )
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For an incompressible isotropic fluid the dissipative function is constructed only from
the scalar invariants of the tensor Bi vj
1
1
Diso “ η (Bi vj )2 ` η 1 δik (Bi vj ) (Bj vk ) .
2
2

(2.32)

The request that Diso has to be zero for the velocity field corresponding for rigid
rotations results in the relation η “ η 1 , leaving us with only one independent viscosity
coefficient.
We can now write the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation describing fluid dynamics of an
incompressible isotropic fluid [58]


dvi
Bvi
ρ
(2.33)
“ρ
` pvj Bj qvi “ ´Bi p ` Bj σij .
dt
Bt
On the lhs of Eq. (2.33) the total derivative of velocity is decomposed into ordinary
B
Eulerian derivative ( Bt
) and into advective term (v ¨ ∇). The changes of velocity at a
dv
Bv
given position r Bt “ dt ´ pv ¨ ∇qvs are due to changes in velocity with respect to time
when we follow the fluid element ( dv
dt ) and due to changes that are a consequence of
fluid flow rpv ¨ ∇qvs.
Stress tensor
For an isotropic liquid, the stress tensor contains terms due to viscosity and is proportional to the symmetrised velocity gradient [Eq. (2.29)]. In a nematic liquid crystal the
stress tensor comprises of a viscous part and an elastic part. The viscous part of the
stress tensor is complicated due to the viscosity anisotropy. For a time-independent
director field, there exist three elementary shear flow geometries, which differ in relative
directions of director n, velocity v and shear velocity ∇v and are presented in the
Fig. 2.3. This gives three distinct Miesowicz viscosity coefficients ηa , ηb , and ηc that
are usually measured [48].
(a)

(b)

(c)

v

v
n

v
n

n
∇v

∇v

∇v

Figure 2.3: Three simple shear flow geometries that differ in relative directions of director
n (blue cylinders and a blue arrow), velocity v (orange arrows) and shear velocity ∇v (red
arrow) [48]: (a) director is perpendicular to both velocity and shear velocity, (b) director is
parallel to the velocity but perpendicular to the shear velocity, and (c) director is parallel to
the shear velocity but perpendicular to the velocity field.

The viscous part of the stress tensor is derived from the dissipative function D [51]. In
nematics, the dissipative function is composed of the director ni , total time derivative of
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director ṅi , and gradients of velocity Bj vi that are allowed by symmetry. Due to the fact
that D and the viscous stress tensor have to be zero for a velocity field corresponding
to a rigid rotation, ṅi can only be in form of Ni
Ni “ ṅi ´ εijk ωj nk .

(2.34)

Ni actually represents a relative rotation of the director with respect to local rotation
of the fluid (which is given by the curl of the velocity field, ωi “ 12 εijk Bj vk ).
For a uni-axial nematic the dissipative function contains additional invariants [51]
D “ Diso `
1
1
1
ξ1 (Bi vj ni )2 ` ξ2 (Bi vj nj )2 ` ξ3 (Bi vj ni ) (Bi vj nj ) `
`
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
`
ξ4 (Bi vj ni nj ) ` ξ5 Bi vj ni ṅj ` ξ6 Bi vj ṅi nj ` ξ7 ṅi ṅi .
(2.35)
2
2
2
2
Only four coefficients ξi are independent due to the requirement that dissipative function
and the stress tensor have to be zero for a rigid rotation. More often a different set of
six viscosity coefficients is used, named Leslie viscosity coefficients αi , where only five of
them are independent. The Leslie viscosity coefficients are connected to the rotational
viscosity via the relation γ1 “ α3 ´ α2 and are linked by one relation α2 ` α3 “ α6 ´ α5 .
The values are of comparable magnitude and in the range 10´3 to 10´2 Pa s [48].
Finally, the viscous stress tensor for a nematic reads
v
σij
“ α1 ni nj nk nl Dkl ` α2 nj Ni ` α3 ni Nj ` α4 Dij ` α5 nj nk Dik ` α6 ni nk Djk , (2.36)

where the ni denotes the director, Ni the rate of change of the director relative to the
local rotation of the fluid, Dij the symmetric velocity gradient tensor and coefficients
αi are Leslie viscosities. The term with α4 remains in an isotropic liquid as well. The
second and third term could be called “active” terms, since they are responsible for flow
when the director field is rotating. The other terms (with α1 , α5 and α6 ) are “passive”
terms since they make the viscosity anisotropic.
However, in the case of a nematic liquid crystal, which is anisotropic, the stress tensor
e
involves also an elastic part σij
v
e
σij “ σij
` σij
.

(2.37)

and has the form [117]
e
σij
“´

BfFrank
Bj nk ,
BpBi nk q

(2.38)

where fFrank denotes Frank-Oseen free energy volume density [Eq. (2.6)]. As can be
seen from Eq. (2.33), in equilibrium the elastic force (the divergence of elastic stress
tensor) is balanced by the pressure gradient. The signature of the elastic stress tensor
is the fact that the hydrodynamic flow can be generated by the director distortion, and
vice versa. This is known as the backflow effect [118].
The motion of the director is governed by the elastic and the viscous stress tensor. In
the director representation, the Euler-Lagrange equations [Eq. (2.18)] give the elastic
molecular field hei


BfFrank
BfFrank
e
hi “ ´
` Bj
(2.39)
Bni
B (Bj ni )
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Additionally, the viscous stress tensor also affects the motion of the director. Thermodynamic viscous forces are obtained by differentiating the dissipative function D with
respect to ṅi
BD
.
(2.40)
hvi “
B ṅi
Since director is a unit vector field, only h normal to the director has a physical meaning
– the change of the director can only be perpendicular to the director, i.e. the director
only rotates, but the magnitude is kept fixed. Therefore the normal molecular field
H “ {h}Kn is introduced and only the perpendicular part of the viscous and elastic
forces is taken into account. Elastic and viscous forces which govern the motion of the
director now become
Hi “ γ1 Ni ` pα3 ` α2 q (Aij nj )Kn ,

(2.41)

where γ1 “ α3 ´ α2 is the rotational viscosity.
Characteristic scales and dimensionless quantities
We have already introduced typical length scales due to nematic elasticity and electric
field effects in Chapter 2.2. In dynamical systems, where time evolution is important,
characteristic time scales can be introduced [119, 120]. Typical relaxation time of the
director field is obtained from Eq. (2.41)
τn “

γ1 ξ 2
,
K

(2.42)

where K is the Frank elastic constant and ξ is the characteristic scale of director field
variations (e.g. height of the cell in case of a bend cell or electric coherence length).
The time scale of the velocity field gives a typical transition time in which the velocity
field is equilibrated to its stationary value due to viscous forces [119],
τv “

ρl2
.
γ1

(2.43)

The length l represents the size of the container and ρ is fluid density. Comparing the
two time scales introduces the unsteadiness parameter, for periodic flows also known as
Strouhal number:
τn
l2 ρK
Sr “
“ 2 2.
(2.44)
τv
ξ γ1
When Sr ! 1 the velocity field quickly adapts to a given director field and it behaves
quasi stationary. For the typical nematic used in our simulations the director field time
scale is τn « 10´5 s and velocity relaxation time is τv « 10´9 s which give the Strouhal
number Sr « 10´4 .
A dimensionless number that measures the ratio of inertial forces (ρv 2 ) to viscous forces
(ηv{l) is the Reynolds number [58]
Re “

ρvl
.
η

(2.45)
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For a nematic the typical intrinsic velocity is the quotient between typical length l
(i.e. dimensions of the system) and director relaxation time τn . This gives the typical
Reynolds number for intrinsic flow in nematic [117]
Re „

ρK
« 10´6 .
γ12

(2.46)

Because it is very low (Re ! 1) advective inertial forces [ρpv ¨ ∇qv] are small compared
to viscous forces and can be thus neglected.
Due to additional degrees of freedom – the nematic elasticity – another dimensionless
number called the Ericksen number can be introduced. It is defined as the ratio of viscous
and elastic forces acting on the director [11]. The viscous forces are f v 9η∇v „ ηv{l
and the elastic forces read f e 9K∇2 n „ K{l2 . This gives the Ericksen number
Er “

ηvl
,
K

(2.47)

where l denotes the typical length in our system. For small Ericksen numbers (Er ! 1),
the viscous forces are too weak to distort the director field and thus the director field
is such as it would be in the equilibrium in case of v “ 0.

2.4.2

Ericksen-Leslie equations

The hydrodynamic flow is calculated from the Navier-Stokes equation, however, the
coupling between director field and hydrodynamic flow that is inherited in the Eq. (2.41)
has to be taken into account. This is the full description of a nematodynamic problem based on the Frank elastic theory, which results in the so-called Ericksen-Leslie
equations [48, 49]. Equations written in the vectorial form are
Bv
` ρpv ¨ ∇qv “ ´∇p ` ∇ ¨ pσ e ` σ v q,
Bt
Bn
1
γ1
` γ1 pv ¨ ∇qn “ H ´ γ1 pA ¨ nqKn ` γ1 p∇ ˆ vq ˆ n,
Bt
2
∇ ¨ v “ 0.
ρ

(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)

The first equation is the NS equation [Eq. (2.33)], the second describes elastic and
viscous torques that act on the director [Eq. (2.41)] and the last is the equation of
continuity for an incompressible liquid.
For low Reynolds numbers (Re ! 1) the second term on left-hand side in NS equation
can be neglected. In such conditions the flow is called the Stokes or creeping flow.
Adiabatic approximation can also be made, since the velocity field relaxes almost
instantaneously
compared to the director field and can be then taken as stationary

Bv
“
0
.
Therefore,
the equations governing the nematodynamics read
Bt
0 “ ´∇p ` ∇ ¨ pσ e ` σ v q,
Bn
1
1
` pv ¨ ∇qn “ H ´ pA ¨ nqKn ` p∇ ˆ vq ˆ n,
Bt
γ1
2
∇ ¨ v “ 0.

(2.51)
(2.52)
(2.53)
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2.4.3

Similarly as in the director representation, the Qij -tensor evolves due to the effects of
the flow and elastic forces [57, 59]
dQij
´ Sij (Wij , Qij ) “ ΓHij ,
dt

(2.54)

where Γ is a collective rotational diffusion constant and Hij is the molecular field
[Eq. (2.18)]. The function Sij (Wij , Qij ) represents the changes of the director and
nematic degree of order due to the flow fields – it is a generalised form of the convective
derivatives for rodlike molecules [57, 84]

 

δkj
δik
Sij (Wij , Qij ) “ (ζDik ` Ωik ) Qkj `
` Qik `
(ζDkj ´ Ωkj )
3
3


δij
Qkl Wlk .
(2.55)
´ 2ζ Qij `
3
Here Wij “ Bi vj is the velocity gradient tensor, Dij is its symmetric part [Eq. (2.29)]
and Ωij “ 12 (Wij ´ Wji ) is its antisymmetric part. The parameter ζ depends on the
molecular shape and determines how the director field responds to a shear flow, since it
determines the relative magnitude of the extensional and rotational component of the
shear flow. It thus switches between the flow-aligning and flow-tumbling regime [15,
17, 121].
The fluid velocity still obeys the generalised Navier-Stokes equation now written as

ρ

Bvi
` pvj Bj qvi
Bt






Bp0
Bk vk ` Bi vj ` Bj vi
“ Bj τij ` Bj σij ` ηBj
δij ´ 3
(2.56)
Bρ

to account also for possible compressibility, with the symmetric and antisymmetric
stress tensors, respectively [59]


1
σij “ ´ p0 δij ` 2ηDij ´ ζHik Qkj ` δkj
3




1
1
´ ζ Qik ` δkj Hkj ` 2ζ Qij ` δij Qkl Hkl
3
3
δF
´ Bi Qkl
.
δBj Qkl

(2.57)

τij “ Qik Hkj ´ Hik Qkj

(2.58)

In this expression p0 is the pressure and η is the isotropic viscosity. This stress tensor
in the Navier-Stokes equation couples the terms of the fluid velocity with the nematic
ordering. This combined effect is called backflow, when the order parameter relaxation
induces fluid flow which in turn affects the order parameter dynamics [84, 107]. Note
that in this model the incompressibility of the fluid is not required.
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Relaxation dynamics without flow

We are often interested only in the equilibrium states and the exact evolution of the
system towards equilibrium is not necessary. We can neglect fluid flows and approximate
the dynamics of the system by taking into account only the reorientational dynamics
of the director field and spatial changes of the nematic degree of order. This is done by
setting Sij “ 0 (i.e. fluid velocity is zero) and obtaining
BQij
“ ΓHij .
Bt

(2.59)

The equation can be interpreted as the Newton’s second law for Qij with 1{Γ being
“viscosity” and and Hij generalised forces. The angular momentum received by the
molecule is conveyed to neighbouring molecules by collisions or interactions and the
reorientation of the director field is a slow process, compared to molecular time scales.
The inertial term can thus be neglected and one can, effectively, think of the director
being over-damped.

3

Numerical modelling
The systems that investigate in this thesis do not have analytical solutions due to
complex boundary conditions. Therefore we have to employ different numerical techniques to solve the governing equations. In this Chapter we review the main techniques
used for numerical modelling of nematic liquid crystals. In particular, we discuss the
free energy minimisation method and simulated temperature quench, hybrid lattice
Boltzmann method for complex fluid flows, extraction of the disclination line geometry
and various visualisation techniques.

Free energy minimisation

3.1

Minimisation of the free energy is numerically done with the Euler-Lagrange formalism
introduced in Chapter 2. We use the relaxation algorithm [111, 122], which treats the
order parameter tensor as time dependent, Qij “ Qij pr, tq. Neglecting the fluid flow,
the time evolution of Qij is taken from Eq. (2.59)
BQij
“ ΓHij ,
Bt

(3.1)

with Γ “ 1{γ1 and Hij is the molecular field [Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)]. This provides us
with six coupled partial-differential equations that have to be solved for various initial
and boundary conditions.
Numerically, the problem is tackled using a custom code based on the finite difference
method (FDM) on a cubic mesh with resolution ∆x. The Eq. (3.1) is discretised in
time with an explicit iteration scheme [122]
Qij pt ` ∆t̃q “ Qij ptq ` Γ∆t̃Hij ptq “ Qij ptq `

∆t̃
∆x2
L1 Γ

H̃ij ptq

(3.2)

where ∆t̃ is the time step, with its value chosen for faster convergence, Hij is the
molecular field either for bulk or surface of the liquid crystal [see Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)],
H̃ij is molecular field in the dimensions of Qij (i.e. dimensionless) and ∆t “ ∆x2 {pL1 Γq
is the numerical time scale. Additionally, the traceless nature of Qij is imposed after
each time step. The iteration goes on until the free energy has sufficiently converged
to a – local or global – minimum. Usually, a local minimum is found, but because
the energy barriers between the states are typically much larger than the thermal
fluctuations (up to „ 103 kB T [123]) local minima correspond to metastable state.
When specifically targeting global minima, typically predesigned Ansätze for the Qij
tensor are used. Metastability is commonly observed in experiments as well showing
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good agreement between our numerical approach and experiments. The numerical
routine was originally developed by our group and it has been extensively tested on
many different systems [1, 42–44, 94, 95, 114, 122–126].
We adjusted the code to handle various different initial and boundary conditions
needed to model peculiar structures in ellipsoidal droplets and shells and extended
the routine to take into account three different elastic constants. Additionally, we
made various optimisations for efficiency and lower memory usage, and implemented
a different multithreading procedure based on OpenMP1 . Typically, our simulations
consist of 4503 „ 109 mesh points and need around 4 GB of memory. To obtain a
sufficiently converged solution, the calculations need to run 105 ´ 106 time steps, which
takes roughly 5 ´ 15 days on a cluster node with 12 processor cores. Note, that the
larger simulation box increases the required time steps for a system to converge. Our
department boasts with three clusters totalling around 700 processor cores and 2 TB
memory, so that multiple simulations can run in parallel. However, studying larger
systems would require much more computational time and additional parallelisation
over more cluster nodes would be necessary.
There are many other numerical techniques that can minimise the free energy functional,
like finite-element methods (FEM) [127] or conjugate gradient descent [128]. FEM
methods possess numerous advantages, like the mesh adaptivity, which can speed
up the simulations and calculate desired regions with high precision. However, the
FEM method is difficult to implement and the mesh generation or adaptation can
be quite slow. The conjugate gradient method is memory consuming and its large
“steps” can miss certain metastable structures. The FDM method we use is much
faster compared to both methods and consumes less memory, since the updates are
done in-place. Another advantage is its simplicity and thus additional extensions,
like different geometry or additional terms in the free energy, are straightforward to
implement. It also mimics the time evolution of the system with flows being neglected
and can be incorporated into a lattice Boltzmann method for a full nematodynamics
simulations.
Simulated temperature quench
Finding states with higher free energy than the ground state can often be challenging.
Namely, the free energy landscape is unknown and can vary wildly, so the equilibrium
state crucially depends on the initial conditions.
A way to produce the metastable structures, despite the energetic barriers between the
states, is to repeatedly relax the liquid crystal from a randomly disordered state [88, 123].
To experimentally attain such a state the liquid crystal is heated above the nematicisotropic phase transition and then left to quickly cool down to room temperature.
Numerically, the thermal quench is simulated by setting the initial condition for the
director field to random vectors at each mesh point and then numerically relaxing the
system. This numerical quench that we use is very similar to the experimental thermal
quench [129]. Note that the boundary values of the Q-tensor can crucially change the
relaxation and also the resulting structure. Being interested only in the steady states,
1

http://www.openmp.org
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our relaxation algorithm follows the orientational relaxation but neglects hydrodynamic
aspects that primarily cause the anisotropy in the dynamics of disclinations with
different winding numbers [130, 131].

Hybrid lattice Boltzmann method

3.2

Hybrid lattice Boltzmann method (hLBM) is used to simulate the full hydrodynamics
of the nematic liquid crystal. It comprises of the (i) finite difference time evolution
for the Qij tensor and (ii) the lattice Boltzmann method for solving the generalised
Navier-Stokes equation for the velocity field v.
Lattice Boltzmann method
The lattice Boltzmann method is a fairly recent numerical scheme that models the
Navier-Stokes equation [132, 133]. It is derived from the lattice gas automata (LGA).
LGA treats a dynamical system discretely on a regular lattice by discretising it into a
set of equal particles, which “hop” from one lattice point to another, and cannot occupy
the same lattice site. The possible moves of particles are exactly defined with a discrete
set of vectors – the particles can only stream to certain neighbouring lattice points.
Secondly, due to the exclusion principle, two particles streaming to the same lattice site
are then subjected to collision rules. With the proper choice of streaming vectors and
the collision operator mass, momentum and angular momentum are conserved. Thus
this simple idea with a discrete set of particles can, e.g., simulate a dilute gas. Instead
of treating particles as discrete, one can have a continuous distribution of particles
at each lattice site streaming in different directions – and this is the key property of
the lattice Boltzmann method. By choosing a suitable collision operator and by using
the Chapman-Enskog expansion [57, 132–135], the dynamics of the partial distribution
functions obey the Navier-Stokes-equation dynamics.
The partial distribution function fα px, tq can be understood as a number of particles
at the lattice point x and at time t with velocity equal to the lattice vector eα . Here
we describe a three-dimensional 15-velocity model (D3Q15) on a cubic lattice with the
following lattice vectors [59]
ep0q
α “p0, 0, 0q,

(3.3)

ep1q
α “p˘1, 0, 0q, p0, ˘1, 0q, p0, 0, ˘1q,

(3.4)

ep2q
α

(3.5)

“p˘1, ˘1, ˘1q.

p0q

The indices α are ordered in a way that α “ 0 corresponds to a lattice vector eα ,
p1q
p2q
α “ 1, . . . , 6 to a set of vectors eα and α “ 7, . . . , 15 to a set eα , as illustrated in
Fig. 3.1. The time evolution of the distribution functions is governed by two steps: (i)
streaming and (ii) collision. More precisely, the “particles” first move to a new lattice
site, x Ñ x ` eα ∆t
fα (x ` eα ∆t, t) “ fα (x, t) ,
(3.6)
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e(0)
eα(1)

eα(2)

z
y
x

Figure 3.1: Lattice geometry of a three-dimensional 15-velocity model (D3Q15). The lattice
vectors are colour coded so that the red colour shows the vector ep0q , green represents a set of
p1q
p2q
vectors eα , and blue eα . Light grey spheres show the lattice points.

and then the collision rules are applied (only a “fraction” of particles is propagated to
this new lattice site)
fα (x, t ` ∆t) “ fα (x, t) ´

1
[fα (x, t) ´ fαeq (x, t)] ` pα (x, t, {fα }) .
τf

(3.7)

τf is a collision parameter, which is proportional to a fluid viscosity, fαeq (x, t) represent
the equilibrium distribution functions and pα forcing terms. Both fαeq and pα are
polynomial expansions in the fluid velocity v
fαeq “ As ` Bs vi eαi ` Cs v 2 ` Ds vi vj eαi eαj ` Esij eαi eαj
pα “ Ts Bi τij eαj

(3.8)
(3.9)

where s “ 0, 1, 2 distinguishes different sets of lattice vectors epsq and τij is the
antisymmetric stress tensor [Eq. (2.58)]. Expansion coefficients are constrained via the
moments of the f eq and pα
X
X
X
fαeq “ ρ,
fαeq eαi “ ρui ,
fαeq eαi eαj “ ´σij ` ρvi vj .
(3.10)
α

α

α

The zeroth and first moment are chosen as such to conserve the mass and momentum,
and the second moment of the distribution function sets the symmetric part of the
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stress tensor σij . The forcing terms pi impose the antisymmetric part of the stress
tensor via the moments
X

X

pα “ 0,

α

pα eαi “ Bj τij ,

α

X

pα eαi eαj “ 0.

(3.11)

α

By comparing the terms, coefficients A, B, C, D, E and T are determined [59].
The numerical code we use was developed according to references [17, 59, 135]. We
implemented parallelisation scheme and additional memory and speed oriented optimisations, since the hybrid lattice Boltzmann scheme is computationally much more
demanding than the relaxation method. We have included also the electric field effects
in order to model time-dependent electric fields and additional subroutines to calculate
the time-averaged velocities and particle trajectories.

Chapman-Enskog expansion
Chapman-Enskog expansion gives a link between the lattice Boltzmann numerical
method and the Navier-Stokes equation [132, 134, 135]. We outline the ChapmanEnskog expansion for the case of an isotropic fluid without forcing terms (i.e. pα “ 0).
The time evolution of the streaming and collision rules [Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7)] can be
expanded into a Taylor series as
1
1
1
fα px, tq ` Bt fα ∆t ` Bt Bt fα ∆t2 ` Bt Bi fα ∆t2 eαi ` Bi Bj fα ∆t2 eαi eαj
2
2
2
1
` Bi fα ∆teαi “ fα px, tq ` [fα px, tq ´ fαeq px, tq] ,
τf

(3.12)

B
where Bt “ Bt
and Bi “ BxB i . The variables x, t and fα are represented according to a
multiscale method in terms of a hierarchy of fast and slow scales as the powers of the
Knudsen number κ. The Knudsen number is the ratio between the molecular mean free
path and a shortest scale on which macroscopic variations are present. The multiscale
expansion of the variables is written as

t “ κ´1 t1 ` κ´2 t2
x“κ

´1

´2

x1 ` κ

x2

Ñ
Ñ

fα “ fαp0q ` κfαp1q ` κ2 fαp2q ,

Bt “ κBt1 ` κ2 Bt2 ,
2

Bi “ κBi1 ` κ Bi2 ,

(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)

where index 1 corresponds to a fast and index 2 to a slow scale [132]. The expansion of
the variables is used in the Eq. (3.12) and the terms of the same order in κ are grouped
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together which gives

O κ0 :
O κ

O κ

1




2

fαp0q “ fαeq ,

(3.16)

1
∆tBt1 fαp0q ` ∆tcαi Bi1 fαp0q “ ´ fαp1q ,
τf

(3.17)

:

:
1
∆tBt1 fαp1q ` ∆tBt2 fαp0q ` ∆t2 Bt1 Bt1 fαp0q ` ∆t2 cαi Bt1 Bi1 fαp0q `
2
1
1 2
p0q
∆t cαi cαj Bi1 Bj1 fα ` ∆tcαi Bi1 fαp1q ` ∆tcαi Bi2 fαp0q “ ´ fαp2q .
2
τf

(3.18)

Since fα “ fαeq , moments of fα are written in Eq. (3.10), and for fα and fα zeroth
p1,2q
p1q
and first moments vanish and the second moment is Πij . Tensor Πij is calculated
from Eq. (3.17) by inserting in fαeq and back substituting the result. Taking zeroth
moments of Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) gives
p0q

p0q

p1q

p2q

Bt1 ρ ` Bi1 (ρvi ) “ 0,
Bt2 ρ ` Bi2 (ρvi ) “ 0,

(3.19)

The continuity equation is then obtained by rewriting the multiscale expansion back to
variables x and t,
Bρ B (ρvi )
`
“ 0.
(3.20)
Bt
Bxi
The first moments of Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) give
p0q

Bt1 pρvi q ` Bi1 Πij “ 0


1
p0q
p1q
Bt2 pρvi q ` Bi2 Πij ´
´ 1 Bi1 Πij “ 0.
2τf
pmq

Tensors Πij

(3.21)
(3.22)
pmq

are the second moments of the distribution functions fα , and can be

p0q

p1q

written as Πij “ ρc2s δij ` ρvi vj and Πij “ ∆tτf c2s [Bj pρvi q ` Bi pρvj q ` 2δij Bk pρvk q],
√
where cs “ 1{ 3 is the sound speed for the D3Q15 scheme and the hydrostatic pressure
is p0 “ ρc2s . By combining the two equations, Navier-Stokes equation is recovered


Bvj
Bρvi Bρvi vj
Bp0
B
Bvk
Bvi
`
“´
` η̃
2δij
`
`
,
(3.23)
Bt
Bxj
Bxj
Bxj
Bxk
Bxi Bxj
with viscosity η̃ “ (1{2 ´ τf ) ∆tc2s ρ. The streaming and collision of particle distribution
functions can, with a proper choice of parameters, simulate a distinct form of the
Navier-Stokes equation. The lattice Boltzmann method is based on expansions in the
powers of fluid velocity and is typically used in the regime when the fluid velocity is
much smaller than the speed of sound in simulations which equals
cLB
s “ cs vM “ cs ∆x{∆t,

(3.24)

and vM is the mesh speed. In this regime, the fluid is effectively incompressible.
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Boundary conditions
An advantage of the lattice Boltzmann method is the easy implementation of the
boundary conditions. Typically, a bounce-back scheme is used, where the particle
distribution function, which streams to a wall node, scatters back to the node it came
from [133]. This scheme provides a no-slip velocity condition, but its numerical accuracy
is only first-order at the boundaries. An improved scheme, where the no-slip boundary
is between the two lattice points, gives a second-order numerical accuracy. Since
first-order numerical accuracy is sufficient for our simulations and due to the simplicity
we will use the basic bounce-back scheme at the boundaries.

Obtaining the disclination geometry

3.3

We developed a custom routine to numerically extract positions and profiles of disclination lines from the numerical data. The position of the disclination line is extracted from
the structure by first searching for the bulk mesh point with the lowest nematic degree
of order in the system and then following the direction imposed by the neighbouring
point with the lowest S. When the system contains more than one disclination line, the
current line has to be “masked” to exclude that region from the subsequent search and
then repeat the whole procedure until all disclination lines are found. The masking is
done by setting a large enough spherical area around each point of the line with S “ 1.
The three-fold symmetry of the ´1{2 disclination lines is also extracted from the
simulated data with our custom routine. This is done by following the previously
extracted line and comparing the director field perpendicular to the line to the ideal
´1{2 disclination profile. A robust way of comparing the director fields is by calculating
their cross-correlation. The maximum of the cross-correlation reveals the best fit of
the ´1{2 profile to the numerical data and returns the line geometry (the ribbon, see
Chapter 2.3). We circuit the line three times to obtain an auxiliary curve that is closed,
which enables the numerical calculation of the self-linking number.
Once the the ribbon is known, the self-linking numbers Sl can be calculated by an
algorithm proposed by Z. Arai [136]. This algorithm2 is implemented to calculate the
solid angle of a tetrahedron spanned by points and thus evaluates the degree of the
Gaussian map. It is very robust and accurately calculates the (self-)linking numbers
even in complex disclination line networks. Our robust numerical procedure, which
extracts the ribbons from simulation results and calculates the self-linking numbers,
needs no manual intervention.
To easily decipher types of knots in entangled lines and loops a dedicated knot software
KnotPlot [137, 138] is used. Its relaxation feature considers lines piecewisely as a
bead-spring system and minimises the elastic energy to shorten and thus geometrically
simplify the lines. However, the procedure is not very robust and has to be carefully
monitored.
2

The original article contains a mistake, spotted by Dr. Simon Čopar. The return value of the
“Algorithm 3” should be 2A.
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Visualisation techniques
The data from the numerical simulations is returned in the form of the Qij tensor.
To visualise the structures and their peculiarities, such as defects, it is convenient
to transform the tensor to scalar and vectorial order parameters. Here, we follow
the visualisation techniques and tricks as presented and developed by Čopar and
Porenta [114, 124, 139]. Historically, the most widely used parameter is the vector
field n which contains most of the essential information. It is acquired as a principal
eigenvector of the tensor Qij .
The corresponding eigenvalue is the nematic degree of order S, which adequately locates
singular defects. It is easily extracted from the Qij tensor as
Qij Qji “

S2
3S 2
(3ni nj ´ δij ) (3nj ni ´ δji ) “
.
4
2

(3.25)

The values of S are close to the equilibrium value Seq [Equation (2.4)] in the bulk
and drop nearly to zero in the centres of the defects. However, S does not distinguish
between different types of defects, nor can it visualise the non-singular disclinations.
These distinctions are clearly seen with splay-bend and twist parameters [139, 140].
The splay-bend parameter SSB is a scalar expressed as a sum of the second derivatives
of the order parameter tensor
B 2 Qij
SSB “
.
(3.26)
Bxi Bxj
By rewriting it in the director representation,
SSB «

3S
∇ [n (∇ ¨ n) ´ n ˆ (∇ ˆ n)] ,
2

(3.27)

one can see that the splay-bend parameter shows the divergence of the splay and
bend deformations. It thus distinguishes between the regions with high divergence of
splay deformations (SSB ą 0) and regions with high divergence of bend deformations
(SSB ă 0). SSB is calculated in the units of nematic correlation length squared, ξn2 [see
Eq. (2.12)].
The twist parameter STW measures the deviations from the naturally preferred twist
value q0
BQlj
9
STW “ εijk Qij
´ S 2 q0 .
(3.28)
Bxk
4
In the director representation, STW is equal to the twist contribution n (∇ ˆ n) ´ q0
[see Eq. (2.6)].
Both splay-bend and twist parameters have high values around the defects due to
the variations in S. Both parameters can thus help in locating the non-singular
disclinations [86, 139], retrieving the defect types and their symmetry [114, 124, 139]
and the visualised structures are rather easy to interpret by showing only isosurfaces
or two-dimensional cross-sections, instead of complex director field profiles.
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Visualisation of optical fields
Experimental observations are typically done with a polarising microscope and the
polarisation micrographs are sometimes hard to interpret. For a more direct comparison
to the numerically calculated structures we also simulate them. Polarisation micrographs
of presented structures are calculated using the Jones 2 ˆ 2 matrix formalism. The
formalism incorporates the locally variable anisotropy of the refractive index – typically
the leading contribution – but neglects reflections and refractions [141]. More specifically,
in this model the light beam is propagated along a chosen direction and only the total
phase shift between ordinary and extraordinary polarisations is accumulated.
We have modified the existing code developed in our group to repeat the calculation
for 10 different wavelengths in the approximate radiation spectra of a black body at
6000 K (i.e. the white light approximation to mimic the experimental transmission
micrographs) and neglected the colour dispersion. The results for each wavelength are
then summed with respect to the RGB colour mixing laws to form colour images that
can be qualitatively compared to experimental observations. For a better computing
efficiency and due to the limited computational resources the simulated structures are
smaller than the typical experiments. The polarisation micrographs are then calculated
for the director structure scaled by a factor of 2 ´ 3 (i.e. to the size of the experiments)
for a more quantitative comparison [94].
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Material parameters
Unless otherwise stated the values of the material parameters in Table 3.1 are used,
which correspond to a typical nematic liquid crystal [122]. The mesh resolution for the
cubic mesh is set to ∆x “ 10 nm.
A
B
C

´1.72 ˆ 106 J m´3
´2.12 ˆ

106

´3

Jm

0.533

L1

10´11

4ˆ

ξn

Eq. (2.4)
N

Eq. (2.5)

6.63 nm

Eq. (2.12)
´2

Eq. (2.13)

´2

Eq. (2.15)

WH

5 ˆ 10´3 J m

WPD

10´3

5ˆ

εmol
a

Jm

21

Γ

Eq. (2.16)

7.29 pPa

ζ
vM

Eq. (2.3)

1.73 ˆ 106 J m´3

Seq

∆t

)

sq´1

1.0
∆x2
L1 Γ
∆x
∆t “

Eq. (2.55)

“ 0.34 µs
0.0292 m

Eq. (2.54)
Eq. (3.2)

s´1

Eq. (3.24)

Table 3.1: Material parameters, which correspond to a typical nematic liquid crystal such as
5CB, used in numerical simulations. Last column points to the equations where parameters
are defined.

Cholesteric droplets
Cholesteric liquid crystals favour twisting of their average orientation – the nematic
director – in planes. The spherical geometry of the droplets additionally frustrates the
nematic director and defects can generically form and even transform in cholesteric
droplets. The resulting stable and metastable structures could potentially be used in
optics and photonics [22, 25–27, 66]. In this chapter, we show that the interplay of
the droplet shape, anchoring conditions, nematic elasticity and chirality can stabilise
different structures that all obey the topological rules. The majority of the work is
published in Refs. [86–88].
Cholesteric droplets with planar degenerate anchoring conditions are experimentally
found in three distinct structures [71–74]: (i) radial spherical structure (RSS, see
Fig. 4.1), (ii) diametrical spherical structure (DSS), and (iii) planar bipolar structure
(PBS). RSS, also known as the spherulitic texture or the Frank-Pryce model [69], is
the most commonly observed structure in the experiments [70]. For low chirality
and generally smaller droplets, the twisted bipolar director structure with effectively
non-chiral director becomes energetically favourable over the RSS structure [73]. In the
radial spherical structure, the predicted `2 disclination shows an interesting analogy to
the Dirac monopoles [61]. Moreover, the droplets with homeotropic anchoring have, to
the best of our knowledge, not been studied yet, which further motivates our research.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Two possible director fields for a radial spherical structure (RSS), which is also
known as the Frank-Pryce structure [69], and is most commonly observed in experiments.
Structure (a) with a singular radial `2 disclination (black line) and (b) with an escaped `2
disclination. Figures are taken from Ref. [73].

The structures in the droplets primarily depend on the ratio between pitch and droplet
radius, so it is useful to present the structures in terms of relative chiral parameter
N “ 4R{p0 . Effectively N corresponds to the number of π turns the director would
make in a non-confined cholesteric along the distance equal to the droplet diameter 2R.
From here on, the cholesteric pitch in the structures will be characterised in the terms
of the relative chiral parameter N .
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Cholesteric droplets with planar anchoring

4.1

It is important to note that all current theoretical studies of cholesteric droplets have
been performed with director-based approaches, which only approximately covered
the inherently present defect regions in the droplets that are important for optical
applications. Here, we explain the intricate structure of the defects in detail and also
show two new structures in planar cholesteric droplets and their stability. The stability
of the structures changes when considering non-spherical droplets such as ellipsoidal
droplets pierced by fibres.

4.1.1

Structures and stability
Director field Ansätze

There are different ways to obtain various (meta)stable structures as already presented
in the Section 3.1. One way is to use the initial values of an approximate director
field, obtained either from topological constraints or from other numerical solutions.
Here, we use the director field Ansätze. For RSS and DSS structures, the approximate
solutions from Bezić and Žumer [71] are used, which in cylindrical coordinates pr, ϕ, zq
read:
npr, ϕ, zq “ cos Ω er ` sin Ω eϕ

(4.1)

with Ω “ pm ´ 1qϕ ` q0 z.
Winding number of the central disclination line m is chosen to be m “ 2 for RSS and
m “ 1 for DSS. er and eϕ are unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates. For the PBS
structure the initial conditions were chosen as in undistorted cholesteric with layer
normals in y direction that in Cartesian coordinates px, y, zq read:
npx, y, zq “ cos ϕ ex ` sin ϕ ez ,

(4.2)

with ϕ “ N π (R`y)
2R and R being a droplet radius.
Symmetry and topological considerations suggest that further structures might form
in the cholesteric droplets, and to access them numerically the Ansätze, based on the
model of the dissociated χ`1 line in cholesterics [48], are constructed. The central
cylindrical region of the droplet for r ă R0 (along z axis; R0 „ R{2) is essentially a
double twist cylinder of variable radius with respect to coordinate z. Thus, in cylindrical
coordinates, the director reads:

 
ωr
nRďR0 pr, ϕ, zq “ ´ sinpϕq sin
,
(4.3)
R0
 
 
ωr
ωr
cospϕq sin
, ´ cospϕq cos
.
R0
R0
The director in the outer region (r ą R0 ) is taken as rotating cholesteric layers and
reads:
nRąR0 pr, ϕ, zq “ {sin (ϕ ` ψ) , cos (ϕ ` ψ) , 0} ,
(4.4)
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where ψ “ N πz{p2Rq and ω “ π `

π
2

cospψq.

With these Ansätze we find six (meta)stable orientational profiles in cholesteric droplets
with planar degenerate anchoring, each characterised by its specific configuration of
the director profile and the topological defects: (i) the diametrical spherical structure
(DSS), (ii) the radial spherical structure (RSS), (iii) the bipolar structure (BS), (iv)
the planar bipolar structure (PBS), (v) the Lyre structure, and (vi) the Yeti structure.
The structures differ in the number and position of the defects, the symmetry of the
director field, and the stability regimes. We should comment that the structures,
previously described in the literature [71–73] (the DSS, RSS, BS and PBS), agree in
general features with the presented structures, but there are substantial differences in
the defect regions. Two structures that we find have, to the best of our knowledge, not
been predicted or observed before – the Lyre and Yeti structures.
Diametrical spherical structure

y

z
z

y

x

+1/2

-1/2

Figure 4.2: Numerically calculated diametrical spherical structure (DSS) for N “ 10. Nematic
degree of order is visualised as red isosurface of S “ 0.48 and splay-bend parameter SSB as blue
(SSB ě 0.0044) and yellow isosurfaces (SSB ď ´0.0044). Director field is visualised with light
blue cylinders. Note the red ring defects in the regions of large positive splay-bend parameter
(in blue). The insets show the director field at marked cross sections and the polarisation
micrographs obtained for incident light along y and z directions [86].

The most symmetric structure in cholesteric droplets with degenerate planar anchoring
is the diametrical spherical structure (DSS, Fig. 4.2). It exhibits cylindrical symmetry
with the symmetry axis along z direction, i.e. through the centres of the ring defects
(shown as isosurfaces of decreased nematic degree of order in red in Fig 4.2). The
director field forms curved cholesteric layers with the layer normals in the radial
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direction (except along the `z and ´z direction). The field is visualised as a series of
onion-like bent cholesteric layers ending with λ`1{2 and τ ´1{2 disclinations. The central
layer is constructed from a torus of a double twist cylinder and resembles the triple-twist
toron structures stabilized by Smalyukh et al. in the bulk cholesteric [60]. Along the
z axis, a series of bulk ring defects of τ ´1{2 disclinations emerge, compensating for
the director field imposed by the bent cholesteric layers. Interestingly, we always find
an even number of the defect rings. More specifically, their number depends on the
relative chirality parameter N and is equal to M “ 2b N 2´2 c when the structure is
stable, and M (meta) “ 2b N2 c when it is metastable (typically only for N not being even)
and b. . .c represents the integer part of a number. In addition to the bulk defect rings,
two surface boojum defects are formed, positioned diametrically on the z axis. The
series of observed bulk defect rings and surface boojums is similar to the previously
predicted diametrical `1 disclination line [71]; however, our more detailed study shows
that the χ`1 disclination line decays into energetically favourable alternating rings of
τ ´1{2 and λ`1{2 lines with the director roughly homogeneous along z direction inside
the effective region encompassed by these rings. Note how the cross section of the
escaped centre of the disclination alternates from a circular to a radial `1 configuration.
We should stress that the director rotates only by π{2 in the z direction between the
two disclinations. Such a structure is therefore essentially different from the dissociated
model [48, 142] of χ`1 line in cholesterics where the line decomposes into non-singular
λ`1{2 and λ´1{2 lines and the director rotates by π between the lines. The dissociated
model is later shown to lead to Lyre and Yeti structures (Fig. 4.8).
The radial spherical structure
The radial spherical structure (RSS; shown in Fig. 4.3) is the most commonly observed
structure in experiments [70] and effectively consists of distorted cholesteric layers,
which are rolled around each other in a spherical container. There are no singular
bulk defects in the nematic director in the RSS structure; however, to account for the
contact regions between the distorted layers, cholesteric λ`1 disclinations are observed
along a distinct direction from the centre of the droplet to the surface – the structure
is monopolar. The disclinations are two escaped cholesteric λ`1 lines that start at the
droplet surface and fuse in the centre of the droplet. The lines form a double helix
structure that can be visualised with a negative splay-bend parameter SSB (see yellow
isosurface in Fig. 4.3). Interestingly, the handedness of local twist in the two λ`1
disclination lines is opposite to the handedness of the full double helix. The structure is
clearly not rotationally symmetric around this defect direction (z axis), which is indeed
seen in experimental transmission micrographs in Fig. 4.4b,d. Fig. 4.4 also shows
good qualitative agreement between the calculated and experimental transmission
micrographs.
The numerically simulated double-helix defect structure in the RSS – which relates to
the distinct wrapping of cholesteric layers – is notably different from the previously
predicted structure of the `2 non-singular disclination line in the Frank-Pryce model [69].
To compare the models in more detail, the director field in the defect regions of
both structures is analytically reproduced by constructing the characteristic director
fields [48, 50]. The comparison is done in collaboration with Dr. Tine Porenta [86].
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Figure 4.3: Radial spherical structure (RSS) in chiral nematic droplets for N “ 10. The image
shows S “ 0.48 (red isosurfaces), SSB (blue SSB ě 0.0044 and yellow isosurfaces SSB ď ´0.0044)
and director field (light blue cylinders). The double helicoidal shape of the yellow isosurface
(SSB ď ´0.0044) marks the escaped λ`1 disclination. The insets show the director at marked
cross sections and polarisation micrographs for light along y and z axes. Note the roll-like
cholesteric layers in the top left inset [86].

The director fields can be written as
n “ (sin ϕ sin θ, cos ϕ sin θ, cos θ) , with




y
y
ϕ “ arctan
` arctan
,
x´d
x`d


2r1 r2
θ “ arctan
.
r1 ` r2

(4.5)

Angles ϕ and θ determine the director in-plane angle and angle of p
escape, respectively.
Distance from the effective centre of the defect is equal to r1,2 “ px ˘ dq2 ` y 2 . To
model two `1 escaped disclination lines d “ 0.9 is taken (see Fig. 4.5). We should
comment that these ‘`1 escaped defects’ actually correspond to two cholesteric λ`1
disclinations which are obtained in numerical modelling. Mathematically, the escape
can be modelled by a smooth function of the escape angle θ that starts linearly from 0
at the centre of the disclination and asymptotically reaches the value π{2. The escape
angle is predicted to exponentially reach π{2 at asymptotically large distances [143].
Figure 4.5a shows the director field and the splay-bend parameter of the structure
reconstructed from the numerically simulated RSS droplet (from Fig. 4.3) by the Ansatz
in Eq. (4.5), whereas Fig. 4.5b shows the Frank-Pryce structure drawn by using an
effectively different Ansatz in Eq. 4.5 with d “ 0 (i.e. an escaped `2 disclination line).
The two profiles clearly differ in the region around the escaped disclination. The RSS
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: (a,c) Numerically simulated and (b,d) experimental transmission micrographs for
the RSS: (a,b) the light is propagated along the z direction and micrographs (c,d) show the
light propagated along the x direction. The simulated director field is scaled 2.4-times for
the better qualitative agreement. Experimental micrographs (b,d) are courtesy of Dr. Matjaž
Humar.

indicates that the director escapes inside two separate regions corresponding to two λ`1
lines (note separate yellow regions of high bend deformation in Fig. 4.3), whereas the
Frank-Pryce model predicts one central region of escaped director. It is the chirality of
the cholesteric competing with the formation of singular and non-singular cholesteric
defect regions, which causes the two λ`1 disclination lines to wrap one around another
and form the double helix structure (Fig. 4.5d). One can discriminate between the
two structures by observing the director field in the defect core. In the case of two λ`1
disclinations (Fig. 4.5a), the director field between the lines makes a π twist, while
in the case of an escaped `2 disclination (Fig. 4.5b), the director field in the centre
is tangential to the line. Experimentally, this could be seen in large enough droplets
so that the cholesteric twisting can be easily observed by advanced optical methods
such as fluorescence confocal polarising microscopy (FCPM) or three-photon excitation
fluorescence polarising microscopy (3PEF-PM), which enable visualisation of molecular
orientations with submicrometre resolution [35, 144].
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Figure 4.5: Detailed view of the distorted defect structure in RSS and comparison to the
Frank-Pryce model. Analytically reconstructed (a) two `1 escaped disclinations (actually
corresponding to two λ`1 cholesteric disclinations) and (b) one `2 escaped disclination [48]
with shown splay-bend SSB parameter in yellow and blue (SSB ă ´0.044 and SSB ą 0.044,
respectively). Note the core of splay-bend parameter SSB being clearly different between both
configurations. (c) Reconstructed director field on intersection planes with two λ`1 cholesteric
disclinations rotating along plane normal due to chirality. The centre of λ`1 cholesteric
disclination lines marked by the negative splay-bend parameter SSB thus forms a double helix
structure as seen in the structure in Fig. 4.3. (d) The two cores of `1 disclination lines form
the double helix structure and fuse together at the top (in the centre of the droplet) [86].

Bipolar structure
The third – bipolar structure (BS, Fig. 4.6) – is cylindrically symmetric and is characterised by only two surface boojums which are positioned diametrically. This structure
gradually evolves from the bipolar structure in non-chiral nematic droplets when
chirality is effectively switched on and the cholesteric pitch becomes finite (N ą 0).
The droplet is formed around a λ`1 disclination line spanning diametrically along the
cylindrical symmetry axis (z axis) of the droplet. The central region (around z axis) is
mostly uniformly aligned along the symmetry axis, and is surrounded by a few bent
cholesteric layers in the form of distorted closed double twist tori (see polarisation
micrographs in Fig. 4.6). There is almost no noticeable divergence of splay or bend in
the bulk, except small regions close to the two surface boojum defects. This structure
is metastable up to N „ 6 when it continuously evolves into the stable radial spherical
structure (RSS) by helically winding the diametrical λ`1 line into the observed double
helix structure (Figs. 4.3, 4.5).
Planar bipolar structure
The planar bipolar structure (PBS, Fig. 4.7) is closely related to the bipolar structure
and also has two surface defects, positioned diametrically. The director field in the
central region of the droplet forms cholesteric layers with layer normals in the x direction
(see Fig. 4.7 and the left inset); however, near the surface the layers are deformed to
satisfy the strong planar surface anchoring (see right inset). This twisting, mostly near
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Figure 4.6: Bipolar structure (BS) for N “ 6. Note the λ`1 disclination along the z axis with
full rotational symmetry and the twofold axis the xy plane. The blue and yellow regions show
splay-bend parameter (blue at SSB “ 0.0044 and yellow at SSB “ ´0.0044) and the insets
show simulated polarisation micrographs [86].

the surface, results in the splitting of the λ`1 line, which is characteristic for the BS
structure, into two λ`1{2 lines observed in the PBS structure. The two λ`1{2 cholesteric
disclinations are nicely visualised with the splay-bend parameter (in yellow). Because
of this splitting, the PBS structure is not fully rotationally symmetric as the bipolar
structure is, but only has three twofold symmetry axes (axes x, y and z). This broken
symmetry results in almost planar cholesteric layers (see polarisation micrographs in
Fig. 4.7). The layered nature makes the PBS very interesting for optical uses that
depend on Bragg reflections between the layers resulting in photonic band-gaps. This
includes band-edge lasers [27] and materials where mechanical stability is also crucial,
like polymer-dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs).

z
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z
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y

Figure 4.7: Planar bipolar structure (PBS) for N “ 8. The director field in xz plane is mostly
in layers as can be seen in polarisation micrographs. This structure has three twofold symmetry
axes (x, y, and z). Note blue and yellow regions of splay-bend parameter (blue at SSB “ 0.0044
and yellow at SSB “ ´0.0044) and the differences between the PBS and BS (Fig. 4.6) in
polarisation micrographs (lost symmetry in z plane) [86].
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Lyre and Yeti structures
Apart from the experimentally observed structures, we also find two different structures
that are non-singular in the nematic director. Here, the χ`1 disclination dissociates
into rings of λ disclinations [48, 142]. The structures – Lyre and Yeti – are named after
their peculiar transmission micrographs.
(a)
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Figure 4.8: (a) Lyre structure for N “ 4. The diametrical λ`1 disclination (in the z direction)
is surrounded with λ`1{2 , λ´1{2 , and λ`1 cholesteric disclination rings. The structure is
rotationally symmetric only around z axis. (b) Yeti structure for N “ 5. The λ`1{2 , λ´1{2 ,
and λ`1 rings are present here as well. Apart from the cylindrical rotational symmetry (axis
z), this structure has also two-fold symmetry axes in the xy plane. Blue and yellow regions
show the splay-bend parameter (at SSB “ ˘0.0044) [86].

These two structures (see Fig. 4.8) have higher free energy than the other structures
and are of bipolar type with only two surface defects positioned diametrically along
z axis. The χ`1 disclination decays into rings of λ˘1{2,`1 disclinations thus leaving
a double twist cylinder along z-axis. The structures differ in the symmetry of the
nematic director field: the Yeti structure (Fig. 4.8b) has higher symmetry than the Lyre
structure (Fig. 4.8a) due to its additional two fold symmetry along a symmetry axis in
the xy plane. However, contrary to the DSS structure (with τ ´1{2 rings), in Lyre and
Yeti structures the cholesteric disclinations in the form of rings are non-singular in the
director field, as can be seen in Fig. 4.8.
The director field and the polarization micrograph of the Lyre structure (see Fig. 4.8a)
resemble the shape of the lyre instrument. The Lyre structure is rotationally symmetric
around z axis. This structure is obtained by using the Ansatz in Eq. (4.3) and by
choosing N to be approximately even so that the xy symmetry plane in the Ansatz
vanishes. Only then such an effective transformation of the χ`1 disclination line into
λ`1{2 , λ´1{2 , and λ`1 cholesteric disclination rings is observed, and the structure is
non-singular in the nematic director.
The Yeti structure (Fig. 4.8b) also has two diametrically positioned boojums and is
related to the Lyre structure, but is obtained with a roughly odd N in Eq. (4.3). This
preserves the symmetry plane xy, thus making the structure with higher symmetry: full
rotational axis z as well as two-fold rotational axes in the xy plane. In the Yeti structure,
the χ`1 line transforms into to the central ring of λ`1 line, which is accompanied by
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additional λ`1{2 and λ´1{2 cholesteric disclination rings. Here the central λ`1 ring
resembles the predicted toroidal spherulite structure [70].
Stability
All these predicted structures differ in the total free energy and to discriminate between
the stable and metastable structures, free energy differences to the RSS are plotted
with respect to the relative chiral parameter N in Fig 4.9. Due to the high energy
differences between the structures (of the order of „ 104 kB T ) the thermal fluctuations
are not expected to provoke transitions between them. We find the radial spherical
structure to be the stable structure for spherical droplets with N ą 3, which is also in
good agreement with experiments [26, 70, 73]. At chosen droplet size, the free energy
difference between RSS and DSS structures decreases with increasing N (shorter pitch).
However, for larger droplets the RSS structure is the most stable structure with the
DSS structure having higher total free energy (e.g. „ 105 kB T higher free energy for
R “ 3 µm and N “ 20). Interestingly, the free energy difference between the DSS and
RSS structure oscillates for even or odd N (see Fig. 4.9). Indeed, this corresponds to
the DSS structure always having an even number of τ ´1{2 ring defects (see Fig. 4.2)
either for odd N (favourable) or even N when it is frustrated.
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Figure 4.9: Stability of the structures in cholesteric droplets. Free energy differences relative
to the stable radial spherical structure (RSS) are calculated for: diametrical structure (DSS),
planar bipolar structure (PBS), bipolar structure (BS), Lyre structure, and Yeti structure.
For large pitch (N À 3) only one structure is stable – the BS. Note the oscillation of the free
energy difference for DSS for odd and even N . The Lyre and Yeti structures have much higher
free energy than the other structures. Inset shows the total free energy for the RSS structure
for varying N (i.e. varying the cholesteric pitch at fixed droplet size) [86].

For small N (N À 3), the stable structure is the bipolar structure (BS) with diametrical
λ`1 line. However, for larger N , the bipolar structure becomes metastable and for
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N „ 8 continuously transforms into the radial spherical structure via the transformation
(effective helical winding) of the the λ`1 line. Conversely, by reducing N the radial
spherical structure continuously transforms back into the bipolar structure via the
effective unwinding of the disclination line and pushing the surface boojum defects
apart into the diametrical positions (at N À 3.5).
The planar bipolar structure (PBS) becomes energetically more favourable than DSS
for N À 6 (but still metastable), whereas for larger N it has the highest free energy.
Especially for N ą 10 the free energy difference becomes substantial and thus the PBS
is not expected to be observed in experiments (not even as metastable). Experimentally,
the PBS structure is found in deformed (non-spherical) cholesteric droplets [27].
In the Lyre and Yeti structures there are no singular defects, but they are still found
to have higher free energy than DSS and RSS. The deformation of cholesteric layers of
Lyre and Yeti structures is spun over the whole volume of the droplet, which is strongly
energetically penalised. The free energy difference of the Lyre and Yeti structures
relative to the stable structure decreases upon reducing the pitch; however, they remain
metastable until N „ 7 at which point they transform into the radial spherical structure.

Periodicity of layers

4.1.2

Optical applications based on cholesteric liquid crystals usually rely on the uniformly
spaced cholesteric layers that form Bragg resonators [26, 27]. Thus, it is important to
understand and be able to manipulate the periodicity of the layers. In planar cholesteric
droplets the RSS, DSS and PBS structures for N » 6 have at least a few layers of
cholesteric π twist. We track this twisting by fitting the director field as ny,z „ sin (q0 r)
for the x or y radial directions, respectively, and allowing for the inverse pitch to
vary with radial position in the droplet r, q0 “ q0 prq. The phase q0 r is calculated by
integrating the absolute value of arcsin (nx,z ) that gives a monotonically increasing
function. The average effective inverse pitch for each structure (q0 pRSS,DSS,PBSq) can
be then extracted as a linear fit of the phase q0 r. The average effective inverse pitch
q0 p. . .q is smaller than the intrinsic inverse pitch of the material (i.e. pitch is larger),
π
q0 “ N
2R , and is getting closer to the intrinsic inverse pitch with higher N as presented
in Fig. 4.10.
Interestingly, the experimentally most commonly observed radial spherical structure
(RSS) has the least periodic layers. In the middle of the cholesteric droplet the effective
pitch changes approximately quadratically with the radial distance. The innermost
layer is the thickest (see left insets in Fig. 4.10) and approximately 30 ´ 40% thicker
than in the DSS or PBS structure for both N “ 8, 12. The outer layers (closer to the
droplet surface) of RSS are more equal in thickness, since the phase becomes linearly
dependent on the radial distance. The second RSS layer is already about 30% thinner
than the first one and the effective inverse pitch is closer to the material pitch. However,
in the DSS and PBS the phase increases roughly linear with the radial distance which
means that the layers are more homogeneous (see Fig. 4.10). It is actually the DSS that
has the most homogeneous layers with the effective pitch closest to the material pitch –
the cholesteric layers are the least compressed. In the DSS and BS structures, the layer
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Figure 4.10: Thickness and periodicity of spherical cholesteric layers in the RSS, DSS, PBS
structures for (a) N “ 8 and (b) N “ 12. The component ni (left) and the phase of the
director field q0 r (right) dependent on the radial distance r are shown. Note, how the DSS
structure has the most uniform layers and its average effective inverse pitch q0 pDSS q closest to
the intrinsic inverse pitch q0 .

profile is roughly the same in all radial directions (all solid angles, except along the
defects) due to symmetry reasons, while in the RSS structure the layers are still equally
thick, but have different phases (i.e. the director starts from a different direction in
the centre of the droplet). Finally, we observe that for larger N the layers of each
structure become less deformed and thus more periodic as can be seen by comparing
Figs. 4.10a,b.

4.1.3

Torque
In experiments, slight temperature variations or differences in illumination are usually
naturally present. These can affect local chirality and yield small continuous perturbations in twisting. It is important to understand how such perturbations affect
the structures. We have already mentioned that the RSS structure can continuously
transform to the BS and back by helically winding the λ`1 disclination. The continuous
changes in N thus wind (increasing N ) or unwind (decreasing N ) the double helix
of the escaped disclination line. This winding mechanism can be interpreted as an
effective torque acting on the disclination, caused by the frustration of chirality in the
spherical geometry.
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Figure 4.11: Effective chiral torque in frustrated geometry. (a) Torque needed to change the
π
effective inverse pitch (q “ q0 ` 2R
∆N ) in the RSS droplet with N “ 7. (b) The winding
mechanism of the escaped line defect when gradually increasing N is presented with the
splay-bend parameter (only lower half of the droplet is shown). The region with strongly
deformed director field decreases for shorter pitch. Splay-bend parameter is visualised as blue
and yellow isosurfaces with SSB ą 0.0044 and SSB ă ´0.0044, respectively.

To quantify this effect, we change the the number of layers defined by N 1 “ N0 ` ∆N
(N0 and ∆N are real numbers), while retaining the intrinsic material pitch p0 “ 4R{N0 .
Being in a non-equilibrium state increases the total free energy by twisting the escaped
disclination and at the same time compressing the cholesteric layers, which can be
understood as an effective torque. More precisely, we get a quadratic increase in the total
free energy as presented in Fig. 4.11a. By fitting the total free energy with the energy
of a torsion spring Fts “ 12 Dp∆N ´ ∆N0 q2 , we extract the effective torsion coefficient
D “ 7.86 ˆ 10´16 J. Note that the minimal energy is not at ∆N “ 0, but shifted by
approximately ∆N0 “ 0.03 to the left meaning that the the pitch is always frustrated
and prefers to be slightly larger than the intrinsic material pitch (as already discussed
in Fig. 4.10). The calculated torque is much larger than that ofpthe thermal fluctuations
which are expected to alter the pitch at most for ∆Nthermal “ 2kB T {D « 10´3 . More
specifically, upon applying the torque the two surface defects of the RSS move closer to
each other when the pitch gets shorter and thus make the deformations of the director
field larger in that region. Also, the escaped line defect starts twisting around itself as
can be seen in the Fig. 4.11b and occupies less volume. The change N Ñ N ` 2 causes
another full twist of the escaped line, since the intrinsic material pitch gets shorter. This
process of winding is continuous as there is no boundary condition for the cholesteric
layer at the droplet surface that would prevent the twisting: the director field is always
approximately perpendicular to the cholesteric layer normal and is thus parallel to the
droplet surface. Experimentally, this effective torque can be measured indirectly with
colloidal particles attached to the boojums. When changing the effective pitch, the
boojums will reposition and the effective torque can be estimated by measuring forces
exerted to the attached particles.
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Liquid crystal necklaces
Piercing the droplets with a cylindrically shaped object changes the topology of the
droplets to a toroidal one and the stability of the structures is expected to change. In
experiments [87] the spherical cholesteric droplets with planar degenerate anchoring
are threaded on thin cellulose fibres that enforce planar anchoring. The nematic liquid
crystal 5CB with a chiral dopant is mixed with glycerol and emulsified by ultrasound
excitation to produce small droplets. The droplets are then carefully collected and
transferred to previously synthesised cellulose fibres. Typical droplets have radii in the
range of 5 ´ 10 µm, while the cellulose fibres are 1 ´ 2 µm thick and enforce tangential
alignment along the fibre axis. Anchoring on the droplet surface is planar degenerate
due to a thin layer of glycerol.
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Figure 4.12: Structures of cholesteric droplets threaded on thin fibres that enforce planar
anchoring. (a) A bipolar structure is characterised by the director field (cylinders) twisting
only in the radial direction from the fibre. (b,c) Ring structures, where the elastic free energy is
minimised by additional twisting along the fibre direction. This causes the formation of singular
ring defects (shown as red isosurfaces of S “ 0.48). Left insets show simulated transmission
micrographs and right insets show the director field in the equatorial cross-sections [87].

The inclusion of the fibre notably changes the droplet shape, since the nematic elasticity
is much weaker than the surface tension [90]. The typical experimental value for the
surface tension of the LC-glycerol interface is γ « 0.02 Jm´2 [145]. A similar order
of magnitude of γ is expected for the LC-air [146] and LC-solid interface. Taking a
typical estimate for the Frank elastic constant of a nematic as K « 5 pN, the ratio
K{γ, which has the dimension of length, is very small, around a few nanometres. This
implies that the shape of the threaded droplets that are larger than a few nanometres
is controlled mainly by the surface tension rather than by the elastic energy. The high
wettability of the cellulose fibres (low contact angle) therefore provokes a change of
the spherical shape to an approximately ellipsoidal form. Such a deformed shape can
stabilise states that are otherwise metastable.
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The cylindrical inclusion (i.e. cellulose fibre) enforces planar anchoring, so the preferred
structures can be expected to be similar to DSS and BS structures, which would be
less frustrated by this additional boundary condition. Hence, we use the director field
Ansätze from DSS and BS as the initial conditions for the pierced droplets. Two
distinct types of structures are obtained: the bipolar and the ring structure. The
bipolar structure is essentially the same as in spherical droplets without inclusions. It
is characterised by the cylindrical symmetry of the director field, twisting only in the
radial direction perpendicular to the fibre. It has no bulk defects, only two boojums
are positioned diametrically at the fibre-droplet surface due to the different direction of
the anchoring. Note the similarity between the simulated micrograph (Fig. 4.12a) and
the experimental micrographs ( Fig. 4.13i). In the bipolar structure the director twists
only in the radial direction. This frustration can be relieved by additional twisting in
the direction of the inclusion, resulting in the formation of singular ring defects and
the ring structure is obtained (see Figs. 4.12b,c). This resembles the DSS structure
in spherical droplets through the toron-like elements. In the second ring structure
(Fig. 4.12c), the extra surface rings are thus compensated by an additional cholesteric
layer compared to the first ring structure. All three structures have similar total free
energy, and their stability largely depends on the material parameters such as the
relative chirality parameter N and the curvature of the droplet surface in experiments.
By increasing N above the studied experimental range, ring defects gradually form
and restructure towards a configuration resembling the DSS. Lowering the eccentricity
increases curvature of the surface which also bends the cholesteric layers and can
stabilise the DSS structure with multiple rings.

Figure 4.13: Experimental cholesteric textures for (i) bipolar and (ii) ring structure, as observed
under microscope: under (a) crossed polarisers, (b) crossed polarisers with lambda plate, and
(c) parallel polarisers [87]. Note the resemblance to the simulated micrographs in Fig. 4.12.

The planar degenerate anchoring is shown to stabilise many different structures, depending on the material parameters such as chirality, droplet size and shape. When
chirality is short compared to droplet radius, the structures are similar to the twisted
nematic droplets. Increasing the chirality provokes the transition to the RSS by helically
twisting the λ`1 radial disclination present in the bipolar structure. Altering the droplet
shape towards the ellipsoidal and modifying the topology changes the stability of the
structures and promotes structures with multiple singular disclination lines.
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Droplets with homeotropic anchoring: knots and links

4.2

The planar degenerate boundary conditions still allow enough degrees of freedom to at
least partially accommodate the requirements of the intrinsic twisting causing relatively
simple defect structures to form in planar droplets. However, homeotropic boundary
conditions are much more restrictive, and induce formation of disclinations even close
to a flat interface [147, 148]. The strong homeotropic anchoring in a spherical geometry
of a droplet prevents the disclinations from passing through the boundary. Hence only
confined closed disclination loops are allowed, while point defects are not stable for
chosen material parameters and are rather transformed into small disclination rings.
Whereas for a cholesteric with N „ 0 (effectively nematic) the ground state with only
a few metastable states is well researched, many different metastable states could be
expected at larger N . Unlike in colloidal systems, where entangled disclinations stay
close to the surface, the inverted geometry of droplets allows the bulk interior to stabilize
the disclinations in three dimensions. We demonstrate the possibility of producing
and manipulating stable free-standing knots and links of topological defect lines in
homeotropic spherical cholesteric liquid crystal droplets by using a simulated thermal
quench [88]. Although the lowest free energy states prove to have short disclination
lines, configurations with longer disclinations lines become kinetically trapped after a
thermal quench thus stabilising also higher energy states. The topological analysis is
done in collaboration with Dr. Simon Čopar [88].

4.2.1

A zoo of structures
Immediately after a thermal quench, domains of local LC order are established, producing a zoo of randomly positioned singular nematic disclination lines with a winding
number of ´1{2 between the domain walls, as visualised in Fig. 4.14a. The relaxation
leads to coarsening of the disclination network, until the few remaining disclination
lines reach an equilibrium with the compression and distortion of the cholesteric layers
and thus become kinetically trapped (Fig. 4.14b). The resulting (meta)stable structures
often include knotted or linked disclinations. Note that all disclinations in equilibrium
droplets are simple singular nematic disclinations with a winding number of ´1{2,
but the chirality actually prevents them from minimising their lengths as happens in
non-chiral nematics.

After numerically extracting the curve of the disclination from the equilibrated numerical
sample, we simplify its geometry with dedicated software (Fig. 4.14c, for details see
Chapter 3.3) to ease identification of the knot or link formed by the disclination loops
(Fig. 4.14d). The variety of states that can be obtained primarily depends on the relative
chirality parameter N , which does not have to be an integer number. For N À 3 we only
obtain a single disclination loop, however for N Á 4 the complexity of possible states
quickly increases, as a larger number of turns of the cholesteric helix (i.e. cholesteric
layers) allows stabilisation of the disclination lines in locally trapped states. For N “ 4
only multiple unlinked loops and Hopf links are obtained, while for N “ 5, a set of more
complex links and knots are found, ranging from symmetric states with one or more
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(a)

(b)

after thermal
quench

time

(c)

metastable
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(d)

knot simplification

trefoil knot

Figure 4.14: After a numerically simulated thermal quench (a) a zoo of disclination lines appears
that relaxes to (b) a metastable structure with only few lines present. (c) By extracting the
disclination line geometry and simplifying it, the knot can be deciphered as a trefoil knot (d).
The length of the disclination line in (b) is l “ 22.4R and its self-linking number is Sl “ 83 [88].

isolated loops (Fig. 4.15a,b), to the trefoil knot [149], Solomon link (Fig. 4.15c), Hopf
link (Fig. 4.15d), Whitehead link (Fig. 4.15e), and a three component link (Fig. 4.15f).
All these states are simulated in a droplet with R “ 1.25 µm. Moreover, most of the
knots or links are found in many different metastable conformations that differ in the
shape and length of the disclinations. Apart from the limited disclination length for
a given N , there are no topological restrictions to the knot type, although the more
complex knots are seen less frequently. The geometry of the defects affects both the
surrounding director field and the energetic stability of the system. The competition of
the cholesteric helix with the frustrating effect of the spherical surface forces at least
a part of the disclination towards the surface of the droplet, where it is kept a few
nematic correlation lengths away from the surface by the strong surface anchoring. The
expulsion of defects is more pronounced at higher N .

Stability and topology

4.2.2

The free energy differences between different states are up to 300ˆ103 kB T and the more
symmetric and less knotted structures are more stable. The free energy mainly depends
on the length of the disclination line as shown in Fig. 4.16, where free energies of various
different configurations are plotted. The free energy in found to be roughly linearly
dependent on the disclination line length by a linear fit to the numerically calculated
energies. The linear coefficients κ are similar within the margins of data dispersion at
κ4 “ (14.0 ˘ 0.8)ˆ10´3 kB T {R for N “ 4 and κ5 “ (13 ˘ 1) ˆ 10´3 kB T {R for N “ 5.
The deviation from the linear trend can be attributed primarily to compression of the
cholesteric helix caused by frustration, and the difference in the volume of the elastically
deformed region around the disclinations in the bulk, compared to the disclinations
that run along the boundary.
In achiral nematics, the stable disclinations lines have a winding number of ´1{2 (see
Chapter 2.3). Figure 4.17 shows that our system exhibits the same restriction to
three-fold ´1{2-winding-number disclinations. In the bulk, the cross section has no
observable deviations from the ideal ´1{2 profile with director field being perpendicular
to the disclination tangent (see bottom inset in Fig. 4.17). For the disclinations that
lie near the surface of the droplet (top inset in Fig. 4.17), the director field tilts out of
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(a) single loop

(b) three unlinked loops

l=4.1R
Sl=0
l=16.6R
Sl=0

l=6.1R
Sl=0
l=3.9R
Sl=0

(c) Solomon link + loop

(d) Hopf link

l=7.1R
Sl=22/3 l=12.3R
l=4.5R Sl=17/3
Sl=4/3

l=16.9R
l=20.3R Sl=7/3
Sl=6/3

(e) Whitehead link

3

(f) 6 3 + loop
l=3.9R
Sl=4/3
l=11.1R l=6.9R
Sl=12/3 Sl=12/3
l=18.4R l=4.7R
Sl=6/3 Sl=2/3
l=12.8R
p0 Sl=10/3

Figure 4.15: Various metastable configurations for N “ 5: (a) a single loop (an unknot), (b) three
unlinked loops, (c) a Solomon link with an extra loop, (d) a Hopf link, (e) a Whitehead link,
and (f) a three-component link (633 on the Rolfsen table [149]) with an additional unlinked
loop. Disclination lines are colour-coded for easier visual distinction and presented as regions of
depressed nematic degree of order at S “ 0.48. The insets show the line length l, its self-linking
number Sl and simplified schematic views of the corresponding knots. Note that due to linking,
the Sl of the Hopf link components have odd numerators, while the components of other links
are linked an even number of times, so the numerators of their Sl-numbers are even. When
linking numbers are taken into account, all configurations satisfy Eq. (2.25). The bottom inset
shows the pitch with the cholesteric helix [88].
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Figure 4.16: Free energy of various different metastable states shows a roughly linear dependence
on the disclination line length. The coefficients of the linear fit are similar within the margin of
data dispersion at κ4 “ (14.0 ˘ 0.8) ˆ 103 kB T {R for N “ 4 and κ5 “ (13 ˘ 1) ˆ 103 kB T {R
for N “ 5. The lengths are given in the units of droplet radius R [88].

y
x

z
Figure 4.17: Detailed structure of the trefoil configuration. The profile of the disclination
line (red isosurface at S “ 0.48) rotates screw-like around its tangent in the bulk as can be
visualised with the splay-bend parameter (blue represents regions with higher divergence of
splay and yellow with higher divergence of bend deformations, SSB “ ˘0.006). This rotations
contribute to its self-linking number, Sl “ 8{3. Blue cylinders represent the director field in
the horizontal equatorial section with insets showing the disclinations near the surface (top)
and in the bulk (bottom). Note the three-fold ´1{2 profile of the director field surrounding the
line, which is symmetric in the bulk, becomes distorted near the surface, but this distortions
are topologically irrelevant [88].

plane, distorting the three-fold cross section. However, the director field can always be
“combed” back to the perpendicular orientation in a continuous fashion. The tilting
simply fluctuates around the ideal perpendicular orientation and never adds up to a
topologically significant turning of the director field.
Despite deviations from the ideal profile, the assumption that profiles are topologically
equivalent to a three-fold ´1{2 profile is confirmed in all „ 150 simulated structures,
which include linked and knotted structures consisting of multiple components. Some
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examples are given in Fig. 4.15, which demonstrate how the conservation [Eq. (2.25)]
couples topological charge to the linking and self-linking numbers.
The thermal quench simulations show that a large number of different metastable
structures can be reached from different random initial conditions. This means that
the process of relaxation to the equilibrium state is chaotic and very sensitive to initial
conditions, allowing many structures to be reached even without forcing a specific
geometry. Most of the resulting structures force at least a part of the disclination line to
the surface of the droplet, which contrasts with the disclination-shortening behaviour in
achiral nematics. Here, the rewiring of the nematic disclinations is inhibited by layers
of π cholesteric twist between the lines. The layers act as barriers, since unwinding the
helical order is energetically costly, and this prevents the shortening of the disclinations.
These frustration-driven barriers in the free energy are the reason for a large number
of metastable states, which only increases with increasing chirality. Despite the fact
that the chirality prevents shrinking of the disclinations to a point or a small ring (as
would happen in achiral nematics), the free energy is still found to be mainly governed
by the disclination length due to its isotropic core (Fig. 4.16).
In contrast to the ordered, lattice-based knots in colloidal systems, which have wellspecified rewiring sites [1], our system has no metric that would allow us to predict
the number of different disclination loop conformations. Instead, the space of possible
configurations is continuous. There are no systematic rules to predict and enumerate
the structures, so the knots that we observe are only a small fraction of the full set
of possibilities. However, the energy landscape continuously depends on the relative
chirality parameter N – either by changing the droplet radius or the cholesteric pitch.
With the variation of N , the local minima can disappear, merge and move around the
configuration space. At N “ 0, there is only one deep global minimum – the radial
hedgehog in the middle. With increasing number of helical turns N , additional local
minima with lower symmetry appear, and eventually, the radially symmetric hedgehog
state becomes unstable. The nematic braids that we found in droplets at N „ 4 ´ 6
represent some of the simplest knots and links and conform nicely to the topological
rules, derived theoretically for ´1{2 disclination loops [see Eq. (2.25)]. With growing
N , positions and number of minima in the free-energy landscape become practically
unpredictable, making the system harder to explore.

4.2.3

High chirality limit

By further increasing N , we observe not only an increase in the number of metastable
states, but also the tendency for the disclination lines to be forced to the layer just
below the surface creating structures that are analogous to ones observed in inverted
systems – in homeotropic colloidal particles dispersed in cholesterics [150]. In droplets,
the disclinations act as a screening mechanism for the frustrating homeotropic boundary
condition, so that the inside of the droplet can relax to a layer-like structure, locally
similar to the cholesteric ground state (Fig. 4.18a,b). When N is sufficiently high,
these quasi-two-dimensional structures (see also Fig. 4.18c,d) become energetically
favourable over structures with disclinations passing through the inside of the droplet,
which disrupts the layered structure. For N greater than around 5 turns per diameter,
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the structures with the lowest energy have the disclinations exclusively restricted to a
thin layer right below the surface of the droplet (Fig. 4.18), although the structures
with bulk disclinations still exist as metastable states with much higher free energy.
(a)

(b)

p0
(c)

(d)

Figure 4.18: Structures with smectic-like subsurface disclinations. (a) A stable structure for
N “ 12 with a disclination loop located just below the surface. (b,left) The director field at the
equatorial cross section is a uniform cholesteric with partial deformations close to the spherical
boundary. (b, right) The director field streamlines just below the droplet surface (where the
disclination is located) reveal the in-plane component of the director field. (c,d) A metastable
state with with nonuniform cholesteric order in the bulk and disclinations in the smectic-like
structure [88].

In the limit of cholesterics with high N , the topology of the disclination lines is different
from the moderately chiral case. A two-dimensional structure does not allow knots
and links, but instead exhibits a constant spacing of disclinations, governed by the
cholesteric pitch. The resulting surface pattern is similar to a two-dimensional smectic
texture, with disclinations acting as smectic layers, and kinks in the disclinations acting
as smectic disclinations, which obey topological rules for a smectic on a sphere [151].
Furthermore, the two-dimensional smectic-like disclinations may be interpreted as
intersections of bulk cholesteric λ disclinations with the surface. We can estimate the
average length of the disclinations in this case as l „ 4πR2 {pp0 {2q “ 2πRN , which is a
relatively accurate approximation even for the cases N “ 4, 5 (see Figs. 4.17 and 4.18).
The entire range of chirality, from the achiral N “ 0 to the limit of N Ñ 8, involves
an interesting change in topology of the free energy landscape. The topologically rich
structures of knots and links that occur around N „ 4, 5 appear to be a borderline
phenomenon at the transition from the single central radial hedgehog at N “ 0, to
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the smectic-like pattern of disclinations at the high chirality end of the spectrum.
The continuous nature of the chirality parameter opens a question of how the energy
minima emerge, evolve, bifurcate and disappear with increasing N . Future research
on this problem could reveal hierarchy of metastable states and allow a quantitative
exploration of the configuration space continuum.
Homeotropic cholesteric droplets are the first known system that exhibits stable knotted
disclination lines in the bulk, allowing complex defect structures to be achieved in a
simple geometry. Colloidal inclusions are not needed to prevent the disclination line
annihilation. Instead, the intrinsic tendency to form a layered structure is opposed
by the spherical confinement enforcing strong homeotropic anchoring, which creates
conditions for topologically nontrivial metastable structures. An increase in topological
complexity and potential for knotted structures can be expected not only in droplets,
but also in other frustrated environments, such as periodic or glass-like microcavities
[152]. The presence of bulk disclinations under confinement can also be understood
as an intermediate state between the achiral nematic, which tends to a homogeneous
texture and minimises the amount of defects as much as topologically allowed, and the
blue phases, which contain defects without the need for boundary conditions, and also
show nontrivial defect structures when subject to confinement [153, 154].
The droplets with knots should be experimentally sought for in combination of materials
which provide strong homeotropic anchoring and enable large enough droplets with
intermediate chirality. Namely, some of the simplest knots are found at relative chiral
parameter N “ 4R{p0 „ 4 ´ 6 (droplet radius R and pitch p0 ). The abundance of
states can be sampled by thermal quenching, experimentally reproducible by heating
the droplet above the isotropic-nematic transition temperature. However, if other
experimental manipulation techniques are applied, different parts of the configuration
space can be sampled. Changing the initial condition by applying patterned optical
beams with varying polarisation profile, focal width and intensity, could provide a
change in statistics that would allow for a better control over produced knots and
links, possibly creating structures unseen in thermal quench simulations. Compared to
the organised lattice-based nematic braids in thin nematic cells [1, 155], the droplets
possess a rotational degeneracy and irregular three-dimensional texture and as such
pose harder challenges for experimental manipulation and imaging. Modern observation
techniques, such as variants of fluorescence confocal polarising microscopy [144, 156],
could be used to probe the three-dimensional structure of the disclinations and compare
them to our simulations.

Nematic shells
Liquid crystal shells appear to be an ideal system to use as coatings for colloidal
particles, which could be then used as building blocks for controlled self-assembly. The
LC ordering at the particles’ surfaces can be preserved by polymerisation and the
selected surface ordering could be used to tune the inter-particle potentials. Namely,
there are many different possibilities to modify the defect types and positions resulting
in tunable valence, as we present in this Chapter. We show that the heterogeneity in
thickness and elastic constant anisotropy can induce various transformation trajectories
of the defects in nematic shells [89]. Alternatively, the inclusions of colloidal particles,
with sizes similar to the shell thickness, inside the shells can also modify the shell
structure and thus the valence [90].
(a)

(c)



a

(b)

 R
Figure 5.1: (a) Shell geometry: R is outer radius, a inner radius, ∆ is the distance between
the centres of the spheres and Θ marks the angles between corresponding two defects. The
liquid crystal phase is shown in purple and the isotropic matrix (aqueous media) is shown in
white. Note the asymmetric position of the spheres due to buoyancy effects. (b) A typical
configuration for thin homogeneous shells with four ´1{2 disclinations [89]. (c) Experimental
polarisation micrograph of such a shell with shown tetrahedral defect positions [33].

In liquid crystal shells, the nematic is bound between two spherical confining surfaces as
presented in Fig. 5.1a, with R being outer radius of the shell, a inner radius, h “ R ´ a
average thickness and ∆ the inhomogeneity parameter measuring the difference between
the centres of the spheres, usually due to buoyancy effects in experiments. We are
interested only in shells where confining surfaces impose planar degenerate anchoring.
For such a thin (h{R ! 1) and homogeneous shells (∆ “ 0), the lowest free energy
state has four disclination lines with a winding number of `1{2 that are positioned at
the vertices of a tetrahedron as presented in Figs. 5.1b,c.
The topology in planar shells only prescribes that a total charge of the defects is `2.
Another simple configuration is to have only two disclination lines with a winding
number of `1. This state becomes stable in thicker shells [157, 158], where the integer
number disclinations can escape and structures of bipolar type are formed. The
interplay of shell thickness, free energy of the escaped configurations and other material
parameters thus induce a large number of states.
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Experimentally, the shells are double emulsions produced in a microfluidic device [33,
159]. They are nematic droplets that contain a smaller water droplet, all floating in an
aqueous media. The polyvinyl alcohol, which stabilises the emulsion against coalescence
and also enforces planar degenerate anchoring, is added to the aqueous phase [89]. The
shells’ outer radii are in the range of R “ 30 ´ 120µm and the average thickness is
2%´3% of R. Originally, the shells were envisioned as coatings of colloidal particles [31],
but the advances in the microfluidic techniques revealed a rather straightforward way
of producing larger quantities of shells with controllable size and thickness. Such shells
have also the same anchoring condition on both interfaces, which is virtually impossible
to achieve in coatings.
We begin the study of achiral nematic liquid crystal shells by showing that it is crucial
to address the full 3D structure of the shells. The finite and also variable thickness
of the shell have to be accounted for to produces different configurations which are
observed in complementing experiments. We address the effects of the local thickness,
elastic constants and colloidal inclusions on the shell structures.

Thickness heterogeneity
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Figure 5.2: (a) The nematic prefers configurations with larger ∆ regardless of the elastic
constant anisotropy K3 {K1 thus minimising the defect lengths. (b) When ∆ ‰ 0 two different
configurations with same defect positions and different director field appear: (c) the defects can
be connected via the long arcs (see also inset); or (d) short arcs. The two states are degenerate
at ∆ “ 0, but at ∆ ą 0 the state with short arcs is the stable state with lower free energy [89].

The buoyancy forces due to the density mismatch between the liquid crystal and
isotropic media break the rotational symmetry and result in heterogeneous thickness
of the shells [89]. The density mismatch can be manipulated by using different LC
materials or isotropic matrices and thus the buoyancy can be controlled. Apart from
the buoyancy forces, we show that nematic elasticity also contributes to this effect.

5.1. Thickness heterogeneity
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Hence, we examine shells with R “ 1 µm, fixed thickness h “ 0.3 µm and varying
shift ∆ from homogeneous shells (∆ “ 0) to ∆max “ 0.28 µm by calculating the
total free energy F p∆q. The shells in numerical simulations are much smaller than
in the experiments due to high computational costs. However, the typical length
of our system, the shell circumference (2πR „ 6 µm) is still much larger than the
nematic correlation length (ξn „ 6 nm) which estimates the defect core size. In this
regime, the structures are mainly governed by nematic elasticity and since the director
field has no intrinsic spatial scale, the numerically simulated results are comparable
to much larger shells as observed in experiments. The difference between the total
free energy for a heterogeneous shell F p∆q and the free energy for a concentric shell
Fcon “ F p0q is computed for isotropic elastic constants, K1 “ K2 “ K3 . We find
that the heterogeneous shells have lower free energy than shells with equal thickness
as F p∆q ´ Fcon is negative (see Fig. 5.2a). In the next Section we also discuss the
effects of the elastic constant anisotropy K3 {K1 , which is increased in experiments by
lowering the temperature towards the nematic-smectic phase transition. Therefore, we
perform the same calculations for a given elastic constant anisotropy K3 {K1 “ 5.6,
K2 “ K1 . We find the states with ∆ ą 0 being energetically favourable for K3 {K1 ą 1
as well. We expect that even when neglecting gravity, the shells will be heterogeneous in
thickness. Buoyancy will break the symmetry at ∆ “ 0 and then enhance the tendency
for heterogeneous shells and favour vertical shifts.
Interestingly, in addition to the ground state at low ∆ (Fig. 5.2d), our simulations predict
a different metastable state (Fig. 5.2c) with identical defect positions but considerably
different director fields. In the stable configuration, the defect pairs are connected with
the director field along the short arcs, but in the metastable configuration they are
connected along long arcs (see also schematics in Figs. 5.2c,d). Still, at given ∆ both
states have the same twofold symmetry and belong to the same symmetry group. For
∆ “ 0 there are three twofold axes resulting in a symmetry group D2 . ∆ ą 0 breaks
this symmetry and the the symmetry group becomes C2 with only one twofold axis
(along the shift ∆). In homogeneous shells and with isotropic elastic constants the two
states are energetically equivalent. The free energy difference for non-homogeneous
shells is presented in Fig. 5.2b and is around 1% for R “ 1µm and ∆{R “ 0.05.
This duality is broken upon further increasing ∆ as the disclinations reposition to the
thinner part of the shell by minimising their length and thus energy of the isotropic
disclination cores. In the ground state for a heterogeneous shell with h “ 0.1R,
∆ “ 0.08R « h and isotropic elastic constants, all four defects are located in the
thinner part of the shell. The director field connects the defects 1 and 2 (see Fig. 5.3d)
along the short arc and defects 3 and 4 are connected along the long arc. When reducing
∆ (going towards the homogeneous shell), the defects increase their separation in a
roughly symmetric way, i.e. the ratio between defect positions 1 ´ 2 and 3 ´ 4 remains
roughly constant. This is in nice agreement with experiments where osmosis [33, 89] is
used to swell the inner drop and decrease h, as shown in Fig. 5.3a-c.
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Figure 5.3: In very inhomogeneous shells all four ´1{2 disclinations group roughly symmetrically
at the thinnest part of the shell (usually on top in the experiments). When reducing ∆ all four
defects move symmetrically as can be seen from (a-c) experimental transmission micrographs
and (d-f) simulations [89].

5.2

Elastic constant anisotropy
The changes in elastic constants – changing the ratio between bend and splay elastic
constants K3 {K1 while leaving K2 “ K1 – which are experimentally achieved by
lowering the temperature and approaching the smectic mesophase, also affect the
defect positions. In the case where all three constants are equal (K3 {K1 “ 1), the
defects are positioned either on the vertices of a tetrahedron for a homogeneous shell
or roughly symmetrically in the thinner part of the shell for a heterogeneous shell (see
also Fig. 5.3).
To study the role of the elastic constant anisotropy, we first simulate heterogeneous
(∆ ‰ 0) nematic shells at a different elastic constant anisotropy K3 {K1 “ 1.8, 2.5,
and 5.6. To account for the different Frank elastic constants, we use the full three
constant Landau-de Gennes free energy functional [Eq. (2.5)]. Even at a relatively
small anisotropy, the defects reorganise in an asymmetric configuration with angular
distance between defects 1 ´ 2, Θ12 , being larger than the angular distance between
the other pair of the defects, Θ34 . Increasing anisotropy only further enhances this
asymmetry as shown in Figs. 5.4a-c. The migration of the defects happens in two
steps when increasing the anisotropy. First, mainly the defects 1 ´ 2 move towards
the opposite sides of the sphere (Θ12 increases) until they stabilise at the equatorial
plane for K3 {K1 „ 5. Up to this value the Θ34 barely changes. This state with
Θ12 „ π and Θ34 „ 0 could emulate sp1 orbitals of carbon if the defects could be
selectively functionalised. The selective functionalisation could be further simplified
since the disclinations 3 ´ 4 are much shorter than 1 ´ 2. Upon further increasing
the elastic anisotropy, K3 {K1 ą 5, the defects 3 and 4 progressively migrate towards
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Figure 5.4: Changing the elastic constant anisotropy K3 {K1 breaks the bend/splay symmetry
and causes the repositioning of the defects. Increasing the elastic constant anisotropy (a,b) first
repositions the defect pair (1 ´ 2) and (c) only later the second pair. (d-f) This happens to force
the costly bend regions (dark purple) to the thinnest part of the shell. The pairwise separation
is also seen in (g-i) experiments. (j,k) By plotting the angles between the disclinations in pairs
Θ12 and Θ34 for the defects 1 ´ 2 and 3 ´ 4, respectively, the two different scenarios for the
defect repositioning are clearly distinguishable. The defects reposition in a rather symmetric
way when changing ∆ and asymmetrically when changing the temperature (i.e. elastic constant
anisotropy). Note the qualitative agreement between (j) experiments and (k) theory [89].

the equatorial plane and Θ34 increases. The migration of the two defect pairs thus
results along two orthogonal directions, so that, in the final state, the four defects are
located at the vertices of the square on the equatorial plane. This final state confirms
the configurations predicted for an ideal bi-dimensional shell [160, 161]
We further calculate the bend and splay elastic contributions to the total Frank free
energy to reveal the origin of the observed asymmetry in the defect repositioning. The
defect repositioning towards the equator results not only in longer defect cores, but
it also provokes the redistribution of the areas where distortions are mostly bend so
that the total free energy decreases. As the defect pair 1 ´ 2 reorganises towards the
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equator, the costly regions of higher bend deformation are confined to the thinner part
of the shell (dark purple region in Fig. 5.4).
The defect reorganisation is in agreement with the experimental studies, where elastic
constant anisotropy is increased by cooling down the LC near the SmA phase, where K3
increases substantially [99]. Experimentally, the defects migrate to the equatorial plane
in an asymmetric way as presented in Figs. 5.4g-i. The different behaviour between the
defect reorganisation when varying ∆ or K3 {K1 can be easily identified by plotting
the evolution of Θ34 with respect to Θ12 (Figs. 5.4j,k). When varying ∆ the angular
distance Θ34 increases faster with Θ12 than when varying elastic constant anisotropy
K3 {K1 . Our numerical simulations thus reveal that the reason for the asymmetric
defect migration is indeed the anisotropic elasticity as expected in Ref. [75] and not
the “slight” changes in ∆ as proposed in Ref. [76].

5.3

Defect trajectories
Combining both effects – the thickness heterogeneity and elastic anisotropy – different
director states and defect positions could be achieved. The two states, as predicted for
K3 {K1 “ 1 (see white background in Fig. 5.5), are degenerate for ∆ “ 0, and the state
with longer arcs becomes metastable until ∆c « 0.1R, where it continuously transforms
to a ground state. For K3 {K1 ą 1 and ∆ ą ∆c (dark background in Fig. 5.5), there
exists only one structure with four disclinations that are organised asymmetrically – as
presented in the Section 5.2. Similarly, the ratio K3 {K1 also affects the defect positions
in homogeneous shells. Starting from different ground states (defects connected either
along short or long arcs) and increasing the elastic constant anisotropy, the director
arcs of both states become longer, yet driving strongly different repositioning of the
defects: either to the equator or to the poles (Fig. 5.5, light background). Interestingly,
both states have similar free energy.
Gradually tuning the elastic anisotropy and thickness homogeneity provides a route for
controlling distinct defect trajectories that could lead either to the same or different
topologically stable or metastable states. Such writing onto a shell by controlling the
defect trajectories opens an interesting functionality of liquid crystal shells. Additionally,
the interplay of tunable elastic anisotropy, variable shell homogeneity, and buoyancy
could eventually be exploited to fabricate particles with different binding directionality.
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Figure 5.5: Combining both mechanisms – thickness heterogeneity ∆ and anisotropic elasticity
K3 {K1 – creates various defect trajectories. For isotropic elasticity (white background), there
are two ground states at ∆ “ 0 with same defect positions but different director fields, which
are stable up to ∆ “ ∆c . For ∆ ą ∆c , the state with defects connected along long arcs becomes
unstable and transforms to the ground state. Changing elastic constants at ∆ ą ∆c produces a
strong asymmetry in the defect positions (dark background). At ∆ “ 0 and K3 {K1 ą 1 (light
background), the two ground states lead to two different states of nearly the same free energy –
one with defects at the equator and the second with defects at the shell’s poles [89].

Colloidal particles in shells

5.4

A different way to exploit the defect configurations in shells is by using colloidal particles
(beads) with sizes similar to the shell thickness in the nematic phase of the shell [90].
This is experimentally rather easily achievable by just dispersing the colloidal beads
into the nematic before the fabrication of the shells. The local thickness of the shells is
determined by the density mismatch between nematic and – inner and outer – aqueous
phase. The inner droplet is thus primarily positioned by buoyancy, however, the bead is
less affected, since the surface tension effects are much larger and fix the bead position.
The beads with homeotropic boundary condition can be thought as `1 topological
inclusions that change the local topological charge in the shell. Due to the planar
anchoring at the shell surfaces, the total topological charge of the shell has to be `2,
and the inclusions indeed change the allowed defect structures.

Single bead configurations
We start with thin shells decorated with only a single bead. In the experiments, the
typical shells produced had outer radii of Rexp “ 30 ´ 500 µm, average thicknesses
hexp “ 0.1 ´ 10 µm and colloidal beads with radii rexp “ 2 ˘ 0.1 µm, which were
trapped at both interfaces of the shell at local thickness h˚exp “ 3.0 ˘ 0.3 µm regardless
of the shell size [90]. To mimic the experiment, we fix the bead position at θ « 45˝
and then minimise the free energy. We reduce the computational costs by using much
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Figure 5.6: (a) In the stable configuration there are only two `1{2 disclinations in the thinnest
part of the shell and the bead is located in the thicker part. (b,c) Metastable configurations,
where the bead is accompanied by (b) a ´1{2 disclination or (c) an escaped ´1 disclination.
The red isosurfaces show the depressed nematic degree of order at S “ 0.48 and black lines
the director field. Note also the experimental polarisation micrographs as top insets with the
arrows showing the position of the bead [90].

smaller shells with approximately the same ratio between the local shell thickness and
bead radius with R “ 1 µm, a “ 0.8 µm, ∆ “ ´0.18R and r “ 0.25 µm, resulting in
r{h˚ „ 0.7, while in experiments the ratio is rexp {h˚exp « 0.67.
We find all three experimentally observed structures which are presented in the Fig. 5.6.
In all configurations, the shell is thinner in the bottom part (∆ ă 0) and the “free”
defects accumulate there.
• The stable configuration (Fig. 5.6a) consists of two `1{2 disclinations confined
to the thinnest part of the shell, while the bead is not accompanied by any defect.
The other two configurations are metastable and have more defects.
• The second configuration (Fig. 5.6b) consists of three `1{2 disclinations at the
thinnest part and the bead is accompanied by one ´1{2 disclination, forming a
structure with an effective net winding number of St “ `1{2.
• In the third state (Fig. 5.6c), which has the highest free energy, the solid particle is
accompanied by an escaped disclination line with a winding number of ´1, forming
an elastic dipolar configuration. Topologically, in principle, this ´1 disclination
could decay into two ´1{2 defect lines to form further structures, e.g. an
elastic quadrupole, however, such transformation is penalised by the energetically
unfavourable formation of singular defect cores of the ´1{2 disclinations.
There also exists a competition between two different types of anchoring in the vicinity
of the bead: homeotropic at its spherical surface and planar degenerate at the shell
surface, which results in lowering the nematic degree of order in a circular region around
the bead (see Fig. 5.6).
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Figure 5.7: Effectively 2D (a) quadrupolar and (b) dipolar configurations around a colloidal
particle in a very thin nematic cell. The dipolar configuration has a markable splay region
and thus more favourably couples with the intrinsically curved director field on a shell. (c)
Geometry of a bead trapped at both interfaces [90].

Finding a dipolar colloidal structure rather than a quadrupolar one is reminiscent of
the competition between dipolar and quadrupolar textures caused by confinement with
surfaces or external fields as observed for colloidal beads with homeotropic anchoring in
planar nematic cells [126, 162–164]. For a strictly 2D nematic configuration in a plane,
the quadrupolar configuration (see Fig. 5.7a) has a lower elastic free energy [165] than
the dipolar one (Fig. 5.7b). However, here in shells, the energetic competition between
dipoles and quadrupoles is determined by two intertwined and mutually coupled effects:
(i) the shell geometry and (ii) the actual structure of the defects. As the first effect, in
the spherical geometry of the shells with strictly planar surface anchoring, the nematic
director is intrinsically curved and distorted, and this curved director field couples
differently to the elastic quadrupole than to the elastic dipole. As seen from both
experiments and numerical modelling the particles, within the shell, locate in the
regions of splay, and indeed only the elastic dipoles have noticeable splay distortion
whereas quadrupoles do not. This enables elastic dipoles to couple more favourably to
the general distortion field of the shell by overlapping the splay regions.

Surface tension
In experiments the interfaces remain flat, implying that the nematic elasticity near
the surface (surface anchoring) is much weaker than the surface tension. The surface
tension for 5CB/water interface with a surfactant that provides strong planar anchoring

5.4.2
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is γLW « 5 ˆ 10´3 J/m2 [90] and surface anchoring strength for strong anchoring is
typically of the order of W « 10´4 J/m2 . We introduce the dimensionless parameter
γ̂ “

W
« 0.02
γLW

(5.1)

which estimates the effects of surface anchoring versus surface tension. In the studied
case γ̂ ! 1, confirming that the surface tension effects are prominent and the interface
is not deformed by liquid crystal ordering. In our simulations the anchoring strength is
larger (WP D “ 5 ˆ 10´3 J/m2 ), but the interfaces are assumed flat. As observed in the
analysis of the experimental results, the bead is trapped at both shell interfaces, since
the local thickness of the shell is smaller than the bead diameter. We can assume that
the bead position is governed by the interplay between the surface tension and nematic
elasticity. Both effects can be estimated by repositioning the bead and calculating the
interfacial energy and the nematic free energy. The estimates for the interfacial energy
are from Ref. [90].
The approximate change of the interfacial energy can be estimated from the geometry
in Fig. 5.7c with two main contributions. The first comes from the interfacial energy
since the bead is partially dispersed in the LC with surface S1 changing the interfacial
energy by ε1 [166]:
S1 “ 4πr2

Z

θ

sin θ dθ “ 2πr2 p1 ´ cos θq,

(5.2)

0

ε1 “ pγWS ´ γLS qS1 “ 4πr2 pγWS ´ γLS qp1 ´ cos θq.

(5.3)

γWS is the surface tension for water/silica interface and γLS for LC/silica and for
geometry as sketched in Fig. 5.7c. The second contribution comes from the circular
region between LC and water (surface tension γLW ) that is now occupied by the bead
(i.e. between blue and yellow contacts that vanish due to the bead in Fig. 5.7c). This
yields in
ε2 “ ´γLW 4πr2 sin2 θ.
(5.4)
The total change of the interfacial energy for both water-LC interfaces is
εS “ ε1 ` ε2 “ 4πr2 pγWS ´ γLS qp1 ´ cos θq ´ 4πr2 γLW sin2 θ.

(5.5)

We can compare the energy due to the surface tension (Eq. 5.5) to the elastic free
energy for different angular placements α of the bead. For the micrometre-sized beads
(Fig. 5.8a) the interfacial energy εS is higher than the nematic free energy and would
thus primarily position the bead and the nematic elasticity would act as a small
perturbation capable of shifting the particle for a few degrees. The interfacial energy
for such small and rather thick shells is lowest when the bead is at the top (thickest
part) of the shell and the nematic free energy is minimal when all defects are near
the thinnest part of the shell. To achieve a direct comparison with the experiment,
we scale the calculated nematic free energy to the size of the experimental beads as
r
Fscaled “ exp
r F „ 8F . Clearly in these physically larger shells (Fig. 5.8b) the nematic
free energy is still at least one order of magnitude smaller than the interfacial energy,
which would primarily govern the position of the bead. However, here the energy
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Figure 5.8: Dependence of the elastic and interfacial energy on the bead position for (a)
micrometre sized beads and (b) for the beads scaled to the size of the experimental beads. In
both cases the interfacial energy is much higher and thus primarily positions the bead. (c) The
nematic elasticity also favours the symmetric position of the bead between two interfaces [90].

minimum due to the interfacial effect and nematic elasticity is shifted towards the
equator of the droplet at α „ 45˝ , similar to what is observed in experiments. We also
check that the symmetric position of the particle within shell thickness is only weakly
disturbed by the liquid crystal elasticity when the spherical geometry is taken into
account. The minimum of the nematic free energy remains close to the middle of the
shell when varying the displacement of the bead in the radial direction (Fig. 5.8c).
The above demonstrates that the shells with beads can be directly studied and numerically modelled in two uncoupled stages: (i) the large surface tension primarily
determines the bead position, while the spherical shape of the inner and outer interfaces
remains unperturbed, and (ii) the whole nematic texture then results from minimising
the free energy with constraint (i) respected. Note that the rule (i) is applicable only
for shells with average thickness larger than the bead radius. For thinner shells, the
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bead is then always located at the top (thickest part) and the shell shape is necessarily
distorted around the bead.

5.4.3

Multiple beads

(a)

(c)

(b)

St = +2

50 m

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.9: (a) Experimental transmission micrograph for two beads that are at the top of the
shell as sketched in (b). The same texture can be also obtained with a (c) larger number of
particles (e.g. 7 particles). (d,e) 7 particles at the same positions can induce different director
and defect configurations – resembling (d) `2 or (e) `1 defects [90].

Multiple identical beads trapped inside a shell are positioned by capillarity effects to
a great circle at the zenithal angle α˚ , so that the beads are all at the same local
shell thickness, and they interact via the nematic elasticity. When their effective
two-dimensional charges are strictly positive, they repel each other and spontaneously
create a multivalent shell. For example, two homeotropic beads (each has an effective
2D charge `1) are positioned diametrically. However, in a thinner shell the particles are
forced closer (to the thicker part of the shell) as shown in Fig. 5.9a and form a `2 defect
texture as sketched in Fig. 5.9b. Due to the surface tension, configurations otherwise
unstable in simple shells can be observed. Note that different bead configurations can
yield different nematic textures, and vice versa. For example, Fig. 5.9c displays the
pattern formed by seven beads confined to the top part of the shell. The texture is
similar to the one with two beads (Fig. 5.9a,b), which means that the aggregate is a
combination of the beads and associated defects of the total charge ´5.
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Multiple beads in shells offer stabilisation of many exciting structures. For 7 beads
positioned at the top of the shell, at least two configurations can be stabilised that
have the same bead positions but distinctly different director fields and defect positions.
The total texture around the beads can resemble a `2 defect (Fig. 5.9d) or a `1 defect
texture with additional two `1{2 disclinations in the thinnest part (Fig. 5.9e). The
structure with a `2 defect inherits the symmetry of the `2 director field, while in the
structure from Fig. 5.9e the defect positions are slightly asymmetric. This asymmetry
is caused by the position of the additional two disclinations in the bottom part of the
shell. The symmetric configuration would prefer a (escaped) `1 disclination. Such a
configuration is not stable for chosen material parameters but decays into two `1{2
disclinations which repel each other thus breaking the symmetry. However, the resulting
asymmetry is topologically irrelevant and is only due to energy reasons and does not
affect the director field symmetry.
The interplay of topology and free energy of the configurations via the initial conditions
and the number and position of the beads can be used to control director and defect
textures and thus the valence of the shells. Sometimes, the ground state is not preferred,
but certain symmetry and defect positions are sought for. Hence, it is important to
understand the key mechanisms. Further possibilities, like states which emulate `4
or even higher defects, prove to be interesting for future theoretical and experimental
research. Another interesting research direction is the reshaping of the shells in material
flows, where the inner shell pressure versus the viscosity forces would play the main
role in governing the shell dynamics.
Tuning the defect position in nematic shells can be done by changing material parameters
such as local shell thickness and elastic constant anisotropy or even with geometrical
constraints – small colloidal inclusions inside shells. The positions of the inclusions are
mainly governed by the capillarity effects and can stabilise different nematic structures.
The interplay of the capillarity effects and the size of the inclusions could be used as a
way to experimentally produce and stabilise the required structures.

Flow driving with external fields

6

Pumping techniques in microfluidics in general rely on pressure difference or continuously
moving parts that cause fluid motion [167–170]. In particular, inducing local flow in
bulk geometries still possesses a challenge. Due to recent interest in the micro- and
nano-fluidics of the liquid crystals [10, 12, 16, 171], we here propose new directions to
stimulate controlled flow fields inside a thin nematic cell. These flow fields could be
used as micropumps in the microfluidic devices. We show that director field symmetry
has to be broken in order to obtain a net flow in one direction, as happens in a bend
cell with oscillating electric field. Extending the study towards the Laguerre-Gaussian
optical beams promises interesting applications such as levitation in thin cells.
We will use the backflow mechanism where the external electric field induces director
deformation which then produces fluid flow. We neglect the effects of free ions, which
are important in LC materials with high concentrations of ions and could lead to various
hydrodynamic instabilities [172]. The reorientation of the director field due to the
applied electric field, the Fréedericksz transition [48], is well studied in literature [173–
177]. However, the studies mainly focus on the director reorientation and optical
properties in transient states when the field is either turned on or off. The dynamics of
switching is mainly important in the display technology to minimise the time needed
for the transition between the states and no persistent flow is needed there. However,
we are interested in conditions, which can induce net flow. For example, the repeating
cycles in a twist cell are found to cause flow near the confining walls [178] and special
geometries of cells with complex electric fields can act as pumping devices [179]. We
extend the study to search for stimulated flows in simple geometries of bulk liquid
crystals.

Sinusoidally driven homeotropic cell
We start with a simple uniform nematic inside a homeotropic cell with the electric field
in the direction perpendicular to the nematic director, as shown in Fig. 6.1a. Due to the
computational simplicity, infinite homeotropic anchoring is assumed at the confining
boundaries at z “ 0 and z “ z0 . The dielectric constant anisotropy of the nematic is
positive (εa “ 21) and the electric field is oscillating in the x direction with amplitude
E0 and frequency ω as E “ {E0 sin (ωt) , 0, 0}. Periodic boundary conditions in x and
y directions are used to speed up the calculations.
At the beginning, the nematic is in the equilibrium as n “ {0, 0, 1} and at time t “ 0
the electric field is turned on. The system relaxes to its stationary state already after a
few periods of the electric field oscillations, tstat „ 2t0 (with t0 “ 2π{ω), as can be seen
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Figure 6.1: (a) A schematic representation of the homeotropic cell with electric field E in x
direction. (b) After the electric field E “ {E0 sin (ωt) , 0, 0} is turned on at t “ 0 (see bottom
inset) the system becomes stationary already after a few periods t Á 2t0 which can be seen
from the periodicity in the elastic distortion energy. Note that the system response is with
frequency that is twice the electric field frequency ω “ 2π{t0 .

from Fig. 6.1b. The elastic distortion energy, which is plotted against the oscillating
electric field E, quickly adopts the stationary periodic oscillations. Here t0 “ 1000∆t,
z0 “ 50∆x and E0 “ 10 V{µm. The elastic distortion energy oscillates with a frequency
that is twice the frequency of the electric field, since the nematic director aligns only
parallel to the field, regardless of the field direction. This can be seen also from the
Eq. (2.16), since it involves the electric field squared and sin2 (ωt) „ sin (2ωt).
The deformations of the director field in the stationary regime are shown in Fig. 6.2a
as time snapshots over one whole period t0 . After relaxing to the stationary state, the
director field is predominantly in the direction of the electric field (x direction) and
oscillates around this distorted state (see also Fig. 6.2c). The flow field (Fig. 6.2b), is
roughly caused by the gradients of the director field and is actually symmetric along
the centre of the cell (along z axis). The total flow in the stationary state can be
visualised with a polar plot of the velocity by plotting the dependence of the vx with
respect to vz . The resulting plot is a symmetric figure of eight pattern centred at zero,
which means that there is no net flow in the cell.
To test this hypothesis, we calculate the time averages of the velocity profiles over
different time periods tmax ´ tmin to estimate also the effects of the initial relaxation
distortions:
R tmax
Pjmax
j“jmin vi ptj q∆t
tmin vi dt
avg
vi “ R tmax
«
.
(6.1)
Pjmax
j“jmin ∆t
tmin dt
Each component of the velocity vi is averaged over the time tmax ´ tmin “ tjmax ´ tjmin ,
in discrete time steps ∆t. Also the averaged velocity profiles in a homeotropic cell
are symmetric with respect to the middle plane of the cell (at z “ z0 {2) and slightly
diminish over time, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3 with the maximal average speed being
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the current maximal speed. Initially,
over the first few periods, the flow begins to the right direction in the upper half of the
cell and to the left in the lower half of the cell. In the process of the relaxation, the
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Figure 6.2: Time snapshots of the (a,c) director and (b,d,e) flow fields in the stationary state
(in most cases for t ą 5t0 ). (a) The alternating electric field with E0 “ 10 V{µm is causing the
director to align parallel to the electric field and then relax towards the homeotropic state. Due
to the symmetry of the director field, (b) the fluid flow is generated in a symmetric fashion both
in time and along the z coordinate. (c) The director profile n “ (sin θ, 0, cos θ) at different
times. The director actually oscillates around the distorted state and not around the state
without flow. (d,e) Time profiles of fluid velocities vx,z along the x, z axes, respectively, are
in the units of mesh speed ∆x{∆t “ 29.2 ˆ 103 µm/s. Note that the flow is mainly in the x
direction.

flow fields have much higher velocity than later in the stationary state, but the profiles
remain similar and the velocity is still higher along the x axis than along the z axis.
However, the material flow is averaged over time and no net flow is obtained. Even in
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Figure 6.3: Time averaged velocity profiles in (a) x and (b) z directions. The averaging is done
over different number of periods t0 . In the first few periods (red solid line) the director and
flow fields relax to the stationary state with high current velocities. These transient effects are
later averaged out. Note that the averages are still spatially symmetric and thus no net flow is
obtained. Note a small component of the fluid velocity in the z direction, which is possible
since the LC incompressibility is not assumed.

the case of time irreversible electric fields, such as sawtooth-like electric field, there is
no net flow.
Periodic boundary conditions in x, y directions and translationally symmetric external
electric field make the system quasi-one-dimensional. The non-zero velocity fields
in the z direction emerge as a result of the fluid being partially compressible. We
apply the hLBM
√ in the regime of small velocity fields compared to the sound speed,
kvk ! cs “ 1{ 3, i.e. when the fluid is (almost) non-compressible. Flow fields in
our simulations have speeds in the range of 10´3 , which is much smaller than cs . We
further checked the effects on the fluid density ρ (Fig. 6.4), which is found to be roughly
constant and the changes are smaller than 1%.
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Figure 6.4: Time evolution of the fluid density ρ in the stationary regime [presented in the
units of ρ0 “ ρ (v “ 0)] shows slight compressibility. Fluid density is roughly constant with
variations up to 1% and the changes are a result of a velocity field in z direction, since our
problem is quasi-one-dimensional.

Sinusoidally driven bend cell
A bend cell with the director planar at the bottom of the cell (at z “ 0) and homeotropic
at the top of the cell (at z “ z0 ) has the director field with broken symmetry and no
symmetry plane exists as in the homeotropic cell (see Fig. 6.5a). Hence, the velocity
profiles are also expected to be asymmetric and some net flow could result. In the x, y
directions again the periodic boundary conditions are used. Other material parameters
are the same as in the homeotropic cell, so that the results are also quantitatively
comparable.
We first study the effect of the sinusoidally oscillating electric field in the x direction
as E “ {E0 sin (ωt) , 0, 0}. After the electric field is turned on, the system relaxes to a
stationary state in a few periods t0 as can be seen from the elastic distortion energy in
Fig. 6.5b.
Figure 6.6 shows the time snapshots of the director and flow fields, which both oscillate
with twice the frequency of the electric field (see also elastic distortion energy in
Fig. 6.5b). The director oscillates around the distorted state (see Fig.6.6c). Its time
evolution can be understood as the top part of the cell, where most of the deformations
are, first widening and then becoming narrower. Since the director mostly changes in
the top part of the cell, more flow is generated there.
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Figure 6.5: (a) A schematic representation of the bend cell with the anchoring on the bottom
plate (z “ 0) being planar in the x direction and on the top plate homeotropic. The electric
field E is oscillating sinusoidally in the x direction. (b) After the electric field E9 sin (ωt)
is turned on at t “ 0 (see bottom inset) the system becomes stationary already after a few
periods (t Á 2t0 ) which can be seen from the periodicity in the elastic deformation energy. The
system oscillates with twice the frequency of the the electric field.

By comparing the snapshots of the velocity field, it seems that more flow is generated
into ´x direction. This is quantitatively confirmed with the time-averaged flow profiles
in Fig. 6.7. The initial relaxation generates a high velocity flow in ´x direction. The
flow slightly diminishes, but is still present mainly in the ´x direction, which can be
seen from the average over 2 time periods in the stationary state (black “8 ´ 10 t0 ”
curves in Fig. 6.7). The net flow is still mainly in the ´x direction. The velocity in z
direction, vz , is almost an order of magnitude smaller, and contributes to the changes
of fluid density. The relative changes are up to 1%, similar to the case of homeotropic
cell (see Fig. 6.4).
The net flow is also probed by calculating particle trajectories. Initially, fictitious
particles are positioned equidistantly in the yz plane. The particles advect with the
induced flow field and their trajectories are numerically integrated as
Z t2
rpx, y, z, t2 q “ rpx, y, z, t1 q `
vpx, y, z, tq dt,
(6.2)
t1

where rpx, y, z, tq is particle position and vpx, y, z, tq is the fluid velocity. This approximately models the trajectories of small particles which would not distort the flow
profiles. The trajectories for a sinusoidally driven bend cell are shown in Fig. 6.8. The
initial displacement of the particles is rather large, compared to the displacements in
the stationary state (see inset of Fig. 6.8), where particles follow rather complicated
but periodic trajectories. The envelope of the particles’ positions after a long time still
resembles the average velocity profile from the first few time periods (compare with
solid red line for “0 ´ 2 t0 ” in Fig. 6.7), showing that in the initial period the velocity
is much larger than in the stationary regime. However, the particles in the stationary
regime travel predominantly along the ´x axis and a net flow is generated.
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Figure 6.6: Time snapshots of the (a,c) director and (b,d,e) flow fields in the stationary state
(t ą 5t0 ). The alternating electric field causes the director field deformations, which can be
thought of as the upper region of the cell being compressed and decompressed (note a black
director line at θ « 75˝ ). (c) The director profile θ “ arctan (nx {nz ) at different times. Note
the director oscillating around the distorted state. (d,e) Time profiles of fluid velocities vx,z
along the x, z axes, respectively, in the units of mesh speed ∆x{∆t “ 29.2 ˆ 103 µm/s. Note
that the flow is mainly in the ˘x direction.

We further checked the dependence of the average total velocity, averaged both over
time and thickness of the cell, on the amplitude and frequency of the external electric
field. The deformation caused by electric field is found to be proportional to the electric
field amplitude and thus larger flow fields are induced as can be seen in Fig. 6.9a.
To study the dependency on the oscillation frequency, it is helpful to introduce the
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Figure 6.7: Time averaged velocity profiles in (a) x and (b) z directions. The averaging is done
over a different number of periods t0 . In the first few periods (red solid line) the director and
flow fields relax to the stationary state with high current velocities. These transient effects are
later averaged out. Note that all the averages are mainly in the ´x direction resulting in a net
fluid flow that does not vanish over time.
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Figure 6.8: Trajectories of fictitious particles, which are distributed vertically along z axis at
time t “ 0, during the first ten time periods. In the initial time period the particle displacement
is much larger than in the stationary regime, where particles follow complex trajectories. Note
the net flow in the ´x direction.

typical director relaxation frequency, ωn “ 2π{τn [see Eq. (2.42)]. In a bend cell of
thickness z0 , the characteristic scale of the director field variations is ξ „ 2z0 {π, giving
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Figure 6.9: The effect of (a) the magnitude E0 and (b) the frequency ω of the electric field on
the maximal averaged fluid velocity. (a) Increasing the electric field amplitude induces larger
deformations of the director field and thus causes larger fluid flow. (b) Similarly, the increasing
frequency generates higher flow velocity, since the director cannot follow the quickly changing
electric field (at ω ě ωn ). At a low frequency, compared to ωn , the flow is negligible since the
director field can follow the electric field and the flow field relaxes. Note the fluid velocity in
the z direction (vz ) being at least one order of magnitude smaller than the vx .

the typical director relaxation time τn « 1000∆t and the corresponding frequency


2πK
π
ωn “
« 18 kHz.
(6.3)
γ1
2z0
The director field can follow the oscillations with ω ! ωn , but at higher frequency
(ω Á ωn ) the viscous forces become larger and the director lags behind the driving
force. Therefore, by following the low frequency electric field, the director deformations
are slow enough so that the velocity field can relax and almost no flow is obtained.
Contrary, at larger driving frequency, ω Á ωn , the total velocity quickly grows with
increasing frequency of the electric field as shown in Fig. 6.9b.

Analytical approximation of the director field

6.2.1

Understanding the effects causing the fluid flow can be helpful for possible applications
relying on such bulk pumps, like microfluidic sensors in medical applications. Since the
nematic degree of order in all shown cases only negligibly changes from the bulk value
with the changes up to a few per cents, we can describe the system in the director field
approximation with the Ericksen-Leslie equations (see Chapter 2.4.2). The Ericksen
number [see Eq. (2.47)] of our system is Er « 0.001 and material flow only negligibly
distorts the director profile. The effect of the oscillating electric field on the director
configuration in a bend cell is derived analytically with certain approximations. A
more detailed derivation is presented in the Appendix.
We analytically approximate the director field in the bend cell with sinusoidally oscillating electric field to the lowest order. The following time dependent director field is
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obtained (for details see the Appendix):
n “ {cos [kz ` ψ (z, t)] , 0, sin [kz ` ψ (z, t)]} ,

(6.4)

where ψpz, tq is a perturbation to the bend cell director field and can be written with
dimensionless quantities [see Eq. (7.6)] as
)
(






γ̃ ω̃ cos 2ω̃ t̃ ´ 2k̃ 2 sin 2ω̃ t̃
1
(6.5)
ψpz, tq “ ´εp sin 2k̃z̃
`
sin 2k̃z̃
8k̃ 2
4γ̃ 2 ω̃ 2 ` 4k̃ 4
with
εp “

ε0 εa E02 z02
.
2Kel

(6.6)

Here ε0 is dielectric constant, E0 amplitude of the electric field, z0 is the thickness
of the cell, Kel is the Frank elastic constant in one-constant approximation, while k̃
and γ̃ are related to wave number of a bend cell and rotational viscosity as defined in
Eq. (7.6). The first part of ψpz, tq is the static electric field contribution (for ω Ñ 8)
and the second part describes the effect of the time dependent electric field.
The time snapshots of analytically estimated director field are compared with simulated
director field in Fig. 6.10. Such director profile approximately mimics the numerical
results, but the velocity profiles, caused by the director from Eq. (6.5) are different
from the numerically simulated profiles. This means that the lowest order in ω and
k is insufficient to adequately describe the dynamics of this system. However, the
result from the Eq. (6.5) is still the leading order contribution to the director field
dynamics and show the dependence on the electric field and its frequency. The director
deformations which are the prime cause for the flow fields become larger with larger
electric field amplitude E0 , and smaller with either smaller elastic constant Kel or larger
frequency ω [see Eq. (6.5)]. Due to the assumption that ψpz, tq is small [see Eq. (7.8)]
the analytical solution is only adequate for low electric fields (up to E0 „ 7 V{µm).
For larger electric fields, one has to consider also higher order terms in the Taylor
expansion.
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Figure 6.10: Time snapshots of the director field for numerical data (dotted) and analytical
approximation (solid lines) for E0 “ 6.5 V{µm giving εp „ 18. The height of the cell is
480 nm, elastic constant Kel “ 5 ˆ 10´11 N, dielectric anisotropy εa “ 21 and frequency
ω “ 2π{1000 ∆t´1 . Note qualitatively the same time dependence. The differences are due to
the first order analytical approximation.

Sawtooth driven bend cell
A sinusoidally oscillating electric field still has the time-reversal symmetry and we
expect larger fluid flows with a time irreversible oscillating electric field. The hypothesis
is tested in a bend cell with a sawtooth electric field as shown in Fig. 6.11. The electric
field along x axis first linearly grows to the maximal value E0 and then quickly switches
to zero. This system also quickly relaxes to its stationary state, where it oscillates with
the same frequency as the electric field.
The time snapshots of the director and flow fields are shown in Fig. 6.12. Since the
electric field is always positive, the director oscillates with the same frequency as
the electric field. This could be a problem in the case of high concentrations of free
electric charges, as higher electric currents could be induced. Note that the distortions
at the same electric field frequency are here larger than in the case of sinusoidally
oscillating electric field (Fig. 6.6). This effect can be also partially attributed to the
lower frequency of the changes in the director field.
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Figure 6.11: (a) A schematic representation of the bend cell with the anchoring on the bottom
plate (z “ 0) being planar in the x direction and on the top plate homeotropic. The electric
field E is along x axis. (b) After the electric field E is turned on at t “ 0 (see bottom inset) the
system becomes stationary already after a few periods (t Á 2t0 ) which can be seen from the
periodicity in the elastic deformation energy. The sawtooth electric field is firstly increasing to
its maximal value E0 and then quickly switching to E “ 0. Note that in this case, the system
response is with the same frequency as the electric field.

The flow field shown in Fig. 6.12b is still generated predominantly in one direction
along x axis. The magnitude of the velocity is similar to the case with sinusoidally
alternating field at |vmax | „ 4 ˆ 10´3 ∆x{∆t. However, here the velocity field is mainly
in the ´x direction with a brief but intense kick in the other direction shortly after
the field is turned off. This results in around 20% smaller average velocity as shown in
Fig. 6.13. Note also that when the field is turned on at t “ 0 the flow generated in
both cases is very similar.
This shows that the fluid flows in bulk could be generated with a simple time-dependent
electric (or magnetic) fields. The broken director field symmetry proves to be essential
to induce fluid flows, which can be then controlled by varying the field intensity and
oscillation frequency. The sawtooth electric field produces a lower net flow since
instantaneously turning off the field produces a large material flow in the opposite
direction.
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Figure 6.12: Time snapshots of the (a,c) director and (b,d,e) flow fields in the stationary state
(t ą 5t0 ). The alternating electric field causes the director field deformations, which can be
again thought of as the upper region of the cell being compressed and decompressed. (c) The
director profile n “ (sin θ, 0, cos θ) at different times. (d,e) Time profiles of fluid velocities
vx,z along the x, z axes, respectively, in the units of mesh speed ∆x{∆t. Note that the flow is
mainly in the ˘x direction.
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Figure 6.13: Time averaged velocity profiles in (a) x and (b) z directions. The averaging is
done over different number of periods t0 . Initially (red solid line) the director and flow fields
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see Fig. 6.7). These transient effects are later averaged and the net flow is mainly in the ´x
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Figure 6.14: Trajectories of fictitious particles for the first ten time periods in the case of the
sawtooth-like electric field. Initially, the particle movement is not periodic and the displacement
is much larger than in the stationary regime. On average, the particles are moving in the ´x
direction, with an evident rapid movement in the opposite direction (`x) as is seen in the time
snapshots of the velocity profile (Fig. 6.6). Due to this “back-kick” the net displacement of the
tracer particles is smaller than in the case of sinusoidally oscillating electric field.
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6.4

Experimentally, uniform electric fields are produced by electrodes that are positioned on
the confining glass plates and driven by external voltage sources. Non-uniform localised
electric fields can be easily achieved by applying laser beams from laser tweezers, which
are widely used in experiments. We thus studied effects of spatially varying electric
field from Gaussian beams on fluid flow in a bend cell. The temperature variations due
to heating can indeed cause fluid flows [171, 180], however, the absorption of the laser
beam in the bulk is typically small in the absence of dyes [181, 182] and heating effects
can thus be neglected.
We considered a bend cell (like in Fig. 6.5a) with fixed anchoring at top and bottom
plates and periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions. To account for the
spatially varying electric fields, the cell was larger, at 200 ˆ 200 ˆ 100 mesh points. A
Gaussian beam with polarisation in the x direction is used [183]
"
#
w0
(x ´ x0 )2 ` (y ´ y0 )2
Ex px, y, zq “ E0
exp ´
,
wpzq
wpzq2

(6.7)

Ey “ Ez “ 0,
r
where wpzq “ w0

1`

 2
z
z0

is the half-width of the beam at z, w0 minimal width of

the beam and z0 “ πw02 {λ. Parameters x0 and y0 define the position of the beam focus
and are in our simulations fixed at x0 “ y0 “ 0. We take the laser light with wavelength
λ “ 10 ∆x, waist width w0 “ 10 ∆x and electric field amplitude E0 “ 10 V/µm,
which is above the Fréedericksz threshold (EFT „ 6 V/µm). The Gaussian beam is
oriented along z direction of the bend cell and its focus is in the middle of the cell as
presented in the top inset of the Fig. 6.15 with light blue isosurface at |E| “ 3 V{µm.
The beam is turned on and off by sinusoidally modulating the intensity of the electric
field E0 “ Ẽ0 sin (ωt). The system quickly, in a few periods t0 “ 2π{ω, relaxes to the
steady state which is presented in Fig. 6.15.
Although the magnitude of the induced flow field vmax „ 2.2 ˆ 10´3 ∆x{∆t is similar
to those in sinusoidally- or sawtooth- driven bend cells, the velocity profile is different.
Here, the stimulated flow is mainly in the direction of the beam – z direction. The
material flows mainly downwards (see Fig. 6.15), and then circulates around the cell
in the xz plane. Despite the periodic boundary conditions, there is practically no
flow in the x direction, as when the electric field is homogeneous. In the case of
Gaussian beams, the large gradients of the electric field could be responsible for such
flow patterns.
By reversing the geometry of the bend, the liquid crystal would mainly flow upwards,
which could be exploited for levitation of immersed particles. Typical force exerted
on R “ 1 µm particles due to fluid flows with velocity v “ 1 µm/s is FL „ 6πηRv «
2 ˆ 10´12 N, which is the same order of magnitude as typical forces due to laser
tweezers [184, 185]. This means that both effects would compete, but when the indices
of refraction are similar and the laser tweezers can not trap particles, the Stokes force
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would be the leading order effect. Additionally, changing the direction of the Gaussian
beam, periodically rotating its polarisation or performing sweeping moves with the
beams could provoke the lateral flows, useful in microfluidics.
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Figure 6.15: Bend cell with shown director field (light blue cylinders) and flow field (arrows and
grey flow lines). Gaussian laser beam is directed in z direction with polarisation in x direction
and is sinusoidally modulated as presented. (a-f) Time snapshots of flow fields in xz plane
show that the induced flow field is mainly in the z direction and circulates in the cell. The
insets show intensity of the electric field (colours) and polarisation (black arrow) of the beam.

Conclusions
In the thesis, we use numerical modelling to study nematic liquid crystals confined to
ellipsoidal geometries like droplets and shells, and to thin nematic cells. The main focus
is to address the ordering and local fluidics in these confined chiral and achiral nematics.
During the studies many exciting open question have appeared and we have focused
more on the equilibrium structures. We show that the planar degenerate cholesteric
droplets can exhibit a double helix structure, homeotropic cholesteric droplets can
stabilise free standing knots of defect lines and different structures in nematic shells
can be obtained by following distinct transformation trajectories. The second part of
the thesis is devoted to the full tensorial nematodynamics and presented a mechanism
of pumping the liquid crystals with oscillating electric field in the bulk. Most of the
work has been done alongside with experiments to predict, explain and visualise the
complex structures, and to also quantitatively test our numerical algorithms.
Using numerical modelling we relate the full structures of cholesteric droplets with
previous findings and demonstrate discrepancies primarily in the intricate defect structures. The radial spherical structure, which is the most frequently observed structure
in experiments, is indeed the most stable structure in planar degenerate droplets and
exhibits a double helix structure of the escaped disclination line. The double helix can
be wound or unwound by changing the cholesteric pitch and the mechanism can be
interpreted as an effective torque exerted on the disclination. In structures with higher
symmetry, like the diametrical spherical structure with full rotational symmetry axis
along the ring defects, the cholesteric layers are more equal in thickness than in the
radial structure. Apart from other structures, which are observed experimentally, we
find also two novel structures with a narrower range of stability. The planar droplets
are next pierced with cellulose fibres. The surface tension effect is at least an order
of magnitude larger compared to the nematic elasticity and the fibre notably changes
the droplet shape to an ellipsoidal one. The change in the droplet geometry stabilises
further structures of cylindrical symmetry. The cholesteric layers can extend along
the fibre or bend to release elastic energy, which produces one or multiple ring defects, as observed experimentally. The homeotropic anchoring condition in cholesteric
droplets, which is much more restrictive, can stabilise closed disclination lines in form
of free standing knots and links. The strong homeotropic alignment prevents the
undisturbed helical structure of the cholesterics, so disclination lines are formed to
screen the unwanted boundary condition and the cholesteric liquid crystal can thus
locally form layers. Using a simulated thermal quench, a broad range of chirality is
studied and the occurrence of knotted and linked disclinations at moderate pitch as well
as smectic like sub-surface disclination networks is shown and explained. Additionally,
the numerous configurations of disclination networks test and confirm the recently
established topological rules for closed disclination lines.
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Chapter 5 starts by explaining a recent experimental controversy in nematic liquid
crystal shells. We show that the defect repositioning can be attained in various ways, by
changing the local thickness and ratio of the elastic constants. However, the resulting
transformation trajectories are extremely different: the thickness inhomogeneity drives
the defect repositioning in a symmetric fashion, while the elastic constant anisotropy
provokes asymmetric changes in the defect positions. Another way to change the
valence of the shells is proposed by using spherical colloidal particles as inclusions in the
nematic phase of the shells. The beads are found to be primarily positioned by surface
tension effects and act as additional topological inclusions in the shells thus changing
the overall configurations. We study and explain all the experimentally accessible
configurations and propose further structures with the same number and position of
the beads, but with different director and defect configurations.
The last chapter is focused on a mechanism which generates fluid flow in the bulk
without any moving parts. Effects of time dependent electric fields in different cell
geometries are studied. The electric field which sufficiently distorts the nematic director
is used to produce the fluid flow. When the director field symmetry is broken, a net
flow is generated. From the studied cases, the pumping is especially efficient in a
bend cell using either sinusoidally oscillating or sawtooth electric fields, with the fluid
velocity reaching up to a few micrometers per second in a 500 nm cells. Additionally,
the Gaussian laser beam is shown to produce flow fields mainly in the direction of the
beam, which could be utilised for levitation. By changing the beam direction, one
could possibly tune the flow patterns. The growing field of micro- and nano-fluidics
could certainly benefit from the bulk pumping mechanisms which do not rely on the
moving parts in micropumps.
The different stable and metastable states in cholesteric droplets could be experimentally
driven by applying complex electric fields as targeted stimuli, which would offer a route
towards interesting switchable states, effectively memorised in the droplet. Some of
the presented structures in cholesteric droplets are potentially suitable as Bragg-like
resonators for soft-matter optic and photonic devices with tunable characteristics. The
structures are highly sensitive to temperature variations and piercing droplets with
fibres inherently couples them to the surrounding media, which opens new routes for the
production of the enhanced tunable web-like thermo-optical photonic and wave-guide
devices. The topologically rich occurrence of defects in homeotropic chiral droplets
is an intriguing system to pursue with further refined simulations and to investigate
experimentally. As closed systems, the droplets can be observed and manipulated
individually, used in optical experiments as filters, scatterers, resonators, and utilised
as markers for tracking translational and rotational motion of the droplets in a flowing
medium. Generally, the changes in the droplet structure modify optical and photonic
properties. This is applicable as a possible mechanism to envisage soft matter optic and
photonic elements in all-photonics circuits. Furthermore, the liquid crystal shells offer
an interesting way for imprinting well defined interaction sites using topological defects
and promise potential self-assembly properties. The intercalation of elastic anisotropy,
geometry, surface effects, buoyancy and colloidal inclusions could be employed to
fabricate structures with tunable characteristics.
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The effects of electro-magnetic fields on the structures are still largely unexplored. The
lasing properties of cholesteric droplets are thus expected to attract interested in the
near future and the goal is to predict and understand the tunability of the lasing with
the electric or magnetic field. Our theoretical and numerical investigations on cholesteric
droplets are expected to stimulate future experimental work and additional modelling
can be then used to compare and explain the upcoming results. The second interesting
project is to determine the effects and organisations of multiple colloidal micro- and
nano-particles inside the liquid crystal shells, the effects of chirality and fluid flows on
their structures and stability. Moreover, the pumping in confined geometries should be
extended with generalised Laguerre-Gaussian laser beams which could further increase
the efficiency of the pumping and induce complex flow patterns. The stimulated flow
patterns can also arise from director field relaxation and thermal quench studies or can
be used to generate and drive topological defects. To conclude, in this topic of research
there are still many exciting and unanswered questions. Our study reveals but a small
part of possible structures, interesting for topological studies and designing advanced
materials.
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Appendix
Sinusoidally driven bend cell: Analytical derivation of the director field
We derive the analytical approximation of the director field for a bend cell with
a sinusoidally oscillating electric field. We take the bend cell from Fig. 6.5a with
an initial director field configuration in the Cartesian x, y, z coordinates reading
n “ {cos (kz) , 0, sin (kz)}. The thickness of the cell is z0 resulting in a wave number k “ π{p2z0 q. The director field is assumed to be only slightly disturbed by the
electric field E “ {E0 sin (ωt) , 0, 0} and can be written as
n “ {cos [kz ` ψ (z, t)] , 0, sin [kz ` ψ (z, t)]} ,

(7.1)

where ψpz, tq describes the leading order effect of the electric field. By further assuming
periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions, the y components of the director
and velocity are zero due to symmetry reasons. The Frank free energy density [Eq. (2.6)]
in a one constant approximation by setting K1 “ K2 “ K3 “ Kel and with dielectric
field effects can be now written as


1
Bψ 2 1
f “ Kel k `
´ ε0 εa E02 sin2 (ωt) cos2 (kz ` ψ) .
(7.2)
2
Bz
2
Following the Euler-Lagrange formalism (see Chapter 2.2) for the free energy density
f “ f (ψ, Bψ{Bz),
Bf
B Bf
Bψ
´
“γ ,
(7.3)
Bψ
Bψ Bz B
Bt
Bz

one obtains the equations for the stationary director field


B2ψ
Bψ
2 1 ´ cos (2ωt)
´Kel 2 ` ε0 εa E0
sin (2kz ` 2ψ) “ γ .
Bz
2
Bt
The equation is now rewritten to a dimensionless form
"
#


1 ´ cos 2ω̃ t̃
B2ψ
Bψ
´ 2 ` εp
sin 2k̃z̃ ` 2ψ “ γ̃
Bz̃
2
B t̃

(7.4)

(7.5)

by introducing the following dimensionless parameters
z̃ “ z{z0 ,
t̃ “ t{t0 ,
ω̃ “ ωt0 “ 2π
k̃ “ kz0 “ π{2,
ε0 εa E02 z02
,
2Kel
z2
γ̃ “ γ 0 .
Kel t0

εp “
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(7.6)
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We solve the equation with an Ansatz inspired by the numerical results:


ψ z̃, t̃ “ α0 pz̃q ` cpz̃q sin 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ .

(7.7)

Here the first part, α0 pz̃q, represents the correction for the static electric field (ω Ñ 8)
and the second part describes the small oscillations around the stationary solution
due to the time-dependent electric field with a finite frequency ω and δ is the phase
difference to the electric field oscillations. Assuming cpz̃q, α0 pz̃q ! k̃z̃, the equation can
be expanded into a Taylor series up to the linear term in cpz̃q

2γ̃ ω̃c cos 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ “
(7.8)
2
2

B c
B α0
´
´ 2 sin 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ `
2
Bz̃"
Bz̃
#
1 ´ cos 2ω̃ t̃
` εp
ˆ
2
n 



o
ˆ sin 2k̃z̃ ` 2α0 ` 2 cos 2k̃z̃ ` 2α0 c sin 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ .
First the static field equation
´



B 2 α0 1
`
ε
sin
2
k̃z̃
`
2α
p
0 “ 0,
Bz̃ 2
2

(7.9)



is solved for α0 being a small perturbation of the bend configuration, sin 2k̃z̃ ` 2α0 «


sin 2k̃z̃ . By accounting also the boundary conditions for the infinite anchoring
α0 p0q “ α0 pz̃0 q “ 0, one gets the solution


εp
sin 2k̃z̃ .
(7.10)
α0 pz̃q “ ´
8k̃ 2
This represents a distorted bend configuration in the direction of the electric field at
ω Ñ 8 – a Fréedericksz transition.
Secondly, the time dependent perturbation is solved as the equation for 2ω̃ from Eq. 7.8.
We are only interested
in the first order approximation. By neglecting the terms with

either c sin k̃z̃ or 4ω̃, one obtains
´



 1


B2c
sin
2ω̃
t̃
`
δ
´
ε
sin
2
k̃z̃
cos 2ω̃ t̃ “ 2γ̃ ω̃c cos 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ
p
2
Bz̃
2

(7.11)

To simplify the analytical solving,
the equation is rewritten
into the complex space in


time by setting sin 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ Ñ ie2iω̃t̃ , cos 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ Ñ e2iω̃t̃ and allowing cpz̃q being a
complex function of z̃. One gets
´i



B 2 c 2iω̃t̃ 1
e
´
ε
sin
2
k̃z̃
e2iω̃t̃`iδ “ 2γ̃ ω̃ce2iω̃t̃ ,
p
Bz̃ 2
2

(7.12)

which can be solved by the Ansatz


cpz̃q “ A sin 2k̃z̃ ,

(7.13)
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where A is a complex number and the Ansatz is chosen to obey also the boundary
conditions cp0q “ cp1q “ 0. One obtains
1 γ̃ ω̃ ` 2ik̃ 2
A “ ´ εp
,
4 γ̃ 2 ω̃ 2 ` 4k̃ 4

(7.14)

giving
h
i



cpz̃q sin 2ω̃ t̃ ` δ “Re Ae2iω̃t̃ sin 2k̃z̃




εp γ̃ ω̃ cos 2ω̃ t̃ ´ 2k̃ 2 sin 2ω̃ t̃
“´
sin 2k̃z̃ .
4
γ̃ 2 ω̃ 2 ` k̃ 4
The complete solution is now a combination from Eq. (7.10) and Eq. (7.15)
(
)






γ̃ ω̃ cos 2ω̃ t̃ ´ 2k̃ 2 sin 2ω̃ t̃
1
ψpz, tq “ ´εp sin 2k̃z̃
`
sin 2k̃z̃
8k̃ 2
4γ̃ 2 ω̃ 2 ` 4k̃ 4

(7.15)

(7.16)

Razširjeni pregled
Uvod
Tekoči kristali so še vedno nepogrešljivi materiali na področju prikazovalnikov, medtem
ko trenutne raziskave presegajo to področje in se osredotočajo na krajevno in časovno
nastavljivost tekočekristalnega reda. Nekatere izmed trenutno vročih tem raziskav
obsegajo topološke lastnosti tekočih kristalov [1–5], mikrofluidiko in aktivne tekoče
kristale [6–19], optiko in fotoniko [20–27], uporabo tekočih kristalov za kemične ali
biološke senzorje [28–30] ter tekočekristalne lupine [31–34]. V tekočih kristalih lahko
nastanejo stabilne defektne linije, ki so spletene ali zavozlane [1, 3, 35], mikrokapljice
tekočih kristalov kažejo nastavljive lastnosti laserjev [22, 25–27] in lahko zaznajo skrajno
nizke koncentracije strupenih snovi [28]. Tudi nekateri biološki sistemi lahko ustvarijo
tekočekristalne mezofaze [13, 36–38] in proizvedejo materialni tok [14, 39]. Naslednja
zanimiva tema so tekočekristalne lupine, ki lahko posnemajo skoraj poljubno geometrijo
kemijskih vezi in bi lahko ključno prispevale k mehanizmu samourejanja koloidnih delcev
v koloidne kristale [31]. Tekočekristalni koloidi [40–42], disperzije majhnih plinskih,
tekočih ali trdnih vključkov v tekočem kristalu, so še vedno predmet vročih raziskav [43–
45]. Napredek eksperimentalnih in teoretičnih metod omogoča raziskovanje vedno bolj
kompleksnih sistemov s koloidnimi delci poljubnih oblik, na primer delcev z ročaji [46],
zavozlanih delcev [35] ali ploščic v kvazikristalnih tlakovanjih [47]. Raznovrstnost
pojavov, ki jih določa medsebojni vpliv geometrije, kiralnosti in anizotropne elastičnosti,
so mikavne teme z veliko odprtimi vprašanji.
Tekoči kristali so anizotropne tekočine, sestavljene iz molekul anizometričnih oblik, ki se
spontano urejajo [48–51]. V nematski in kiralni nematski (holesterični) tekočekristalni
mezofazi je prisoten orientacijski red molekul. Red lahko opišemo z nepolarnim enotskim
vektorjem, ki mu pravimo direktor n in določa lokalno povprečno orientacijo molekul,
ter s skalarnim ureditvenim parametrom – nematsko stopnjo reda S. Območjem, kjer je
direktorsko polje nezvezno in se zmanjša tudi red S, pravimo defekti [48, 52–54]. Defekti
so v nematiku lahko točkovni ali linijski in so navadno posledica različnih zunanjih polj,
na primer ograjujočih površin, električnih in magnetih polj ali materialnih tokov. V
disertaciji nas zanimajo mezoskopski vzorci tekočega kristala mikrometrskih velikosti.
Opišemo jih s fenomenološko kontinuumsko teorijo, ki temelji na tenzorju ureditvenega
parametra Qij . Tenzor ureditvenega parametra združuje nematsko stopnjo reda in
direktor [48]. Na ta način lahko popolnoma opišemo defekte in tudi dvoosno ureditev
molekul. Spremembe ureditvenega parametra in prostorsko spreminjanje direktorskega
polja opišemo s prosto energijo, ki upošteva efektivno elastičnost tekočega kristala in
spremembo reda. Pristopu pravimo Landau-de Gennesov model proste energije [48].
Lastna anizotropija tekočih kristalov precej zaplete dinamiko tekočih kristalov v primerjavi s hidrodinamiko izotropnih tekočin. Obstajata dva načina opisa nematodinamike s
tenzorskim ureditvenim parametrom, in sicer Beris-Edwardsov [55] in Qian-Shengov [56]
i

ii
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formalizem. Oba poleg spreminjanja direktorskega polja upoštevata tudi spreminjanje
nematske stopnje reda ter se v primeru konstantne stopnje reda poenostavita v EricksenLeslie-Parodijeve enačbe nematodinamike [57]. Časovni razvoj tenzorja ureditvenega
parametra je rezultat medsebojnih vplivov gradientov hitrostnega polja in navorov
zaradi tekočekristalne elastičnosti. Tokovi nastanejo kot posledica sprememb ureditvenega parametra in obratno. Navier-Stokesovo enačbo [58] je potrebno posplošiti,
da vsebuje tudi anizotropne viskoznosti in sklopitev s tenzorjem ureditvenega parametra [59].
Prav visoka odzivnost tekočih kristalov na zunanja polja je ključnega pomena za uporabo
tekočih kristalov v različnih optičnih sestavih. Pred kratkim so odkrili nove fotonske lastnosti holesteričnih tekočih kristalov [26, 27] ter s pomočjo Laguerre-Gaussovih laserskih
snopov ustvarili zapletene metastabilne tridimenzionalne strukture [60]. Holesterične
kapljice so uporabili kot Braggove resonatorje za nastavljive mikrolaserje [22, 25–27].
Lastna kiralnost v holesteričnih tekočih kristalih povzroči periodično vijačno zvijanje orientacije molekularnega urejanja – efektivno optične osi – ki deluje kot optični resonator.
Periodična modulacija lomnega količnika je v tesni povezavi z lastnim holesteričnim
zvojem in se jo lahko nastavlja na različne načine [48, 61–64]. Holesterični tekoči
kristali z nastavljivim lastnim zvojem nastopajo tudi v bioloških sistemih, kot so kratki
odlomki DNA [65]. Tako lahko ustvarimo napredne optične lastnosti materialov, kot
na primer “bele laserje” v holesteričnih celicah [27, 66] in “tridimenzionalne vsesmerne
mikrolaserje” v holesteričnih kapljicah [26]. Komentirajmo, da so prisotne zgolj nekatere
lastnosti laserjev, kot na primer zelo ozek spekter izsevane svetlobe. Tekočekristalne
kapljice so uporabne tudi v reoloških študijah, saj jih linearno polarizirani laserski
snopi lahko vrtijo [67, 68]. Opisane raziskave pa so večinoma eksperimentalne [69–74]
in natančne strukture niso poznane. Potrebno jih je opisati ter tudi razložiti vpliv
različnih zunanjih polj.
Zanimivo področje, na katerega se osredotočimo v disertaciji, predstavljajo tudi nematske lupine, ki so odličen primer tekočih kristalov v močno ograjenih geometrijah.
V nematskih lupinah je namreč tekoči kristal ograjen v tanko plast med dve sferični
meji [31–34, 75, 76]. Topološko je sistem enakovreden kapljicam, ampak dodatna
ograjenost povzroči nastanek močno drugačnih struktur in obeta različna področja
uporabe. Medsebojni vpliv topoloških omejitev in sferične geometrije povzroči nastanek
defektov tudi v strukturah z najnižjo energijo. S funkcionalizacijo defektov pa bi lahko
ustvarili nastavljivo valenco in usmerjene vezavne možnosti [31]. Tekočekristalne lupine
so pravzaprav koloidni delci, ti pa se obnašajo kot “veliki” atomi [77], zato bi lahko
z njimi poustvarjali molekularno kemijo [33] in bi tako služili kot osnovni gradniki
za različne samourejene koloidne strukture. Izdelava koloidnih delcev z nastavljivimi
možnostmi vezave bi lahko privedla do samourejenih fotonskih kristalov [78, 79] ali
metamaterialov [80–82].
Dinamični pojavi, kot so tekočekristalna mikrofluidika in medsebojni vplivi koloidnega
urejanja in tokov, so nove in šele nastajajoče smeri raziskav. Materialni tok se izkaže kot
ključen v prestrukturiranju nematskih profilov [83, 84], njihovih optičnih odzivov [59]
in prestavljanju delcev [9, 85]. Aktivni biološki sistemi kažejo privlačne lastnosti, kjer
avtonomna gibljivost povzroči materialni tok in neravnovesne topološke lastnosti [14].
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Zanje so značilni posebni aktivni tokovni profili [15, 16, 19] in prostorske korelacije
hitrosti [18].
V doktorskem delu obravnavamo nekatera izmed odprtih vprašanj lokalnega urejanja in
fluidike v ograjenih kiralnih in nekiralnih nematikih. Raziščemo stabilne in metastabilne
strukture v ograjenih geometrijah s kompleksnimi robnimi pogoji, kot so kapljice [86–
88] in lupine [89, 90]. Posvetimo se tudi stimuliranim tokovom in njihovemu vplivu
na strukture v ograjenih geometrijah [91]. Nekatere raziskave so navdihnili nedavni
eksperimenti v nematskih lupinah [89] in holesteričnih kapljicah [87]. Rezultate smo
v precejšnjem obsegu že objavili v različnih znanstvenih člankih [86–90]. Najprej
predstavimo teoretično ozadje tekočih kristalov in numerične metode, ki jih uporabimo
v disertaciji. Nato pa prikažemo glavne rezultate lastnega raziskovalnega dela.

Teoretično ozadje
Ureditveni parameter
Termotropni tekoči kristali običajno sestojijo iz podolgovatih molekul, ki v določenem
temperaturnem območju težijo k vzporedni ureditvi, medtem pa je lega njihovih težišč
neurejena. Ureditev nastane zaradi anizotropnih medmolekulskih potencialov. Pri
dovolj velikih vzorcih lahko uberemo kontinuumski pristop in red opišemo z vektorskim
poljem nprq, ki ga imenujemo direktor in opisuje povprečno smer ureditve molekul,
ter s skalarnim ureditvenim parametrom S, ki nam pove stopnjo orientacijskih fluktuacij okrog povprečne smeri in mu pravimo nematska stopnja reda. Vrednost S “ 1
predstavlja popolnoma vzporedno urejene molekule, medtem ko stanje S “ 0 opisuje
naključno urejen vzorec in predstavlja izotropno fazo. V vzorcu s S “ ´1{2 pa so
molekule urejene pravokotno glede na direktor [48].
Red v tekočem kristalu lahko opišemo tudi z realnim, simetričnim in brezslednim
tenzorjem Qij , ki mu pravimo tenzor ureditvenega parametra in vsebuje tako direktorsko
polje kot tudi skalarni ureditveni parameter [48]:
Qij “


S
P  p1q p1q
p2q p2q
(3ni nj ´ δij ) `
ei ej ´ ei ej .
2
2

(17)

Tenzor Qij ima pet prostostnih stopenj: nematsko stopnjo reda S, biaksialnost P ,
orientacijo direktorja (dva parametra) in
orientacijo sekundarnega direktorja
 relativno

3 3
p1q
p2q
p1q
e (e “ n ˆ e ). Biaksialnost P P ´ 2 , 2 opisuje odstopanje od enoosne ureditve
in jo izračunamo kot orientacijske fluktuacije okrog sekundarnega direktorja ep1q .
Landau-de Gennesov model proste energije
Tenzor ureditvenega parametra Qij uporabimo za konstrukcijo gostote proste energije,
ki opisuje obnašanje sistema v kontinuumski limiti. Sestavljena je iz Landauovega
člena, ki opisuje prehod med nematsko in izotropno fazo, elastičnega člena, ki opisuje
težnjo po vzporedni ureditvi, ter dodatnih členov zaradi interakcije z zunanjimi polji
(površinami, električnim in magnetnim poljem itd.).
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Prehod iz nematske v izotropno fazo lahko opišemo z Landauovim razvojem po skalarnih
invariantah tenzorja, ki se zapiše kot [48]
1
1
1
fNI “ AQij Qji ` BQij Qjk Qki ` C (Qij Qji )2 .
2
3
4

(18)

Parameter A je odvisen od temperature, B in C pa sta konstanti, odvisni od izbire
tekočega kristala. V nematski fazi sta tako A kot B negativna, C pa mora biti pozitiven,
da je prosta energija navzdol omejena.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Slika 1: Osnovni elastični deformacijski načini: (a) pahljačast, (b) zvojni in (c) upogibni.

Nematik se obnaša kot efektivno elastičen medij in elastične deformacije lahko opišemo
kot vsoto pahljačaste, zvojne in upogibne deformacije (glej sliko 1). To lahko opišemo
s členom [92–95]
BQlj
1 BQij BQik
1
1 BQij BQij
BQkl BQkl
` L2
` L3 Qij
, (19)
fE “ L1
` 2q0 L1 εikl Qij
2
Bxk Bxk
2
Bxj Bxk
2
Bxi Bxj
Bxk
ki uteži vsakega izmed osnovnih deformacijskih načinov z drugo elastično utežjo –
uvedemo tenzorske elastične konstante L1 , L2 in L3 . Zadnji člen, ki je prisoten zgolj
v kiralnih nematikih, kaznuje odstopanje od zvite nematske ureditvije z eno osjo
holesteričnega zvoja, ki jo določa holesterična perioda zvoja q0 .
Površine ponavadi vsiljujejo določeno urejenost tekočekristalnih molekul preko določanja
preferenčne smeri ali preko nematskega ureditvenega parametra. V primeru, da je
urejanje v točno določeni smeri – homeotropno (pravokotno) ali pod drugim določenim
kotom – vzamemo Rapini-Papoularjev funkcional proste energije. Zapiše se kot
2
1
fH “ WH Qij ´ Q0ij ,
2

(20)

kjer WH predstavlja moč sidranja in Q0ij preferenčni tenzor ureditvenega parametra na
površini. V primeru planarnega degeneriranega sidranja, kjer molekule težijo zgolj k
vzporedni urejenosti ob površini brez izbrane smeri, pa je potrebno izbrati drugačen
funkcional [106].
Tekoči kristali so močno odzivni na zunanje električno polje preko dielektrične interakcije
z induciranimi dipoli molekul. Glede na polarizabilnost molekul pripišemo materialu
pozitivno ali negativno dielektrično anizotropijo, ki nam pove, ali bo električno polje
vsiljevalo vzporedno ali pravokotno urejanje molekul glede na polje. Učinek opišemo z
dielektričnim členom v prosti energiji [108, 111]


1
2 mol
fD “ ´ ε0 ε̄δij ` εa Qij Ei Ej ,
(21)
2
3

v
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kjer Ei predstavlja zunanje električno polje, ε0 je dielektrična konstanta, ε̄ “ 2εK ` k {3
je makroskopska dielektričnost, εmol
“ εmol
´ εmol
a
K pa dielektrična anizotropija, kjer je
k
mol
εk,K dielektričnost molekul v smeri vzporedno oziroma pravokotno na direktor.
Ravnovesno konfiguracijo tenzorskega polja dobimo
s pomočjo Euler-Lagrangeovega
R
formalizma za minimizacijo proste energije F “ f dV , kjer smo s f označili gostoto
proste energije kot vsoto posameznih prispevkov. Globalni minimum proste energije
določa osnovno ravnovesno stanje, lokalni minimumi pa morebitna metastabilna stanja.
Defekti
Za osnovno stanje nematika je značilno homogeno direktorsko polje z nespremenljivo
nematsko stopnjo reda. V večini praktičnih primerov pa tako stanje ni združljivo z
robnimi pogoji, ki jih določajo omejujoče površine ali druga zunanja polja. Takrat
nastanejo mesta, kjer direktor lokalno ni definiran – defekti. V nematiku so možni
točkasti in linijski defekti, ki jih opišemo s topološkim nabojem oziroma ovojnim
številom [48, 49, 53].
Topološki naboj točkastega defekta določimo preko okoliškega direktorskega polja, tako
da “izmerimo” za koliko se obrne direktor, ko potujemo okoli defekta po sklenjeni
površini. Linijskim defektom (disklinacijam) pa pripišemo ovojno število m, ki meri
obrat direktorja, ko potujemo okoli linije po sklenjeni zanki. Prosta energija defektov je sorazmerna kvadratu topološkega naboja oziroma ovojnega števila, Fdef 9m2 .
Energijsko so torej najbolj stabilne disklinacije, kjer se direktor zavrti za kot ˘π, ko
obkrožimo linijo. Ovojno število takih zank je m “ ˘ 12 .
V holesteričnem tekočem kristalu pa so stabilne tudi disklinacije s celim ovojnim
številom, saj lahko direktor “pobegne” v tretjo dimenzijo in s tem zniža energijo. Takim
linijskim defektom pravimo, da so pobegli in so nesingularni v nematskem direktorju.
Kljub pripisanemu topološkemu naboju izbrane defektne linije pa ni nobenih topoloških
omejitev glede direktorskega profila preseka linije. Ta lahko fluktuira okoli idealne
pravokotne ureditve in se vzdolž linije spreminja zaradi geometrijskih in energijskih
omejitev. Sklenjenim disklinacijam tako pripišemo samo-ovojno število Sl, ki pove, za
koliko se je profil linije obrnil vzdolž celotne linije [114]. V primeru disklinacij m “ ´ 12
je samo-ovojno število kvantizirano v obliki Sl “ p{3 in za več disklinacij velja, da je
število p liho, če so linije spletene med seboj, in sodo sicer.
Skupni topološki naboj q v sistemu sklenjenih disklinacij lahko zapišemo kot [114]


n
n
X
3 X
Sli ` 2
Lkij  ` n “ q mod 2,
(22)
2
i

iąj

kjer n predstavlja število disklinacij, Sl samo-ovojna števila posameznih disklinacij in
Lk ovojna števila med pari zank.
Model nematodinamike
Dinamika tekočih kristalov je bistveno drugačna od dinamike izotropnih tekočin, saj
je v tekočih kristalih viskoznost anizotropna, prisoten pa je tudi elastični odziv na
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deformacije. Navier-Stokesova enačba še vedno velja, vendar je le-ta razširjena z
napetostnim tenzorjem, ki upošteva anizotropnost viskoznosti in elastično napetost [48,
49, 55, 58]:
Bv
ρ
` ρpv ¨ ∇qv “ ´∇p ` ∇ ¨ pσ e ` σ v q.
(23)
Bt
Na levi strani je totalni odvod hitrosti v po času, ρ je gostota tekočega kristala, p
tlak v tekočini, σ e in σ v pa elastični in viskozni napetostni tenzor. Prvi predstavlja
elastični odziv nematika, drugi pa upošteva anizotropno elastičnost. Upoštevali smo
tudi nestisljivost tekočine (∇ ¨ v “ 0).
Reorientacijsko dinamiko direktorja ravno tako določajo elastične in viskozne sile.
Molekularnemu polju H – posplošenim elastičnim silam, ki jih dobimo iz EulerLagrangevih enačb – in strižnim napetostim A zaradi toka tekočine torej nasprotuje
viskozno dušenje z rotacijsko viskoznostjo γ [48, 49]:
γ1

Bn
1
` γ1 pv ¨ ∇qn “ H ´ pα3 ´ α2 qpA ¨ nqKn ` γ1 p∇ ˆ vq ˆ n.
Bt
2

(24)

Ta enačba, skupaj s posplošeno Navier-Stokesovo enačbo [enačba (23)] in pogojem za
nestisljivost, nam opiše nematodinamiko v Frankovem elastičnem približku.
Zgornje enačbe opišejo problem nematodinamike v približku konstantne stopnje nematskega reda in jih poznamo pod imenom Ericksen-Leslijeva teorija nematodinamike.
Za natančnejši opis defektov je torej potrebno poseči po tenzorski teoriji nematodinamike. Obstajata dva glavna pristopa: (i) Beris-Edwardsov [55] in (ii) Qian-Shengov
model [56]. V doktorskem delu smo uporabili Beris-Edwardsov pristop, ki je opisan v
referencah [16, 57, 59, 84]. Komentirajmo, da se oba pristopa v primeru konstantne
stopnje nematskega reda poenostavita v Ericksen-Leslijeve enačbe [55, 57].
Beris-Edwardsov model še vedno temelji na Navier-Stokesovi enačbi, vendar ni več
potrebno upoštevati pogoja za nestisljivost, napetostni tenzor pa se izračuna iz tenzorja
ureditvenega parametra. Dinamiko Qij tenzorja pa podaja enačba [57, 59, 84]
dQij
´ Sij (Wij , Qij ) “ ΓHij ,
dt

(25)

kjer je Γ kolektivna rotacijska difuzna konstanta, Hij tenzorsko molekularno polje in
 


δkj
δik
Sij (Wij , Qij ) “ (ζDik ` Ωik ) Qkj `
` Qik `
(ζDkj ´ Ωkj )
3
3


δij
Qkl Wlk .
´ 2ζ Qij `
3

(26)

Funkcija S predstavlja spremembe nematskega direktorja in ureditvenega parametra
zaradi tokov, Wij “ Bi vj je gradient hitrosti, Dij “ 21 (Wij ` Wji ) je simetrični in
Ωij “ 12 (Wij ´ Wji ) antisimetrični del. Parameter ζ pa je odvisen od oblike molekul
in določa, kako se direktorsko polje odziva na strižni tok – ali se obrne s tokom ali pa
niha [15, 17, 121].
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Numerične simulacije
Sistemi, ki jih obravnavamo, niso rešljivi analitično in jih zato preučujemo s pomočjo
numeričnega modeliranja. Približne rešitve in analogije močno pripomorejo h konvergenci in hitrosti numeričnih izračunov, saj lahko “uganemo” dober začetni približek,
ki nas hitro privede do iskane (meta-)stabilne rešitve. Uporabimo dva pristopa: (i)
minimizacijo proste energije za izračun ravnovesnih struktur ter (ii) hibridno mrežno
Boltzmannovo (hLB) metodo za reševanje enačb nematodinamike.
Minimizacija proste energije
Minimizacije proste energije se numerično lotimo preko Euler-Lagrangeovih enačb z
relaksacijskim algoritmom in pri tem ne upoštevamo materialnega toka. Enačbo za
dinamiko Qij tenzorja diskretiziramo na kubični mreži še eksplicitno v času
Qij pt ` ∆tq “ Qij (t) ` Γ∆tHij ptq,

(27)

kjer je ∆t časovni korak, 1{Γ rotacijska viskoznost in Hij molekularno polje [glej
enačbi (2.18) in (2.19)]. Iterativno reševanje poteka, dokler ne dosežemo zadostne
konvergence v prosti energiji. Ponavadi potrebujemo 105 –106 časovnih korakov, kar
traja okoli pet do petnajst dni na računalniški gruči, ki ima dvanajst procesorskih
jeder.
Hibridna mrežna Boltzmannova metoda
Hibridno mrežno Boltzmannovo (LB) metodo uporabimo za izračun dinamike tekočega
kristala. Sestavljena je iz (i) časovne evolucije tenzorskega ureditvenega parametra in
iz (ii) LB metode za reševanje posplošene Navier-Stokesove enačbe, ki daje hitrostni
profil tekočine.
Mrežna Boltzmannova metoda temelji na širjenju delnih porazdelitvenih funkcij fα (x, t)
po diskretni mreži. Porazdelitvene funkcije si lahko predstavljamo kot “delce” tekočine,
ki se premikajo po mrežnih točkah in medsebojno trkajo s točno določenimi pravili. Z
dobro določenimi pravili dosežemo ohranitev mase, gibalne in vrtilne količine ter na ta
način pridobimo dinamiko, kot jo opiše Navier-Stokesova enačba.
V doktorskem delu smo izbrali tridimenzionalni model s petnajstimi hitrostmi na
kubični mreži (D3Q15), ki dopušča naslednje premike porazdelitvenih funkcij:
ep0q
α “p0, 0, 0q,

(28)

ep1q
α
ep2q
α

“p˘1, 0, 0q, p0, ˘1, 0q, p0, 0, ˘1q,

(29)

“p˘1, ˘1, ˘1q.

(30)
p0q

Indeksi α so urejeni tako, da α “ 0 predstavlja mrežni vektor e0 , α “ 1 . . . , 6
p1q
p2q
predstavljajo mrežne vektorje eα in α “ 7 . . . , 15 predstavljajo eα , kot je prikazano
na sliki 2. Časovni razvoj porazdelitvenih funkcij se izvede v dveh korakih: najprej se
porazdelitvene funkcije prestavijo na novo mrežno točko x Ñ x ` eα ∆t
fα (x ` eα ∆t, t) “ fα (x, t)

(31)
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eα(1)
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z
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x

Slika 2: LB metoda poustvari obnašanje tekočine s propagiranjem delčnih porazdelitvenih funkcij
po diskretiziranem prostoru. Preko propagiranja in natančno določenih “trkov” porazdelitvenih
funkcij se poustvari dinamiko Navier-Stokesove enačbe. Na sliki je prikazana geometrija mreže
tridimenzionalnega D3Q15 modela s petnajstimi različnimi mrežnimi hitrostmi. Rdeč mrežni
p0q
p1q
p2q
vektor predstavlja vektor eα , zeleni vektorji predstavljajo set eα in modri set eα . Sive
kroglice predstavljajo preostale mrežne točke kubične mreže.

in nato trčijo
fα (x, t ` ∆t) “ fα (x, t) ´

1
[fα (x, t) ´ fαeq (x, t)] ` pα (x, t, {fα }) .
τf

(32)

Tako se na novo mrežno točko “prenese” zgolj del delcev. Porazdelitvena funkcija
fαeq (x, t) predstavlja ravnovesno porazdelitev “delcev” tekočine in pα sile. Obe dobimo
s polinomskim razvojem po hitrosti v, koeficiente razvoja pa dobimo iz pogojev za
ohranitev mase in gibalne količine ter tako določajo tudi napetostni tenzor. Dodatna
prednost te metode je tudi enostavna vpeljava robnih pogojev, saj že z enostavnim
“odbojem” porazdelitvenih funkcij na robnih mrežnih točkah dosežemo t.i. robni pogoj
brez zdrsa (no-slip boundary condition).
Geometrija disklinacij
Razvili smo programsko kodo, ki iz numeričnih simulacij izračuna položaj in profil
disklinacijskih linij. Program poišče točko z najnižjo nematsko stopnjo reda S in lokalno
sledi točkam z najnižjim S ter tako določi položaj disklinacije v prostoru. Nato ponovno
sledi dobljeni liniji in primerja direktorsko polje v bližini linije z idealnim profilom
´1{2 linije ter s pomočjo medsebojne korelacije (cross-correlation) izračuna orientacijo
profila. Tako lahko s posebnim matematičnim algoritmom izračunamo samo-ovojno
število disklinacije [136].
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Vizualizacija rezultatov
Predstavitev rezultatov numeričnih simulacij s pomočjo tenzorja ureditvenega parametra je lahko precej nepregledna, zato si raje pomagamo s skalarnimi in vektorskimi
ureditvenimi parametri. Običajno se predstavita nematska stopnja reda S in direktorsko
polje n, ki ju izračunamo z diagonalizacijo tenzorja ureditvenega parametra [139].
Dodatno pa lahko s pomočjo pahljačasto-upogibnega parametra SSB [124],
SSB “

B 2 Qij
,
Bxi Bxj

(33)

ločimo tudi med različnimi tipi defektov, česar zgolj z nematsko stopnjo reda ne
moremo. Parameter prikaže divergenco pahljačaste in upogibne deformacije, ki sta
močno povečani v bližini defektov. Izračunan je v enotah kvadrata nematske korelacijske
dolžine ξn2 .

Holesterične kapljice
Osnovno stanje holesteričnega tekočega kristala predstavlja plastovita struktura, znotraj
katere se nematski direktor zavrti na razdalji periode holesteričnega zvoja p0 za kot 2π
in tako opiše vijačnico. Ograditev v kapljico še dodatno frustrira že tako neuniformno
strukturo in povzroči različna stanja ureditve tekočekristalnih molekul. Izražene
defektne strukture obljubljajo možno uporabo v optiki in fotoniki [22, 25–27, 66]. V
tem poglavju predstavimo medsebojni vpliv oblike kapljice, površinskega sidranja,
nematske elastičnosti in stopnje kiralnosti, ki vplivajo na nastanek različnih, topološko
dovoljenih, struktur. Pretežni del je že objavljen v znanstvenih publikacijah [86–88].
Planarno degenerirano sidranje
Strukture v kapljicah s planarnim degeneriranim sidranjem so bile do sedaj poznane
zgolj v direktorskem približku. Ta opis le površno opiše območja defektov, ki so
ključnega pomena za optične aplikacije ter razumevanje struktur. S pomočjo direktorskih nastavkov najdemo šest različnih struktur, ki se razlikujejo glede na specifično
direktorsko polje in topološke defekte: (i) diametralna sferična struktura (DSS), (ii)
radialna sferična struktura (RSS), (iii) bipolarna struktura (BS), (iv) planarna bipolarna struktura (PBS), (v) struktura lira (Lyre) in (vi) struktura Yeti. Doslej poznane
strukture (DSS, RSS, BS in PBS [69–74]) se skladajo s predstavljenimi, vendar z
bistvenimi razlikami v okolici defektov. Odkrili pa smo tudi dve novi strukturi – liro in
strukturo Yeti.
Diametralna sferična struktura (DSS) je najbolj simetrična izmed šestih struktur.
Določa jo cilindrična simetrija vzdolž osi z, ki poteka skozi obročaste defekte (glej
sliko 3). Direktorsko polje tvori upognjene čebulaste holesterične plasti z normalami
v radialni smeri, razen ob osi z, kjer se plasti zaključijo z λ`1{2 obroči, med njimi pa
so τ ´1{2 defektni obroči. Vedno obstaja sodo število obročev, število pa je odvisno
od parametra relativne kiralnosti N “ 4R{p0 , kjer je R polmer kapljice in p0 perioda
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Slika 3: Numerično izračunan profil diametralne sferične strukture (DSS) v holesterični kapljici
s planarnim degeneriranim sidranjem za N “ 10. Direktorsko polje je predstavljeno s svetlo modrimi cilindri, nematsko stopnja reda S z rdečo izopovršino (S “ 0.48) ter pahljačasto-upogibni
parameter z modro (SSB ě 0.0044) in rumeno izopovršino (SSB ď ´0.0044). Pahljačastoupogibni parameter je izrazito povečan okoli obročastih defektnih linij. Slika dodatno prikazuje
direktorsko polje v prečnih prerezih (levo) in transmisijske polarizacijske slike za svetlobo v
smereh y in z (desno).
y

z

z
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Slika 4: Direktorsko polje radialne sferične strukture (RSS) v kiralnih nematskih kapljicah
za N “ 10 s prikazano nematsko stopnjo reda (S “ 0.48, rdeče izopovršine) ter pahljačastoupogibnim parametrom (modre izopovršine pri SSB ě 0.0044 in rumene pri SSB ď ´0.0044).
Dvojna vijačnica negativnega pahljačasto upogibnega parametra označuje pobeglo λ`1 disklinacijo. Slika dodatno prikazuje direktorsko polje v označenih pravokotnih rezinah, kjer opazimo
zavite holesterične plasti, ter transmisijske slike za svetlobo v y in z smereh.

holesteričnega zvoja. Holesterične plasti se ob površini vzdolž osi defektov zaključijo s
površinskima defektoma diametralno na vsaki strani.
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V eksperimentih se najpogosteje opazi radialno sferično strukturo (RSS), kar kaže na
njeno nizko prosto energijo. Zgradbo si lahko predstavljamo kot popačene holesterične
plasti, ki so zvite v sferično obliko in prehajajo druga v drugo. To zvezno zvijanje se
na polmeru zaključi z nesingularno λ`1 disklinacijsko linijo, ki poteka od površine do
središča kapljice in sama s sabo tvori dvojno vijačnico. Vijačnico se dobro opazi kot
izopovršino pahljačasto-upogibnega parametra SSB na sliki 4. Komentirajmo še, da je
struktura RSS precej različna od doslej predpostavljene strukture s singularno radialno
`2 disklinacijo v Frank-Pryceovem modelu [69].
60

Razlika proste energije do RSS (104 kB T)
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Slika 5: Stabilnost struktur v holesteričnih kapljicah s planarnim degeneriranim sidranjem. Graf
prikazuje razliko prostih energij glede na radialno sferično strukturo (RSS) za: diametralno
sferično strukturo (DSS), planarno bipolarno strukturo (PBS), bipolarno strukturo (BS),
strukturo “Lira” (Lyre) in strukturo “Yeti”. Pri daljši periodi zvoja (N À 3) je stabilna samo
bipolarna struktura, ki pri N „ 6 zvezno preide v radialno strukturo. Pri DSS se pojavijo
nihanja v razliki prostih energij pri sodem oziroma lihem N . Strukturi Lira in Yeti imata
precej višjo prosto energijo kot ostale strukture. Dodatni graf prikazuje celotno prosto energijo
RSS pri spreminjanju relativnega kiralnega parametra N (npr. pri spreminjanju holesterične
periode zvoja pri nespremenljivi velikosti kapljice).

Na sliki 5 so predstavljene razlike med prosto energijo RSS in ostalimi strukturami
v odvisnosti od parametra relativne kiralnosti N . Opazimo, da so energijske razlike
precej večje od termične energije (tudi do „ 104 kb T ) in zato predvidevamo, da termične
fluktuacije ne morejo sprožiti prehodov med strukturami. Radialna sferična struktura se
je izkazala kot najbolj stabilna pri N ą 3, kar se dobro ujema z eksperimenti [26, 70, 73].
Pri nižji relativni kiralnosti se RSS zvezno spremeni v bipolarno strukturo (BS) z
odvijanjem dvojno zvite defektne linije. Proces je možen tudi v obratno smer. Energijska
razlika med RSS in DSS niha za sode in lihe N . Razlog tiči v sodem številu defektnih
obročev pri DSS, kar je energijsko ugodno pri sodem N in neugodno pri lihem N .
Opazimo še, da strukturi Lira in Yeti obstajata zgolj v ozkem območju N ter da
energija planarne bipolarne strukture (PBS) hitro narašča z naraščajočim N . Zato
predvidevamo, da se te strukture v eksperimentih pojavljajo redko.
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Tekočekristalne ogrlice
Raziskali smo, kako vplivata sprememba topologije (zaradi dodatne cilindrične površine
znotraj kapljice) ter sama oblika kapljic na možne strukture. Vključek cilindrične oblike
skozi središče kapljice (npr. celulozno vlakno v eksperimentu) doda še eno površino s
planarnim sidranjem. Kot začetni pogoj za simulacije izberemo direktorski nastavek za
DSS in BS, saj direktorsko polje obeh struktur izgleda kompatibilno z nastalo ograjujočo
površino. Dobimo dva tipa struktur – bipolarne in obročaste. Bipolarna struktura je
podobna tistim v sferičnih kapljicah z značilno cilindrično simetrijo direktorskega polja
(s cilindričnimi holesteričnimi plastmi) in le dvema površinskima defektoma vzdolž
premera. Za obročaste strukture pa so značilni obročasti defekti, ki so simetrično
razporejeni glede na dolgo os elipsoidne kapljice. Prosti energiji obeh struktur sta
primerljivi, saj je nastanek singularnih obročastih defektov uravnovešen z dodatnim
zvojem holesterika v radialni smeri. Z numeričnim modeliranjem smo tako razložili
strukture, ki so nastale v eksperimentalni študiji na Portugalskem [87].

Vozli in spleti
Planarno degenerirano sidranje dovoljuje več prostostnih stopenj in zato lahko vsaj
delno ugodi holesteričnemu zvijanju. Tako nastanejo precej preproste defektne strukture.
Homeotropni površinski pogoj pa je veliko bolj omejevalen in lahko povzroči nastanek
defektnih linij že ob ravni površini [147, 148]. V primeru kapljic pa homeotropna
sferična površina prepreči disklinacijam, da bi potekale skozi površino in zato dovoljuje
zgolj sklenjenje disklinacijske linije.
Mnogoterost različnih metastabilnih stanj smo raziskali s pomočjo hitrega simuliranega
procesa ohlajanja (angl. simulated thermal quench). Ta povzroči nastanek naključno
porazdeljenih disklinacij, ki se krčijo in medsebojno tudi uničijo. Relaksacija poteka,
dokler nekaj preostalih disklinacij ni v ravnovesju s stiskanjem in deformacijo holesteričnih plasti. Nastale strukture imajo lahko spletene in zavozlane disklinacije z ovojnim
številom ´1{2. Nekaj možnih struktur je predstavljenih na sliki 6. Poudarimo, da vse
nastale strukture zadoščajo ohranitvenemu zakonu za topološki naboj [enačba (22)].
Prikazani vozli predstavljajo nekaj preprostejših stanj, ki jih dobimo kot lokalne
minimume proste energije pri N „ 4´6. S povečevanjem relativnega parametra
kiralnosti N pričakujemo povečanje števila ter tudi spremembe položajev lokalnih
minimumov proste energije, kar povzroči precej bolj zapleteno obravnavo tega sistema.
Vseeno pa lahko preverimo nekaj metastabilnih stanj z nižjo energijo tudi pri večji
relativni kiralnosti. Dobimo kvazi-dvodimenzionalne strukture, kjer so disklinacije
ujete v plasti blizu površine (glej sliko 7). V takih strukturah linije niso spletene ali
zavozlane, ampak so enakomerno razmaknjene in kažejo na smektično ureditev na sferi.
Na ta način linije zastrejo neugoden površinski pogoj za holesterični zvoj in omogočijo
nastanek holesteričnih plasti v notranjosti kapljice.
Bogastvo različnih struktur v holesteričnih kapljicah ima velik potencial v optičnih in
fotonskih elementih zaradi same stabilnosti struktur, anizotropije materiala in tudi
nastavljivega profila lomnega količnika. Preko dodatnih vključkov lahko vplivamo na
strukture ali pa zgolj sklopimo sistem z okolico. Vozli in spleti, ki lahko nastanejo v
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(a) enostavna zanka

(b) tri nepovezane zanke

l=4.1R
Sl=0
l=16.6R
Sl=0

l=6.1R
Sl=0
l=3.9R
Sl=0

(d) Hopfova zanka

(c) Solomonov vozel
+ zanka

l=7.1R
Sl=22/3 l=12.3R
l=4.5R Sl=17/3
Sl=4/3
l=20.3R
Sl=6/3

(e) Whiteheadova zanka

l=16.9R
Sl=7/3

3

(f) 6 3 + zanka
l=3.9R
Sl=4/3
l=6.9R
l=11.1R
Sl=12/3 Sl=12/3
l=18.4R l=4.7R
Sl=6/3 Sl=2/3
l=12.8R
p0 Sl=10/3

Slika 6: Različne metastabilne konfiguracije v homeotropnih holesteričnih kapljicah z radijem
R “ 1.25 µm za N “ 5: (a) enostavna zanka, (b) tri nepovezane zanke, (c) Solomonov vozel z
dodatno nepovezano zanko, (d) Hopfova zanka, (e) Whiteheadova zanka in (f) tri komponentna
zanka (vozel 633 v Rolfsenovi tabeli [149]) z dodatno nepovezano zanko. Disklinacijske linije,
predstavljene kot izopovršine stopnje nematskega reda S “ 0.48, so barvno kodirane za lažje
razlikovanje in medsebojno primerjavo. Vozli in spleti so dodatno predstavljeni ob vsaki
strukturi s shemo, dolžino linije l in samo-ovojnim številom Sl. Povezane zanke imajo lihi
števec samo-ovojnega števila, medtem ko nepovezane ali liho-krat povezane zanke karakterizira
sodi števec samo-ovojnega števila. Skupaj s samoovojnim številom vse konfiguracije zadostijo
enačbi (22). Spodaj je prikazana perioda holesteričnega zvoja p0 .
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(a)

(b)

p0
(c)

(d)

Slika 7: Strukture s smektično ureditvijo disklinacij tik pod površino. (a) Struktura z nižjo
prosto energijo za N “ 12 in disklinacijo, ki teče tik pod površino. (b,levo) Direktorsko polje
te strukture je urejen holesterik z izjemo delne deformacije holesteričnih plasti ob površini.
(b,desno) Tokovnice direktorskega polja tik pod površino kapljice (kjer se nahaja disklinacija)
prikazujejo komponento direktorja v tej ravnini. (c,d) Metastabilno stanje z neuniformnim
holesteričnim redom v notranjosti kapljice in disklinacijami, ki spominjajo na smektične
strukture.

homeotropnih kapljicah pa, poleg topološke zanimivosti, ponujajo tudi možnost uporabe
za označevanje in sledljivost kapljic.

Nematske lupine
Nematske lupine se kažejo kot idealni sistem za prevleke koloidnih delcev, preko
katerih bi lahko določali meddelčni potencial in uporabili delce za samo-organizacijo
v kompleksne strukture, kot so fotonski kristali. V tem poglavju raziščemo vpliv
materialnih konstant [89] ter koloidnih vključkov [90] na raznovrstnost direktorskih in
defektnih struktur v nematskih lupinah.
Elastične konstante in vpliv lokalne debeline
V nematiku se ponavadi elastične konstante spreminjajo s temperaturo; običajno se
pri zmanjševanju temperature poveča upogibna elastična konstanta K3 glede na pahljačasto K1 in zvojno konstanto K2 . Ravno razmerje elastičnih konstant ključno
določa prednostno vrsto deformacije, tako da je prosta energija v dani konfiguraciji čim
manjša. S spreminjanjem elastičnih konstant lahko spremenimo stabilnost določenih
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Slika 8: V nematskih lupinah lahko močno vplivamo na položaj in tip defektov. Ena izmed
možnosti je spreminjanje anizotropije med upogibno in pahljačaste elastično konstanto K3 {K1 ,
ki poruši upogibno/pahljačasto simetrijo deformacij in prerazporedi defekte. Povečevanje
elastične anizotropije najprej spremeni položaj (a,b) para defektov 1 ´ 2 in šele kasneje (c)
para 3 ´ 4. (d-f) S tem se energijsko potratna območja upogibne deformacije umaknejo v
tanjši del lupine. To parsko obnašanje se vidi tudi v (g-i) eksperimentalnih rezultatih, kjer
je anizotropija elastičnih konstant odvisna od temperature T . (j,k) Primerjava je še posebej
vidna, če narišemo graf odvisnosti kotov med disklinacijami v parih, Θ12 za par disklinacij
1 ´ 2 in Θ34 za par disklinacij 3 ´ 4. Vidi se dobro kvalitativno ujemanje med (j) eksperimenti
in (k) teorijo ter bistveno drugačno obnašanje v primeru spreminjanja lokalne debeline ∆.

konfiguracij. Povečevanje upogibne elastične konstante K3 glede na pahljačasto in
zvojno K1,2 (predpostavimo K1 “ K2 ) povzroči spremembo položaja disklinacijskih
linij v nematski lupini, kot je prikazano na sliki 8. Najprej se iz osnovnega stanja,
kjer so vsi defekti zbrani simetrično na zgornjem tankem delu lupine, prerazporedita
dva defekta (defekta 1 in 2 na sliki 8) proti ekvatorju. Ob nadaljnjem povečevanju
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anizotropije K3 {K1 se prične prerazporejati tudi drugi par defektov (defekta 3 in 4)
proti ekvatorju. Dvostopenjski proces, ki nastane zaradi prerazporejanja upogibne
deformacije proti tankemu delu lupine, je dobro viden tudi v eksperimentih (slike 8g-i).



osnovno stanje



osnovno stanje

osnovno stanje metastabilno st.





povečevanje 



osnovno stanje

osnovno stanje

c

c

Slika 9: Združevanjem obeh mehanizmov – lokalnega spreminjanja debeline lupine (preko
razdalje med središčema sfer ∆) in anizotropijo elastičnih konstant K3 {K1 – povzroči različne
trajektorije defektov. Pri izotropnih elastičnih konstantah (belo ozadje), obstajata dve osnovni
stanji pri ∆ “ 0 z enakimi položaji disklinacij, a različnimi direktorskimi polji. Stanje, kjer
sta defekta povezana z direktorskim poljem po daljši poti, pri ∆ ě ∆c ni več stabilno in se
spremeni v osnovno stanje. Sprememba elastičnih konstant pri ∆ ą ∆c prerazporedi defekte v
asimetričen položaj (temno ozadje). V homogeno debeli lupini (pri ∆ “ 0) pa pri spremembi
K3 {K1 ą 1 (svetlo ozadje) stabilni stanji preideta v stanji s popolnoma različnim položajem
defektov – enkrat na ekvatorju in drugič na polih – ki pa imata približno enako energijo.

Tudi lokalno spreminjanje debeline lupine povzroči premike defektov, vendar se proces
zgodi simetrično. Pri zmanjševanju razlike med položajem središča notranje lupine glede
na središče zunanje lupine ∆ se vsi štirje defekti enakomerno pomikajo proti ekvatorju.
Razlika v prerazporejanju disklinacij glede na proces spreminjanja elastične anizotropije
je dobro vidna na slikah 8j in 8k. Na ta način lahko nastavljamo položaje defektov in
določamo njihove trajektorije z uporabo obeh pristopov – s spreminjanjem elastične
anizotropije K3 {K1 in lokalne debeline lupin ∆. Dobimo različna (meta)stabilna stanja,
ki se razlikujejo v položaju defektov in direktorskem polju, kot je prikazano na sliki 9.
Koloidni vključki
Na vrsto in položaj defektov pa lahko vplivamo tudi z dodajanjem majhnih koloidnih
vključkov v nematsko fazo lupine. Te majhne delce, ki vsiljujejo homeotropno sidranje
na površini, si lahko poenostavljeno predstavljamo kot dodajanje topoloških nabojev
z močjo `1. Skupni topološki naboj v planarni lupini mora biti `2, kar pa lahko
dosežemo na različne načine. Stanje z najnižjo energijo (slika 10a) vsebuje tudi
najmanjše število disklinacij – koloidni vključek je “pritrjen” v debelejšem delu lupine,
na spodnjem (tanjšem) delu pa se nahajata dve `1{2 disklinacijski liniji. V stanjih
z višjo prosto energijo (sliki 10b in 10c) pa se ob delcu nahaja ´1{2 disklinacija (oz.
pobegla disklinacijska linija z ovojnim številom ´1). To pomeni, da morajo biti na
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(b)

(a)

(c)

pogled z desne

pogled od spodaj

stabilno stanje

metastabilno st.
E ~ 1100 kBT

metastabilno st.
E ~ 4600 kBT

Slika 10: V nematskih lupinah s koloidnimi vključki se osnovna stanja močno spremenijo, saj
vključki delujejo lokalno kot dodatni topološki naboj. (a) V stabilnem stanju obstajata zgolj
dve `1{2 disklinaciji na tankem delu lupine, medtem ko je koloidni vključek na debelejšem
delu lupine. (b,c) Metastabilni stanji. Pri koloidnem vključku nastaneta (b) ´1{2 disklinacija
ali (c) pobegla ´1 disklinacija. Z rdečo je narisana izopovršina nematskega ureditvenega
parametra pri S “ 0.48, črne črte pa predstavljajo direktorsko polje. Zgoraj so predstavljene
še eksperimentalne polarizacijske slike teh stanj, položaj koloidnega vključka pa je označen z
belo puščico.

spodnjem tankem delu tri (oz. štiri) `1{2 defektne linije. Ti rezultati numeričnih
simulacij lepo razložijo vse eksperimentalno opažene konfiguracije s po enim vključkom.
Komentirajmo še, da položaj vključka določa površinska napetost in je zato predvsem
odvisen od velikosti delca. Energijo površinske napetosti smo analitično ocenili in je
vsaj za red velikosti višja od izračunane proste energije nematika.
V nematske lupine lahko dodamo tudi več koloidnih vključkov. Njihov položaj je še
vedno odvisen od površinske napetosti in so zato razporejeni blizu skupaj. Opazimo, da
lahko z različnim številom delcev dobimo približno enake vzorce na eksperimentalnih
transmisijskih slikah (glej slike 11a-c). To pomeni, da je direktorsko polje okoli delcev
enako. Rezultati naših numeričnih simulacij potrdijo to hipotezo, saj lahko z enakim
razporedom sedmih koloidnih vključkov (sliki 11d in 11e) dobimo različno direktorsko
polje – v prvem primeru ustreza 2D topološkemu naboju `2, v drugem pa `1.
Pokazali smo, da lahko natančno določamo položaje in tipe defektov v nematskih
lupinah preko materialnih parametrov, kot so elastične konstante in lokalna nehomogenost debeline, ter z dodatnimi koloidnimi vključki. Rezultati naših simulacij
se lepo kvalitativno ujemajo z eksperimentalno študijo, glavne razlike pa so prisotne
zaradi različnih velikosti izračunanih in eksperimentalno opazovanih lupin. V izračunih
smo namreč močno zmanjšali velikost lupin zaradi omejenih računskih sredstev na
računalniških gručah.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

St = +2

50 m

(d)

(e)

Slika 11: (a) Eksperimentalne transmisijske slike lupin z dvema vključkoma, ki se nahajata
na vrhu lupine [glej (b)]. (c) Enaka tekstura je možna tudi z večjim številom vključkov – npr.
sedmimi. (d,e) 7 vključkov na enakih mestih lahko povzroči različne direktorske in defektne
vzorce, ki spominjajo na (d) `2 ali (e) `1 2D topološke defekte.

Poganjanje toka z zunanjimi polji
Mikrofluidika v tekočih kristalih je trenutno vroča tema [10, 12, 16, 171], vendar pa
večina mikrofluidnih črpalk še vedno deluje na principu razlike tlakov ali pa vsebujejo premikajoče dele, ki povzročijo tok tekočine [167–170]. V tem poglavju predstavimo način
lokalno povzročenega materialnega toka v celicah s pomočjo časovno spremenljivega
električnega polja. Raziskava predstavlja idejo, kako bi lahko Laguerre-Gaussove
laserske snope uporabili kot mikročrpalke v mikrofluidnih vezjih.

Nihajoče električno polje
Najprej smo raziskali vpliv nihajočega električnega polja na direktorsko in tokovno polje
v celicah z različno geometrijo. V tekočekristalni celici je tekoči kristal omejen v smeri
osi z z dvema vzporednima ploščama, v smereh osi x in y pa uporabimo periodične
robne pogoje (glej sliko 12). V celici s homeotropnim sidranjem na ploščah v smeri osi z
se tok zaradi sinusno nihajočega električnega polja v smeri osi x v času izpovpreči, zato
ne dobimo nobenega skupnega materialnega toka. Da bi tok dobili, moramo zlomiti
simetrijo v direktorskem polju. V upogibni celici, kot je prikazana na sliki 12a, tako
pri sinusno nihajočem električnem polju vzdolž osi x dobimo tok v smeri ´x, ki ne
pojema s časom.
V vseh izračunanih primerih opazimo, da direktorsko polje začne hitro slediti zunanjemu
električnemu polju, saj elastična energija že po nekaj periodah električnega polja postane
periodična. Povprečno hitrost izračunamo čez približno 104 period električnega polja in
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Slika 12: (a) Shematski prikaz upogibne celice s planarnim sidranjem v smeri osi x na spodnjem
robu (z “ 0) in homeotropnim na vrhu celice. Električno polje E se spreminja v smeri osi x.
(b) Ko ob t “ 0 vključimo električno polje (glej spodnjo sliko), se v sistemu že v nekaj periodah
(t Á 2t0 ) vzpostavi stacionarno stanje. To se dobro vidi tudi v periodičnem obnašanju elastične
deformacijske energije. Električno polje pa se spreminja sinusno kot E “ E0 sin (ωt). Sistem
sledi električnemu polju z dvakrat višjo frekvenco.

v upogibni celici dobimo povprečno hitrost pretežno v smeri ´x. Tok lahko ponazorimo
s trajektorijami namišljenih delcev (z integriranjem hitrostnega profila tekočine), kot
kaže slika 13. Opazimo, da sicer delci sledijo kompleksnim trajektorijam, a je celotno
gibanje predvsem v smeri osi ´x, kar potrjuje rezultate povprečne hitrosti.
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Slika 13: Trajektorije navideznih delcev, v upogibni celici. Delci so na začetku enakomerno
porazdeljeni vzdolž osi z. V prvih nekaj časovnih periodah se delci premaknejo precej več
kot v stacionarnem režimu. Opazimo, da je celotni tok vzdolž osi ´x, kot je razvidno že iz
povprečne hitrosti v celici.
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V primeru sinusno nihajočega polja pa lahko izračunamo tudi približno analitično rešitev
direktorskega polja, kar nam pomaga razumeti celoten proces. Najprej predpostavimo,
da tok ne vpliva na direktorsko polje in izračunamo samo časovno odvisno direktorsko
polje zaradi časovno spremenljivega električnega polja. Za nastavek vzamemo polje v
upogibni celici, kot je na sliki 12a, in dodamo majhno perturbacijo ψ (z, t):
n “ {cos [kz ` ψ (z, t)] , 0, sin [kz ` ψ (z, t)]} ,

(34)

kjer je k̃ “ kz0 “ π{2 in z0 debelina celice. Nato zapišemo Frankovo prosto energijo
[enačba (7.2)] ter preko Euler-Lagrangeovih enačb dobimo enačbo gibanja za direktorsko polje [enačba (7.3)]. Enačbo prepišemo v brezdimenzijsko obliko (z vpeljavo
brezdimenzijskih količin k̃, z̃, t̃, ω̃ in γ̃) ter rešimo z nastavkom v približku majhne
perturbacije ψpz, tq ! kz.
Dobimo približno rešitev v brezdimenzijskih količinah
(
)






γ̃ ω̃ cos 2ω̃ t̃ ´ 2k̃ 2 sin 2ω̃ t̃
1
ψpz, tq “ ´εp sin 2k̃z̃
`
sin 2k̃z̃
8k̃ 2
4γ̃ 2 ω̃ 2 ` 4k̃ 4

(35)

ε ε E 2 z̃ 2

a 0 0
kjer je εp “ 0 2K
, E0 amplituda in ω frekvenca električnega polja, Kel elastična
el
konstanta v Frankovi prosti energiji ter γ rotacijska viskoznost tekočega kristala.
Primerjava z numeričnimi rezultati pokaže dobro kvalitativno ujemanje in pomeni, da
tok ne vpliva bistveno na direktorsko polje. Torej predvsem električno polje določa
profil direktorskega polja, ki nato povzroči tok. Vidimo še, da je deformacija odvisna
predvsem od razmerja med amplitudo električnega polja E0 in elastično konstanto Kel
v enokonstantnem približku, kar se sklada z numeričnimi rezultati.

Proti Laguerre-Gaussovim snopom
Raziskali smo učinek električnega polja v časovno spremenljivem Gaussovem laserskem
snopu na direktorsko in hitrostno polje v upogibni celici (glej sliko 14). Uporabili
smo večjo celico kot v prejšnjih primerih, in sicer 200 ˆ 200 ˆ 100 mrežnih točk, ter
periodične robne pogoje v smereh x in y. Gaussov snop opišemo z [183]
"
#
(x ´ x0 )2 ` (y ´ y0 )2
w0
Ex px, y, zq “ E0
exp ´
,
(36)
wpzq
wpzq2
Ey “ Ez “ 0,
r
kjer je E0 amplituda jakosti električnega polja, wpzq “ w0

1`

 2
z
z0

širina snopa

vzdolž osi z, w0 širina snopa v grlu in z0 “ πw02 {λ. Parametra x0 and y0 podajata
položaj grla in jih v simulacijah postavimo na x0 “ y0 “ 0, valovna dolžina je
λ “ 10 ∆x in w0 “ 10 ∆x. Gaussov snop je tako usmerjen vzdolž osi z s fokusom v
sredini upogibne celice, kot je to prikazano na sliki 14 zgoraj (svetlo modra izopovršina
prikazuje jakost električnega polja |E| “ 3 V{µm). Snop periodično vklapljamo in
izklapljamo s spreminjanjem amplitude jakosti električnega polja kot E0 “ Ẽ0 sin (ωt).
Sistem že po nekaj periodah t0 “ 2π{ω, postane periodičen.
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Opazimo, da je velikost hitrosti vmax « 2.2 ˆ 10´3 ∆x{∆t « 60 µm/s podobna kot v
primeru uniformnega električnega polja, profil hitrosti pa je povsem drugačen. Vzbujeni
tok tekočine je pretežno v smeri laserskega snopa (smer z). Tekočina teče predvsem
navzdol in nato zaokroži po celici. Kljub periodičnim robnim pogojem ni skoraj nič
toka vzdolž osi x. Tak profil bi lahko nastal zaradi velikih gradientov električnega polja
v snopu.
S spremembo geometrije celice (obratno sidranje na zgornjem in spodnjem robu) bi
lahko dosegli tok v smeri navzgor, kar bi bilo lahko uporabno za levitacijo potopljenih
delcev. S svetenjem pod poljubnimi koti glede na z os, vrtenjem polarizacije ali
periodičnim premikanjem snopa pa bi lahko dosegli tudi tok v lateralni smeri, kar bi
bilo uporabno v mikrofluidiki.
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0

(c) t = 0.2 t0

(d) t = 0.3 t0

(e) t = 0.4 t0

(f) t = 0.5 t0

Slika 14: Upogibna celica s prikazanim direktorskim poljem (svetlo modri cilindri) in hitrostnim
poljem (puščice ter tokovno polje v sivem). Električno polje Gaussovega laserskega snopa,
prikazano s svetlo modro izopovršino pri |E| “ 3 V{µm, sinusno moduliramo. (a-f) Tokovna
polja v ravnini xz prikazujejo časovno odvisnost toka tekočine. Opazimo, da se tok pojavi
predvsem v smeri navzdol (smer ´z) ter kroži po celici. Dodatne slike predstavljajo jakost
električnega polja ter polarizacijo (črna puščica) ob posameznem času.
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Zaključek
V disertaciji smo predstavili rezultate numeričnih simulacij kiralnih in akiralnih tekočih
kristalov, ograjenih v različnih geometrijah, kot so sferične in elipsoidne kapljice ter
lupine. Glavni cilj disertacije je bil napoved in razlaga novih struktur ter preizkus
topološke teorije linijskih defektov. V drugem delu disertacije se osredotočimo na
nematodinamiko, ki temelji na tenzorskem ureditvenem parametru, in raziščemo vpliv
nihajočega električnega polja na tok tekočine v tankih nematskih celicah. Večino
raziskav smo opravili vzporedno z eksperimenti, kar omogoča razlago, napoved in
predstavitev eksperimentalnih struktur ter tudi kritično primerjavo naših simulacij.
Najprej smo obravnavali strukture v holesteričnih kapljicah s pomočjo numeričnega
modeliranja s polnim tenzorskim opisom. Nato smo opisali strukture, ki so že znane v
direktorskem približku, in pokazali razlike v natančni zgradbi defektov in okoliškega
direktorskega polja. Predstavili smo dve novi strukturi in razložili, kako se s spreminjanjem holesteričnega zvoja strukture transformirajo in prehajajo druga v drugo ter kako
se spreminja periodičnost holesteričnih plasti. Nekatere izmed struktur kažejo potencialno uporabnost kot Bragovi resonatorji za optične in fotonske elemente. Sprememba
geometrije in topologije kapljic po tem, ko jih prebodemo s cilindričnimi vlakni, vpliva
na stabilnost struktur. Izkaže se, da so te strukture močno temperaturno odvisne in
sklopljene z okolico, kar odpira nove možne načine uporabe, kot na primer izdelava
termooptičnih elementov na mreži, ki so uporabni v fotoniki ter za valovne vodnike.
Nato smo se posvetili holesteričnim kapljicam s homeotropnim robnim pogojem, ki
prepreči relaksacijo v zvito holesterično strukturo in povzroči nastanek zaključenih
linijskih defektov. Disklinacije nastanejo, da zastrejo omejujoč homeotropni robni
pogoj, tvorijo pa lahko tudi vozle in splete. S pomočjo simuliranega hitrega ohlajanja
smo preiskali fazni prostor struktur v odvisnosti od kiralnosti medija in geometrijsko ter
topološko opisali možna stanja. Število možnih struktur nam tako omogoča preizkus
nedavno razvite topološke teorije in postavlja podlago za eksperimentalno reprodukcijo
pojava.
V naslednjem poglavju smo se lotili opisa nematskih lupin, kjer smo najprej rešili
nedavno polemiko o eksperimentalnih rezultatih. Pokazali smo, da je prerazporeditev
defektov, ki jo dobimo preko spremembe razmerja elastičnih konstant, drugačna kot
pri spremembi lokalne debeline nematske lupine. V prvem primeru se namreč defekti
prerazporedijo asimetrično in v drugem simetrično. Raziskali pa smo še druge načine
spremembe valence lupin. Možen način je z dodajanjem majhnih koloidnih vključkov v
tekočekristalno fazo lupine. Položaj vključkov primarno določi površinska napetost,
na tekoč kristal pa vplivajo kot dodatni topološki naboji in zato spremenijo strukture.
V disertaciji smo predstavili in razložili vse eksperimentalno opažene konfiguracije s
po enim ali več vključki. Poglavje zaključimo s predstavitvijo različnih struktur z več
vključki na istih mestih.
Zadnje poglavje je osredotočeno na opis novega mehanizma za črpanje tekočine v tankih
nematskih celicah. Predstavimo vpliv enostavnega, časovno odvisnega električnega
polja na nematske celice z različnimi robnimi pogoji. Pokažemo, da je zlom simetrije v
direktorskem polju ključen pojav za povzročitev materialnega toka. V primeru upogibne
celice ter sinusno nihajočega ali žagastega polja dosežemo povprečen tok v izbrani
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smeri. Raziskavo smo razširili še z opisom toka v celici, ki ga povzroči laserski Gaussov
snop.
Različna stabilna in metastabilna stanja v holesteričnih kapljicah bi lahko eksperimentalno nadzirali preko zapletenih električnih polj, kar bi omogočilo preklop med različnimi
stanji, ki bi se efektivno shranila v kapljici. Kapljice se lahko opazuje posamično in
kot take uporabi v optičnih eksperimentih za filtre, sipalce svetlobe, resonatorje ali za
označevanje translatornih in rotatornih gibanj. Stanja v kapljici namreč spremenijo
optične in fotonske lastnosti in so zato uporabne za optične in fotonske elemente v
fotonskih vezjih, zgrajenih iz mehke snovi. V nematskih lupinah pa bi poznavanje
mehanizmov, ki določajo tipe in položaje defektov, odprlo pot natančnemu določanju
meddelčnih potencialov. Taki delci bi se lahko samourejali v točno vnaprej določene
strukture, kot na primer fotonske kristale ali celo metamateriale. Medsebojni učinki
elastične anizotropije, geometrije, površin, vzgona in koloidnih vključkov bi lahko
privedli do struktur z nastavljivimi lastnostmi.
Učinek zunanjih elektromagnetnih polj na stanja je še precej neraziskan. Optične
in fotonske lastnosti kapljic se kažejo kot vroča tema in pomembno je razumevanje
nastavljivih optičnih lastnosti kapljice z električnimi ali magnetnimi polji. Pričakujemo, da bodo predstavljene teoretične in numerične študije vzpodbudile nadaljnje
eksperimentalno delo, ki pa bo zahtevalo dodatno modeliranje. Drugo zanimivo odprto
vprašanje je vpliv in organizacija večjega števila majhnih koloidnih delcev v nematskih
lupinah ter učinek kiralnosti in materialnih tokov. Uporaba Laguerre-Gaussovih snopov
v ograjenih geometrijah bi lahko povečala učinkovitost črpanja in nastanek zapletenih
tokovnih vzorcev ter hidrodinamskih nestabilnosti. V področju fizike tekočih kristalov
je še vedno veliko zanimivih odprtih vprašanj. V disertaciji smo predstavili zgolj nekaj
možnih struktur, zanimivih za topološke raziskave in razvoj naprednih materialov.
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